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RHINO SENSORY UK CATALOGUE INTRODUCTION

to Edition 9 of the Rhino
Sensory UK Catalogue
In 2005, my family and I spent a lot of time in and out of the hospital
with one of our children. Whilst we were there, we were introduced to
the concept of sensory and discovered first-hand what a marvellous
distracting, developmental and wellbeing-boosting tool it was for
patients during their hospital stay.
The stimulating sensory games, toys, and resources helped keep our spirits high and brought
a smile to our faces - something we’d not seen since we first started our hospital journey.
These special smiles became our inspiration to launch Rhino UK, and it’s been the motivation
for everything we’ve been able to achieve since.
We’re delighted to be bringing you a whole host of inclusive, accessible and spectacular
sensory rooms and resource ideas in our latest Edition 9 Catalogue. From incredible
immersive interactive rooms to a treasure trove of handheld fidgets, we’re sure you’ll
be able to find something that will stimulate, uplift and support your senses.
Don’t forget that we have even more resources, inspiration, and advice
on our website www.rhinouk.com.
But for now, I hope that you enjoy browsing through
our catalogue.
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Welcome

Sensory Room Design

visit www.rhinouk.com

JungleCare

We are proud to offer the finest after-sales support to keep your
sensory equipment in its best working condition. Our unique
JungleCare maintenance packages are designed to suit your
needs and budget, preventing downtime on your sensory space.
Each package is renewed yearly and includes room warranty,
repair and regular deep clean visits.

33

Making sense of

Installation

We’ve been creating sensory spaces for over a decade.
And with our years of experience, we’ve mastered the art of
a smooth, speedy and hassle-free design and installation.

Rhino install across
the United Kingdom
and Northern Ireland

Map

RHINO SENSORY UK CATALOGUE SENSORY ROOM DESIGN

Our simple five-step process will guide you on your sensory room journey,
from consultation to handover, resulting in a personalised sensory space that
meets your needs, space and budget.

St Crispins School, Edinburgh
Immersive Room

1 Design Consultation

Start your sensory journey by booking a free
design consultation remotely or on-site.

2 Room Visuals & Costs
After the consultation, we’ll craft your
bespoke room design proposal.
Inside the proposal you’ll find a 3D room
design visual, equipment cost breakdown,
and room preparation recommendations.

Great Harwood Respite Centre, Lancashire
Multi-Sensory Room
Foxden Day Centre,
South Shields
Multi-Sensory Room

3 Design Approval

With decisions made, and designs
signed off, it’s time to choose your finishing
touches, colours, prints & more.
Your project manager will talk you through
final decisions, and the preparations that
will need to be made before installation.

4 Installation

Our experienced Installation Team will
transform your space into a special
sensory room.
The team all hold CSCS cards and DBS
certificates, and they safely deliver projects
in full accordance with British Standards
and Health & Safety Requirements.

Ty Lydiard Hospital, South Wales
Multi-Sensory Room
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5 Handover

Once your room has been installed, we’ll
send one of our sensory experts to give
you the necessary training, advice, and
inspiration to use the space and all its
equipment safely and effectively.
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RHINO SENSORY UK CATALOGUE INSTALLATION MAP

Sensory Room Design
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Ruth House, Surrey
Safety Wall & Floor Padding

For more information call us on 01270 766660, email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Visual Impairment

Our Visual Impairment collection is designed to support
people who are blind or have a visual impairment. With
contrasting colours, bright lights and tactile elements,
users are encouraged to confidently explore their
senses, learn more about themselves and the wider
world around them.

SHOP BY NEEDS

Pain Distraction

Our Pain Distraction collection has been specially
designed to calm and relax users when they find
themselves in healthcare environments.

Autism Spectrum

People with Autism see, hear and feel the world
around them differently, and our autism collection
has been designed to support, build and flourish
different sensory perspectives.

Pain distraction resources are especially useful for
Hospital Play Specialists and effective in Hospital
Treatment Rooms, reducing patients’ pain and
anxiety and helping to make their experience as
comfortable as possible.

Autism, Asperger’s and similar Sensory Processing
Disorders cause sensory systems to be over or undersensitive, meaning that everyday sensory experiences are
either too stimulating or not stimulating enough. Variances
in stimulation can cause individuals to feel uncomfortable,
anxious and stressed, and can sometimes lead to an
emotional meltdown.

Shop by Room
Our sensory team design and manufacture a wide
range of multisensory equipment for a variety of needs,
disabilities and environments.
When you are looking for sensory resources, it’s
essential to know who you are buying for and their
needs to find the resources that will effectively support
their sensory wellbeing.
That’s why we’ve created our handy ‘Shop by Room’
section so that you can find out more about each room
type, who they’re best suited for, and what resources
you’ll find in them.
Discover inspiration for your room, build a sensory wish
list, or choose a few items to get you started on your
sensory journey.

For more
information visit

www.rhinouk.com

SHOP BY ROOM

Shop by Needs

De-escalation / Relaxation

De-escalation rooms are practical spaces that
therapeutically diffuse anxiety, stress, and reduce the
chance of a meltdown. With soft sensory padding and
a variety of distracting resources, these unique rooms
aim to distract and stimulate users’ senses until they feel
more balanced within themselves.

Creating calming and controlled sensory environments
is a great way to manage sensory inputs and help
individuals feel comfortable in typically stressful spaces.
Distracting visuals, calming mood lighting, terrifically tactile
gadgets and adventurous soft play furniture can create
an accessible sensory world for neurodivergent minds to
explore, develop and shine.

Rehabilitation

It’s been proven that regular sessions in sensory rooms can
improve learning, communication and organisational skills
for people on the autism spectrum.

Multi-Sensory
Room

Sensory
Integration
Room

Namaste
Room

Reminiscence
Room

Portable Sensory
Equipment

Dark Room

Light/White
Room

Sensory
Bedroom

Sensory
Garden

Hydropool
& Sensory
Bathroom

Soft Play
Room

Safe/Quiet
Room

Waiting
Room

Treatment/
Labour Room

Classroom

A sensory room is an ideal environment to help improve,
maintain or restore physical strength, cognition and
mobility. Overall it can help to people gain greater
independence after an illness, injury or surgery.

Dementia

Our Dementia sensory collection is filled with therapeutic
resources designed to calm, relax and support those with
Dementia, Alzheimer’s and other degenerative mental
conditions. The collection has been specially curated
to help people with Dementia feel comfortable in their
surroundings and confident in their day to day lives.
Typical sensory rooms for individuals with Dementia
include distracting lights, sounds and textures designed
to stimulate senses, calm minds and reduce the risk of an
emotional episode. Rooms should also include supportive
seating that strengthens proprioceptive and vestibular
systems, helping individuals maintain movement and
independence.
Reminiscence, Namaste, Calming and Relaxation
Rooms are popular therapeutic spaces for people
with Dementia.

6

For more
information visit

www.rhinouk.com

For more information call us on 01270 766660, email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Manchester City FC, Manchester

Sensory Rooms

Multi-Sensory Rooms

Contact us
today for your
FREE Sensory
Room Design

A Multi-Sensory Room is a dedicated space for therapeutic
development and sensory play. Filled with a collection of
light, sound, and tactile effects, Multi-Sensory Rooms are
environments where users, young and old, can explore their
senses and emotions safely.

A Solar 250 LED Projector
B Ladder Lights

A sound sensitive wall panel, where 15
colourful rungs light up according to the sound
volume. See page 46.

A

C UV Carpet

A finely woven carpet with a unique pattern
of coloured fluorescent threads which will
glow under UV light. See page 39.

Infinity Tunnel
D A sound-sensitive wall panel that creates a

L

colourful optical illusion giving the impression
of an infinite tunnel of twinkling lights.
See page 46.

M

O

N

Bubble Columns
E Our Bubble Tubes are brilliantly bubbly

immersive visual, tactile, and auditory
centrepieces perfect for any sensory space!
See pages 22-31.

E
I

D

Fibre Optic Tails
F Our twinkling fire optics cycle through a

B

rainbow of colours, creating a charmingly
calming visual distraction. See pages 32-35.

Floor Padding

F

K
G

H

G Floor Padding removes the worry of nasty
bumps and bruises and creates a safe
environment for users to release energy
and explore their senses. See page 96.

Beanbag
H Beanbags offer a cosy spot for users to

sit back and relax whilst they take in the
sensory wonder around them.
See page 107.

C
J

I Fibre Optic Carpet

A stunning, sparkling element to add
to a sensory room. See page 32.

J Liquid Floor Tile

Our Liquid Floor Tiles provide a unique visual
and tactile experience with flowing colours
that swirl when walked over. See page 146.

K Tactile Panels

Colourful wooden backed tactile wall
panels for tactile exploration and visual
stimulation. See pages 48-49.

L LED Wall Wash

Bright LED strips that wash walls
with inspiring colour. See page 45.

M Mirror Ball

Perfect for sensory discos and visual
distraction. See page 43.

N Pinspot

Give your mirror ball a wonderful sensory
glow with our dazzling pinspot light.
See page 43.

O UV Light Panel

A sturdy and powerful UV LED Light Panel.
See page 36.

J

St Crispins School, Edinburgh
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A quiet, cool and bright effect
wheel projector. See page 40.

SENSORY ROOMS MULTI-SENSORY ROOMS

SENSORY ROOMS MULTI-SENSORY ROOMS

Away from outside distractions, these immersive environments offer the opportunity
for inclusive lessons, one-on-one therapy sessions and the time and space to
develop key skills such as fine and gross motor and hand-eye coordination.

For more information call us on 01270 766660, email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Kisharon Special School, London

Benefits

Who is it for?

Stimulation for visual, tactile, audio, olfactory,
proprioceptive and vestibular senses.

Schools – SEN & Mainstream

Improve co-ordination and
motor development

Hospitals

Promote cognitive development

Community Centres

Improve communication and social skills

Public Spaces – Airports,
Leisure Centres, Shopping
Centres, Football Clubs

Boost physical and mental wellbeing

Private Houses

For more
information visit

www.rhinouk.com
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Immersive Rooms

Dive into the deepest depths of the ocean or rocket into
star-filled galaxies, as stunning interactive projector effects,
surround sound and aromas, transform your room into an
immersive multi-sensory experience.

SENSORY ROOMS IMMERSIVE ROOMS

Our Immersive Rooms are easy to use, customise and control. They are a
perfect alternative to a classroom environment, inclusive of all and especially
those with special needs and disabilities.

A OmiVista - Interactive Floor Projection

omiVista projectors sit high up on the ceiling
and transform surfaces underneath into magical
interactive areas with the press of a button.
Pre-loaded with an immersive sensory suite of
300 apps, omiVista projectors are designed to
stimulate users minds and bodies, helping users
engage, interact and relax.

B

Motion Controlled

Switch Controlled

Immersive Rooms are created using omiVista,
omiReflex and omiBeam systems, alongside other
sensory light effects. They’re all controlled by a
central control panel with preset and
editable themes.

Preset and editable themes make room customisation a
smooth process and allow users to transform their sensory
environment in seconds.

Interact with the immersive projector, audio, and
visual effects by moving your body across the
projected surface. Infrared cameras detect your
movement and create fantastic effects.

For accessibility and personalisation, each Immersive
Room can be controlled by a central panel, where users of
all abilities can select projector effects, lighting colours and
the room’s audio.

Every Immersive Room we create is unique and built to
meet each client’s needs, space, and budget for the best
sensory effect.

Watch

our videos
online

Surround Wall Projection

Change the theme and atmosphere
of the room in seconds with this
incredible wall projection system.

C

LED Wall Wash

D

Ceiling Mounted Visual Effects

D

Using the very latest LED technology,
these long LED’s can be mounted
to a wall or ceiling, washing the area
below in a bright, colourful glow.

C

Bespoke lighting effects that
transform rooms and transfix minds.

B

SENSORY ROOMS IMMERSIVE ROOMS

Sensory Rooms

A

St Crispins School,
Edinburgh
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Kensington Queensmill School, London

Contact us
today for your
FREE Sensory
Room Design

Benefits

Who is it for?

Accessible and alternative learning for
all ages and abilities

Schools – SEN
& Mainstream

Improve communication and social skills

Community Centres

Sensory stimulation for visual, tactile and audi

PMLD Pupils

Boost focus, concentration and engagement

Autism & SEMH Pupils

Support mental health and wellbeing

Children & Adolescents

For more information call us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

For more
information visit

www.rhinouk.com

Belmont School, Gloucester
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Elderly Reminiscence

SENSORY ROOMS REMINISCENCE ROOMS

Reminiscence rooms are therapeutic spaces where
someone living with Dementia can experience and
find comfort in nostalgia.

Elderly Bathrooms

Sensory Bathrooms provide a therapeutic space for
everyday routines and self-care.

Surrounded by homely familiar furnishings and décor, comforting memories
can emerge, helping users feel more like themselves, inspiring conversation
and relaxation.

People with dementia and other cognitive disorders can sometimes find bathroom
environments disturbing and stressful. Sensory Bathrooms seek to reduce the
anxiety associated with bathtime by giving users a sense of control over their
environment.

Reminiscence spaces are seen in a wide range of settings, from hospital
wards to care homes and private residences.

Soft music, calming coloured lighting, and sensory resources can transform
bathrooms into tranquil spaces for relaxation, calm and self-care.

A

Bucklow Manor,
Cheshire

E

B

C

Benefits

Who is it for?

Reduces stress and agitation

Nursing Homes

Improves physical and mental wellbeing

Hospital Wards

Creates a therapeutic,
tranquil ambiance

Children's Care Homes, Respite
Centres & Hospices

H

G

A Solar Projector

D

D Fibre Optic Curtain

A quiet, cool and bright effect
wheel projector. See page 40.

I

J

Soothing sparkly lights that
offer a dreamy visual distraction.
See page 33.

B Tropical Fish Effect Wheel

Swim with schools of fish around
this colourful coral reef.
See page 42.

C Active Bubble Wall

An uplifting bright bubbling
spectacular, with calming
colours effects.
See page 31.

F

C Sound and Light Panel

Hazelwood Nursing Home,
Dartford

A Sound System & Aroma Diffuser
Familiar music and smells comfort and
relax users into their environment.

B Fibre Optic Curtain

A stunning, shimmering curtain of fibre
optics. The user can lie underneath or walk
in and out of them. They make a fantastic
sensory experience in any room.
See page 33.
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Sensory Rooms

Contact us
today for your
FREE Sensory
Room Design

A sound-sensitive wall panel, where volume
and pitch affect colour and brightness.
See page 46.

D Infinity Tunnel

A sound-sensitive wall panel that
creates a colourful optical illusion,
giving the impression of an infinite
tunnel of twinkling lights. See page 46.

E Fibre Optic Ceiling Ring

Twinkling, distracting and effective at
therapeutically inspiring calm.
See page 32.

F Bubble Tubes, Podium & Mirrors

A fantastically bubbling sensory centrepiece
that stimulates calm and relaxation.
See page 23.

G Solar Projector

Project bright, familiar images onto
walls to distract, calm and promote
meaningful conversations.
See page 40.

H LED Wall Wash

LED strips that wash walls with
inspiring colour. See page 45.

I

Bubble Wall

Bubble Walls are inspiring,
dynamic, bubbling works of art.
See page 31.

J Tactile Wall Panels

Encourage the development of
key motor skills with a variety of
interactive activities.
See pages 48-49.

For more information call us on 01270 766660, email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Benefits

Who is it for?

Maintains
cognitive skills

Nursing Homes

Nurtures
sensory stimuli

Hospital Wards

Improves mental and
physical wellbeing

Community
Centres

Encourages
communication

Elderly

Reduces stress
and agitation

Dementia &
Alzheimer’s

A

For more
information visit

SENSORY ROOMS REMINISCENCE ROOMS

Sensory Rooms

www.rhinouk.com

B

C

D
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Sensory Rooms

Safe & Calm rooms are quiet environments that provide low levels of
stimulation, enabling users to rebalance their senses, dispel anxiety
and calm down. These spaces are particularly helpful for people with
Autism, Learning Difficulties and Mental Illnesses.

Contact us
today for your
FREE Sensory
Room Design

SENSORY ROOMS SAFE & CALM ROOMS

Our safe rooms are designed to calm, comfort and stabilise moods. They typically
include soft floor and wall safety padding, a hiding den, bench seating, mood
lighting, and distracting sensory ceiling effects.

Parkway Primary School, Kent

G
A

A LED SKY Ceiling

Bring the outside inside with our LED
Sky Ceiling. An inspiring mood changer
that’s perfect for positive distraction.
See page 44.

F

Royal Devon Hospital,
Exeter

B Solar Projector Wheels

A quiet, cool and colourful sensory projector.
See pages 40-42.

C Therapy Chair

Our colourful vinyl-covered foam Therapy Chairs offer users
proprioceptive, vestibular, or motion-based stimulation. See
page 105.

D Vibration Bumpers

A soft padded bumpy wall that vibrates when touched. See
page 95.

B

E Colour Controller Pad

A large Colour Controller Pad to control the colours
of the room.
See page 28.

F LED Wall Wash

D

Bright LED strips that wash walls with inspiring colour.
See page 45.

E

G Sound System with Ceiling Speakers

An immersive surround sound system that comes
complete with an amplifier, and wall and ceiling speakers.

C

14

Pictor Academy,
Manchester

For more information call us on 01270 766660, email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

SENSORY ROOMS SAFE & CALM ROOMS

Safe & Calm Rooms

For more
information visit

www.rhinouk.com

Benefits

Who is it for?

Prevents need for restraint and seclusion

SEN Schools

Encourages self-control

Mental Health Departments

Promotes self-regulation

Private Houses/ Bedrooms

Safe padded environment

Care Homes

15

Kensington Queensmill
School, London

Sensory Rooms

Soft Play Rooms

Soft Play Rooms are exciting safe spaces for tumbling, rolling,
climbing, bouncing, letting off steam, and having fun! Soft padding
and interesting obstacles, such as slides, swings, and steps, provide
an exploratory playground that’s perfect for developing gross motor
skills and bodily awareness.
All of our soft play products are made from strong, durable, and smooth touch vinyl
that’s double stitched for strength and durability.

Oakwood SILC,
Leeds

F

H

K

J

E

I

G

L
D

A

A Loose Soft Play Set

An intriguing variety of soft play shapes that
are great for building with, climbing on and
inspiring imaginations. See page 95.

B Rocker Roller

The Rocker Roller disc is an octagonal soft
play dome that can be used as a rocker
or turned upside down for a climbing
challenge. See page 90.

C Musical Squares

Interact with the coloured buttons on
either the floor or the wall to create
stimulating light and sound effects.
See page 161.

D Floor Padding

All of our soft play rooms are fitted with
made to measure floor padding, so that
users can actively and excitedly explore
their senses without worrying about
hurting themselves.
Timber backed and machine sewn, our
safety padding is robust, durable and safe,
and comes in a variety of bright colours to
suit your space. See page 96.

E Ball Pool

Our easy to assemble Ball Pool consists
of four side panels and an extra thick
padded base. All pieces fit into place
with Velcro fastenings. See pages 80-81.

B

F Wall Padding

Our specialist wall padding can add a
splash of colour and a dash of sensory
indulgence to your soft play space.
Available in a range of colours, heights and
depths, our bespoke padding is made to
measure to ensure a snug fit.
High grade and dense, our wall padding
is hard-wearing and can easily be wiped
clean in line with infection control policies.
See page 97.

G Soft Play Steps

Our Soft Play Steps can be used
alongside a Soft Play Cube Tunnel and Soft
Play Slide for an adventurous activity trail.
See page 94.

C

For more information call us on 01270 766660, email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

For more
information visit

H Tunnels & Platforms

Soft Play Tunnels and Platforms are great for
children to climb over as they build motor skills
and bodily confidence. See page 94.

I

Soft Play Slide

www.rhinouk.com

Linkwood Primary, Elgin

Benefits

Who is it for?

Indoor safe play space

Schools – Both SEN & Mainstream

Encourages movement and gross motor skills

Community Spaces

K Convex Bubble Mirror

Develop essential lifeskills

Public Spaces – Airports, Leisure
Centres, Shopping Centres, Football
Clubs

L Vibrating Bumpers

Encourage social interaction and group play

Hospitals

Increase self-esteem and self-confidence

Children & Adolescents

Our Soft Play Slide can be used alongside a
Soft Play Cube Tunnel and Soft Play Steps for
an adventurous activity trail. See page 94.

J Stepping Stones

Twelve brightly coloured soft play blocks in varying
heights offer hours of climbing fun. See page 94.
A soft foam panel with nine convex mirrors
for a unique visual experience. See page 137.
A soft padded bumpy wall that
vibrates when touched. See page 95.
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SENSORY ROOMS SOFT PLAY ROOMS

SENSORY ROOMS SOFT PLAY ROOMS

Contact us
today for your
FREE Sensory
Room Design

St Crispins School,
Edinburgh
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SENSORY ROOMS SENSORY INTEGRATION ROOMS

Sensory
Integration Rooms
Contact us
today for your
FREE Sensory
Room Design

A

Used by Occupational Therapists (OTs) and
Physiotherapists, Sensory Integration Rooms are
therapeutic spaces dedicated to the development
of Vestibular and Proprioceptive senses.

Benefits

Who is it for?

Stimulates vestibular and proprioceptive senses

Schools – SEN
& Mainstream

Improves motor development

Community Spaces

Improves daily function and learning ability

Private Houses

Regulates sensory stimulation

Autism

Develops positive behaviour patterns

Children & Adolescents

These technical rooms are filled with specialist equipment designed
to develop users balance, mobility, bodily awareness and confidence,
including swings and suspension systems, soft padding for walls and
floors, ball pools & rockers.

www.rhinouk.com

Kensington Queensmill
School, London

C

Cocoon Swing

Our Cocoon Swing creates a darkened safe space for users
to calm down, as the shape of the swing provides deep
pressure and vestibular stimulation. See page 67.

B Wall Padding

Our made to measure Wall Padding provides a layer of
protection and a splash of colour to sensory areas. See page 97.

G

C Free Standing Beam Frame

Our Standing Beam Frame is ideal for those who don’t have the
walls or ceiling fit for suspension. See page 62.

D Platform Swing

Our swing platforms are used to improve directional
and spatial awareness. See page 66.

E

F

Floor Padding

Floor Padding is a great addition to any Sensory Room, providing
a soft comfortable spot for users to sit and relax. It also helps
cushion jumps or falls off the equipment. See page 96.

B
D

H

F

A

Softplay Trampoline

A firm foam plinth surrounding a metal-framed trampoline that
creates a safe place to enjoy bouncing. See page 93.

I

G Climbing Wall

Our Climbing Wall challenges children to build their balance, spatial
orientation and motor skills. See page 76.

H Roller Slide

E

Slide in sensory style with our Roller Slide. Build your bilateral
coordination and motor skills whilst having fabulous fun.
See page 78.

I
J
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Kisharon Special
School, London

For more
information visit

SENSORY ROOMS SENSORY INTEGRATION ROOMS

Sensory Rooms

Body Roller

Our Body Roller creates therapeutic deep pressure muscle
stimulation as the child crawls between the rollers. See page 83.

Scooter Ramp

The Scooter Ramp provides opportunities for activities that
develop reflexes and stimulate vestibular senses. See page 79.

For more information call us on 01270 766660, email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

J

More Rehab,
Sheffield
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A Multi-Sensory Room is a dedicated space for therapeutic
development and sensory play. Filled with a collection of
light, sound, and tactile effects, Multi-Sensory Rooms are
environments where users, young and old, can explore their
senses and emotions safely.

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS

Away from outside distractions, these immersive environments offer the opportunity
for inclusive lessons, one-on-one therapy sessions and the time and space to develop
key skills such as fine and gross motor and hand-eye coordination.

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

visit www.rhinouk.com
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Multi-Sensory Environments Contents

Bubble
Columns

Pages 22-31
Our collection of Bubble
Tubes and waterless
Hurricane Tubes are
beacons of inclusive sensory
play. Decorating sensory
environments in bright,
bubbling colours, our bubble
tubes create a calming
therapeutic ambience
that’s perfect for distraction
and relaxation.

Fibre Optics
Pages 32-35

Fibre Optics are a terrific
twinkling tactile resource as
their plastic fibres don’t carry
heat or electricity, making
them safe for up close and
personal sensory sessions.
Our Fibre Optic collection
includes carpets, curtains,
ceiling tiles and a wide range
of handheld options so
that you can discover the
calming magic of fibre optics
wherever you are.

UV & Glow in
the Dark

Projection &
Light Effects

Walls
& Ceilings

HydroSensory

MSE Room
Control

Explore dark spaces with
a groovy sensory glow
in our UV & Glow in the
Dark collection. Designed
for people with visual
impairments, the highly
contrasting UV colours offer
users the opportunity to
inspire their imgainations and
develop visual tracking skills.

Discover your senses and
illuminate your imaginations
with our Projection & Light
Effects collection, perfect for
theming rooms, interactive
storytelling, distraction,
relaxation and for therapeutic
use in reminiscence sessions.

Create a wholly immersive,
stimulating sensory space by
transforming Walls & Ceilings
into their own interactive
multi-sensory features. Use
every part of your space to
its full sensory potential.

Hydrotherapy is a popular
type of occupational therapy
for people with special
needs and disabilities. Our
Hydro Pool collection is
filled with visual, light, and
tactile resources that’ll make
hydrotherapy sessions even
more immersive.

The key to an effective MultiSensory Room is allowing
users to take control of their
environment.

Pages 36-39

Pages 40-43

Pages 44-49

Pages 50-51

Pages 52-53

Our MSE Room Control
system lets users manage
the rooms lights, sounds,
colours and resources from a
centralised app so that they
can create a personalised
sensory environment.

Contact us
today for your
FREE Sensory
Room Design
20

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Interactive
Projection
Systems

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS

Multi-Sensory
Environments

Pages 54-59

Our Interactive Projection
Systems create exciting and
engaging sensory learning
experiences. The projectors
generate dynamic images
onto floors, walls and ceilings
that are responsive to
movement. As users
interact with the projector,
they’re rewarded with
audio and visual
rewards for an immersive
sensory experience.
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Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Multi-Sensory Environments

Bubble Columns

Bubble Columns are traditionally used as colourful
centrepieces in Multi-Sensory Rooms, capturing
imaginations and creating immersive visual, tactile
and auditory experiences.

Interactive Bubble Column

Bubbling, burbling and gurgling away, our Interactive Bubble
Columns are a festive party of light, sound and movement. The
columns have been designed to stimulate visual, auditory and tactile
senses so users can benefit from a layered multisensory experience.

Multi-Sensory
Rooms

Calming Rooms

Classrooms

Sensory
Bedrooms

Our brilliant Bubble Columns use the latest LED technology
to automatically scroll through the colour spectrum, creating
a stimulating and relaxing sensory experience. This particular
type of column is not suitable for colour controllers.

120cm

T2014

120cm

T2004

175cm

T2015

175cm

T2005

200cm

T2035

200cm

T2006

Bubble Column Sizes

Finding the right column is important. From accessible, portable table-top
column options, to two-meter giant interactive Bubble Tubes - check out
the guide below to find the best one for you.

10 cm

Touch Sensitive
Bubble Column

200 cm

175 cm

100 cm

120 cm

10 cm

Encourage immersive sensory
experiences with our interactive touchsensitive bubble tube. Tap, stroke or hug
the tube to change its colourful lights. It’s
ideal for users with limited motor skills
and creating personal sensory sessions.

T2039
Tabletop

Lightweight Portable
Accessable

22

Active Bubble Column

Budget

Lightweight Portable
Budget Friendly

120cm

175cm

Robust
Interactive Petite

Visual

Autism

Robust
Interactive Classic

Touch

200cm

Robust
Interactive Tall

Budget Bubble
Column
Perfect for smaller spaces and tighter
budgets, our budget columns create an
impressive sensory display. They’re not
as robust as our standard columns, so
they shouldn’t be used in spaces where
they’ll be handled or knocked easily.

T2013

Table Top
Bubble Column

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS BUBBLE COLUMNS

Bubble Column Environments

66 cm

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS BUBBLE COLUMNS

All our columns are sturdy and strong and can withhold active user handling
so that the bubbling tactile experience can be felt close to the body.

Portable, compact, sturdy and filled with
bubbling fun. Our accessible Tabletop
Bubble Columns are perfect for up-close
sensory stimulation.
They can sit on top of any flat surface,
allowing users to relax and explore their
visual and tactile senses while watching the
colourful bubbles rise and fall inside the tube.

T2018

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Multi-Sensory Environments

Hurricane Columns
Hurricane Columns are a wonderful waterless
alternative to our brilliant Bubble Columns.
Watch as the flurry of beads whoosh up and
down the colourful column, creating captivating
dynamic visual effects.

Interactive Hurricane Column

Our Interactive Hurricane Column has fan-driven beads which rise
and fall, creating a stimulating, bubbling visual effect. You can use
a colour controller to change the colours of the tube, and you can
also adjust the speed of the beads for varying degrees of visual
stimulation. Together, they’re perfect for developing cause and
effect skills and colour recognition.

Multi-Sensory
Rooms

Classrooms

Sensory
Bedrooms

A waterless beacon of colourful bubbles! Our fan-driven
Hurricane Column is great for relaxation and creating
calming spaces. You can manually adjust the bead speed
for different levels of visual stimulation.
This Column is not suitable for use with Colour Controllers.

120cm

T2009

120cm

T2016

175cm

T2009-1.75

175cm

T2016-1.75

200cm

T2009-2.00

200cm

T2016-2.00

Hurricane Column Sizes

Finding the right column is important. From accessible, portable table-top
column options, to two-meter giant interactive Hurricane Tubes - check out
the guide below to find the best one for you.

10 cm

Budget

Lightweight Portable
Accessable

Lightweight Portable
Budget Friendly

* Active version only

* Active version only

120cm

Robust
Interactive Petite

Visual

Autism

Budget
Hurricane Column

200 cm

175 cm

100 cm

120 cm

10 cm

Tabletop
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Calming Rooms

Active Hurricane Column

175cm

Robust
Interactive Classic

Perfect for smaller spaces and
tighter budgets, our budget columns
create an impressive sensory display.
They’re not as robust as our standard
columns, so they shouldn’t be used
in spaces where they’ll be handled or
knocked easily.

200cm

Robust
Interactive Tall

T2013H

Table Top
Bubble Column

Portable, compact, sturdy and filled with
colourful floating fun.
Our portable columns can sit on top of any flat
surface, allowing users to relax and explore their
visual and tactile senses while watching the
colourful balls rise and fall inside the tube. Interact
with the column by covering your hand across the
vent and watching how it affects the way balls flow.

Chroma Tube

The Chroma Tube is a great
alternative to a traditional Bubble
Column. Its rainbow of never-ending
light is perfect for enhancing sensory
stimulation, improving visual tracking
skills, and teaching cause and effect.

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS HURRICANE COLUMNS

Hurricane Column Environments

66 cm

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS HURRICANE COLUMNS

All our columns are sturdy and strong and can withhold active user
handling so that the whirling experience can be felt close to the body.

Height: 150cm

G5001

T2018H

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Multi-Sensory Environments

Column Podiums &
Surrounds

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

A podium creates a comfortable padded seat around
a Bubble or Hurricane Column, allowing users to get
close and experience their senses fully.

Built to order, our podiums are available in a variety of colours, shapes and
sizes, and can be custom-made to comfortably fit your space.

Podium Shapes & Sizes

All the comfort, closeness and stimulation of a sensory room – without the room! Our Mobile Corner
Podium is an accessible, portable and space-saving alternative to a classic hurricane column.

Bespoke Podiums

The cosy podium is 50cm tall, offering users a safe elevated seat to explore their senses. It’s
comprised of a budget hurricane tube, soft padded base, sturdy mirrors and strong lockable castors.

Built to order, our podiums are available
in a variety of colours, shapes and
sizes, and can be custom-made to
comfortably fit your space.

Size: 70 x 70 x 130cm

T2013H

T2048

Various
colour options
available
call for details

Square

90 x 90cm
T2002

Corner

Large Corner

T2002C

T2002CL

90 x 90cm

90 x 120cm

Bubble Column Beanbag

Snuggle up and get a cosy view of a bubble
tube. Made of tough vinyl and filled with a mix
of foam and beads. Not suitable for Hurricane
Columns.
Size: H 152 x W 102 x D 30cm

T2040
Alternative sizes available on request.

Podium Side Seat

A bespoke bench seat to sit
alongside your column, creating
a cosy cushioned picturesque
view to watch, observe and enjoy
the bubbling visual stimulation.
Benches are custom made to fit
your space.

R0047

Colour Controller Podium
Experiment with touch and colour with our
two-in-one column podium and colour
controller. A robust base safely houses the
sensory column, while its colourful interactive
top offers users a place to sit, relax and
explore their visual senses.
Size: 90 x 90cm

T2027

Acrylic Mirror

A plane acrylic mirror with a wooden back creates a stunning
visual impact behind bubble and hurricane columns.

Quadrant

Large Quadrant

Large Rectangle

T2002Q

T2002QL

T2002R

90 x 90cm
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Portable Podium

120 x 120cm

Visual

90 x 120cm

Dimensions: 200 x 90cm

Add a
mirror for
greater
impact!

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS COLUMN PODIUMS & SURROUNDS

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS COLUMN PODIUMS & SURROUNDS

Podiums safely house columns behind a padded wooden base and reflect
their dazzling colours and visual effects with an acrylic mirror surround.

T2135

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Multi-Sensory Environments

Colour Controllers
Eight sensory switches are
concealed in the colourful
foliage. Our beautiful tree pad
helps cognitive development
and encourages exploration in
growing minds. Available in other
designs and colours.

Ball Effects
Transform your column’s visual experience by adding a splash of stimulating
colours and distracting dancing beads to your bubbling experience.

For more
products visit

(Not suitable for Hurricane Columns).

T2039

T2002

Colour Controller
Buttons

www.rhinouk.com

Controller Cube

A wireless remote colour controller
cube for interactive sensory sessions.
The uppermost face controls the colour
of the interactive lighting; roll, throw
or turn the cube to interact with your
senses and control the room’s colours.

A wireless four-button compact
colour controller for the Interactive
Hurricane or Bubble Column, that
allows users to select and change
the column’s colour.
Size: H 25 x W 15 x D 8cm

Fish Effects

Our bubble tube drainage pump kit
lets you quickly drain the water from
Bubble Tubes easily and efficiently. The
kit includes a foot pump and two 3m
drainage hoses.

Pack of six colourful fish that bob
and weave about in the bubbles.
(Not suitable for Hurricane Columns).

T2038

R0806

Size: H 40 x W 40cm

T2146

Drainage Pump

T2136

Sound Sensitive Controller
Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Set the sensitivity to discount the background noise and the sound switch will
pick up anything unusually loud and send a remote signal to the interactive
sensory lighting and change the colour according to volume and pitch.
Size: H 12 x W 4 x D 4cm

For more
products visit

T2150

www.rhinouk.com

Bubble Column Additive

Genie App Control

This additive helps to protect and prevent
infection risk from common aerobic bacteria
and green algae – keeping your bubbles
cleaner for longer. It can be used in Bubble
Columns and Bubble Walls.

The MSE App has a user-friendly interface, with bright colours and large
buttons to make play inclusive and accessible.
The app is available to download from the Apple App Store onto an iPhone
or iPad, transforming it into a easy to use sensory room control system.

C7000

T2154

De-Ionised Water

De-ionised water is free from minerals
and other contaminants, reducing salt
build-up and corrosion inside your
column, and reducing the frequency
of water changes. 175cm Columns
require approximately 45 litres of water.
Size: 25ltr Bottle

Cleaning Brush

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS COLOUR CONTROLLERS

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS COLOUR CONTROLLERS

Controller Pad

A soft brush with an extendible
handle. Great for ensuring that your
Bubble Column is sparkling clean
from top to bottom! Not suitable for
use with Bubble Walls.

M1701

T2011DE
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Autism

Adult Appropriate

Visual

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Multi-Sensory Environments

Column Accessories
& Other Bubbles

www.rhinouk.com

www.rhinouk.com

Switch on the Bubble Machine
and watch as a flurry of
bubbles dance through the
air – fantastic for distraction,
calming and visual tracking.
Requires Bubble Machine Fluid.

Active Bubble Wall

Where a Bubble Column isn’t suitable and
floor space is limited, a Bubble Wall can be
the perfect space-saving sensory solution.
Bubble Walls hang on walls and use very
little water, so they’re easy to maintain and
great for areas with limited space. They
bubble bright with sensory colour; Active
Bubble Walls change colour automatically,
creating a calming visual distraction.

Size: H 29 x W 24 x D 22cm

L7000

Size: 120 x 60 x 80cm

R0023

Bubble Machine Fluid

Interactive Bubble Wall

A water-based liquid formulated
for use with all makes of bubble
machine. This solution produces
lightweight bubbles that are longer
lasting than standard bubble fluids.

Table Top Column
Carry Bag

Size: 5ltr Bottle

A light and secure bag to keep
your Table Top Column safe whilst
travelling about.

E8000

Similar to the Active Bubble Wall, the Interactive Bubble Wall is a brilliantly
bubbling space-saving sensory solution. Although instead of passively
watching the Bubble Wall’s changing colours, users can use the handy
colour controller to interact, choose and select the colours of the wall.
Comes complete with Colour Control Butto
Size: W 120 x H 60 x D 8cm

R0022

See
page 47
for Matching
Panels

T2018C

Deluxe Bubble Wall
Column
Security Bracket
Attach the telescopic bracket to
your wall to prevent movement
at the top of the Bubble or
Hurricane Column.

Bubble Column Bracket

T2041

Hurricane Column Bracket

T2041H

Corner Bracket - Bubble

T2041C

Corner Bracket - Hurricane T2041HC

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Our Deluxe Bubble Wall is a bright, bubbling
multisensory masterpiece, perfect for calming,
distracting and stimulating visual senses. Use
the four buttons to interact with the wall’s lights,
sounds and colours. Easy install.

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS BUBBLE WALLS

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS COLUMN ACCESSORIES & OTHER BUBBLES

For more
products visit

For more
products visit

Bubble Machine
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Bubble Walls

NEW

C3006

Adult Appropriate

Autism

Sound

Visual
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Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Multi-Sensory Environments

Fibre Optics
Fibre Optic Carpet

200 x 100cm

L8004

100 x 100cm

L8004-1

NEW

Rotating Wall Fibre
Optic Curtain

Fibre Optic
Star Cloth

Fibre Optic Chandelier

Our Fibre Optic Chandelier is a marvellous sensory room centrepiece that
creates a dazzling shower of sparkling sensory light. The chandelier has a
2m drop and requires a light source.

The beautifully finished,
twinkling, star cloth comes
ready to hang and requires
no drilling to attach to a
ceiling or wall. 3m x 3m, the
cloth is fire-retardant and
comes fully lined, making it
suitable for most ceilings.
Requires a light source.

Touch Sensitive LED Carpet

U9002

Size: W100 x L200cm

U9003

Size: 300 x 300cm

E10001

A cosy carpet covered with colourful LEDs.
It comes complete with an interactive light
source that has several touch-sensitive modes.

Fibre Optic Curtain

Size: 100 x 100cm

A calming, shimmering 1m wide
curtain of fibre optics. Includes
integrated light source.

P1366

Fibre Optic Ceiling Ring

Size: W100 x L200cm

Our Ceiling Rings allow you to install a star effect
ceiling wherever you’d like. Fibre optic star points
shine through the dark material creating a sparkling
starry night effect. Includes colour changing light
source and remote control.

T2117

Corner Fibre Optic
Curtain

Size: 122.3cm diameter

U9000

Fibre Optic Ceiling Kit

Our Fibre Optic Ceiling Kit includes 240 fibre optic points that can be inserted
into a ceiling to provide an awe-inspiring sparkling starry sky. Ideal for a
suspended ceiling. Requires a light source.

L8006
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Our Rotating Wall Fibre Optic Curtain
is a beautiful feature for any sensory
environment. It has soothing sparkly lights,
flexible mounting options and has been
designed with safety and robust handling
in mind. In addition, this curtain has a
unique inbuilt remote control LED illuminator
allowing you to change its colours. Also
incorporated is a unique cantilever mounting
bracket for secure fixings, giving excellent
flexibility when positioning the curtain.

Touch

Dementia

Adult Appropriate

Visual

Shaped like a curved fibre optic
shower, this curtain creates the illusion
of an immersive waterfall of fibres.
Users can sit underneath and immerse
themselves in fabulous colour. Requires
a light source.
Size: 120cm

U9007

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS FIBRE OPTICS

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS FIBRE OPTICS

A black carpet with sparkling fibre optics woven
into the material, creating a stunning shimmering
effect, ideal for visual and tactile stimulation.
The twinkling carpet can be laid on the floor
or mounted onto a wall.

Fibre Optic Waterfall
A waterfall of fibre optics that
can be hung from the ceiling.
Includes a light source.
Size: H60 x W60 x D200cm

T2123

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Multi-Sensory Environments

UV Bamboo Fibre Optics

Fibre Optics

With the texture of a bamboo stem and covered in a
white UV reactive sheathing that glows brightly under
UV light, our UV Bamboo Fibre Optics are fantastic for
visual and tactile stimulation. Requires a light source.

Handheld Fibre Optics Bundle
A colourful spray of fibre optics illuminated by a
robust handheld light source. Our Fibre Optics
Bundle lets any user safely handle, control and
explore the sparkling fibre optics without needing
a separate light source.

F3002

20 Tails 200cm

F3003

A beautiful spray of acrylic fibre optic tails that glow, sparkle
and change colours creating a distracting and calming sensory
experience. They also have the added benefit of glowing under
UV light! Requires a light source.

Jumbo Fibre Optic Side Glow

The Jumbo Fibre Optic Side Glow has all the benefits of the traditional fibre optics,
however, the thicker strands make them easier to grip and they can withstand
much heavier handling. Each strand is 8mm in width. The constant colour
changes provide visual stimulation for the partially sighted. Requires a light source.
15 Tails 200cm

100 Tails 200cm

T2122

200 Tails 200cm

T2122-2

T2019

Fibre Optic Padded
Seat & Surround

20 UV Tails 200cm T2129

This soft padded, high-quality seat safely houses
a light source. Children are free to sit and explore
the magical tails that fall from the side of the seat.
Light Source and tails not included.

Bamboo Fibre Optics

The unique bamboo-like sheathing on these fibre optics delivers
excellent tactile stimulation alongside the interesting visual effects.
The fibre optics are covered by a clear, easy to clean sheathing
that looks really effective with a colour light source.
Requires a light source.

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

15 Tails 200cm

F3004

20 Tails 200cm

F3005

Size: 30 x 44 x 30cm

P1316

Sparkle
Light Source
Our LED light source is quiet, cool
and very long-lasting (approx.
50,000 hours). And its colour wheel
gives the popular sparkle effect for
use with all our Fibre Optic range.

T2126

Fibre Optic Side Glow

Colour Controller Buttons

A beautiful spray of acrylic fibre optic tails that
glow, sparkle and change colours creating a
distracting and calming sensory experience.
Requires a light source.

Touch

100 Tails 200cm

T2121

200 Tails 200cm

T2120

Dementia

Adult Appropriate

Interactive
Light Source

See
page 28 for
MSE Room
Controls
A wireless four-button compact Colour
Controller for our Fibre Optic range, that
allows users to interact with the 16 colours
of the fibre optics.

T2146

Light Source Wall
Holder

Hang at any height on the wall to let
the fibre optic tails flow down across
laps, shoulders or heads.
Light source and tails are not included.

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS FIBRE OPTICS

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS FIBRE OPTICS

15 Tails 200cm

UV Fibre Optic Side Glow

E2000

34

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Our colour changing light source
is compact, quiet and lightweight,
and is compatible with our full
range of fibre optics. The colours
change automatically, but the
light source can be used with any
Colour Controller to allow the user
to interact with the colours.

T2001

T2012

Exclusive to Rhino

Visual

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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UV & Glow
in the Dark

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS UV & GLOW IN THE DARK

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Ultra Violet Lights are used in multi-sensory environments
to make fluorescent and white sensory resources magically
light up in a bright sensory glow. UV resources are great for
visually impaired people as the highly contrasting colours
inspire imagination and develop visual tracking skills.

Our glowing luminescent art panel encourages imagination, wonder and
creativity. Use your fine motor skills and the handy wooden pens to draw on
the panel - watch as your creations magically light up! Keep your eye on them,
though, as after a few moments they’ll fade away. The Play with Light Board is
great for encouraging motor skills, hand-eye coordination, and creativity.
Size: Play plate 46.5 x 64 cm,
light pen 15 cm long, Ø 1.7 cm

NEW

D4002

Make sure you take care when purchasing UV light sources. It’s best to check that
they’re recommended for use in multi-sensory environments, as many UV lights aren’t
suitable or safe for sensory play. When using UV resources, we advise that you keep a
150cm distance from UV lamps.

LED UV Light Panel
A sturdy and powerful LED
UV light, that can be fitted
to a wall or ceiling.

L3000

UV LED Torch (Large)

This large yet easy to handle LED UV Torch
helps UV toys glow in the dark. Simply
switch the torch on and point it towards the
desired toy to make it glow. It’s an absolute
essential for glow in the dark play!
Requires 3 x AAA Batteries (not included).
Size: 15cm

UV LED Torch (Small)

This small and easy to handle LED UV Torch
helps UV toys glow in the dark. Simply switch
the torch on and point it towards the desired
toy to make it glow. It’s an absolute essential
for glow in the dark play!

UV Fibre Optic Curtain

UV Waterfall

Size: L200 x W100cm

Size: Bar Extrusion L100 x D3.8cm, PVC Strip Length 200cm

T2118

U9001

A stunning, shimmering, 1m wide curtain of
fibre optics that glow magically under UV light.
Includes a light source.

Requires 3 x AAA Batteries (not included).

A wall-mounted sensory waterfall effect of colourful PVC strips
that glow brilliantly under UV light. Even in everyday white light,
the colours glow much more intensely than competing products.

Large Jellyfish Tank

Size: 9.5cm

P1333

Our Jellyfish Water Tank contains seven realistic jellyfish figures
that dance and swim around; their true to life motion is a
calming visual distraction and stimulant. The Tank is powered
by nearly-silent motors, which help to prevent distraction
and overstimulation during sensory sessions.

P1342

UV Kit Medium

Our medium-sized UV Kit contains a variety of excitingly fun
glow in the dark toys and goodies. When exposed to UV
light, these toys will glow, creating a stimulating visual effect
and giving you an entirely new understanding of light and
colour. Kit content may vary.

Size: 44 x 23cm

P1310

Line Lite Mirror

Includes 1 x UV Torch and 20 UV reactive items.

P1329

See
page 118
for Dark
Dens

This unusually tactile and visually stimulating wall mirror is threaded
with Line Lite tubing that glows with fluorescent colour when used
with an ultraviolet light source. What’s best is that the mirror reflects
the colourful strands, doubling its sensory effect.

Dark Den Accessories Kit

An exciting array of light resources perfect for exploring
colours, lights and reflections in dark room environments.

T7010
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Play with Light Board

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS UV & GLOW IN THE DARK

Multi-Sensory Environments

Size: 60 x 60cm.

T1004

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

Visual

Adult Appropriate

Touch

Dementia

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Multi-Sensory Environments

UV & Glow
in the Dark
Scan
the QR code to
view prices

UV Spine Balls

Fluorescent Parachute

A light, multicoloured nylon parachute that
includes reinforced grips sewn at intervals
around its perimeter. To enhance the look of
this parachute, shine a UV light onto it and
watch it burst into bright pink, green,
orange and yellow fluorescent colour.
Perfect for group play.
Size: 350cm

Our colourful UV Spine Balls are a great visual and tactile
resource for any sensory space. Supplied in a set of four bright
colours, they’re UV reactive, firm, bouncy and soft to touch.
Best used with a UV light.

G1318

UV & GID Ceiling Decor
A pack of over 100 glow in the dark stars and
shapes in various colours to cover your ceiling
and walls.

Flexi Glow Ball

This UV Flexi Glow Ball is made from
lightweight, durable material and is soft
and easy to catch. They’re great for
sensory play in a dark room with UV lights.
Size: 9cm

Sensory Glow Ball
Our Sensory Glow Ball absorbs
white light so that it can glow
fantastically in the dark.
Size: 16.5cm

H1000

P1345

Reptile Glow Set

These reptiles are fabulous glowing
curiosities, great for sensory exploration
play. Turn on the light to recharge the
phosphorescent animals again and
again. Set of six creatures.

P1344

Set of four liquid floor tiles that
glow under a UV light. Press or
tread on the tile to watch the
liquid ooze away. They can also
be inset into carpets!

UV Carpet

A finely woven carpet with a unique pattern of
coloured fluorescent threads which will glow
under UV light.

Size: 40 x 40cm

P1346

Maximum Width: 400cm

T2051

Wonder Glow Blocks

Black and White
Nursery PlayMat

Our glow in the dark wooden blocks offer an
interesting visual and tactile treat – move the blocks
around in the dark to create fantastic glowing shapes.

A black felt mat with various white shapes
that will glow under UV light. Great for
creating added interest within your dark room.

D2009

Size: 105 x 100cm

Fluorescent Tube Drum
A drum of six tubes filled with mirrors and
fluorescent pieces that provide stimulating
visual effects when rolled under UV light.

Fluorescent Tube
Roller Shaker

Size: 27 x 20 x 20cm

Hand held roller shaker with mirrors and
fluorescent beads that spin and glow
when used under UV light.

T1003

T1002

Fluorescent Mirror
Chimeabout
Spin to hear the bells on the
reflective perspex strips jingle
as they move. This fantastic
visual and audio toy encourages
interaction and motor skills.
Size: H24 x D20cm

T1001

S1067

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

UV Mat

Ripple UV Mat

Hard-wearing and lots of fun under
UV light, this mat creates a jewellike stained glass effect when hung
over a windowpane.

A knobbly version of the UV Mat. The
Ripple UV Mat has added tactile appeal
with its bumpy texture. It’s hard-wearing,
wipeable and lots of fun under UV light.

Size: 50 x 50cm

Size: 50 x 50cm

T2020R

T2020
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UV Sensory
Liquid Floor Tiles

R0079

Visual

Touch

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS UV & GLOW IN THE DARK

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS UV & GLOW IN THE DARK

P1302

Adult Appropriate

Sound

Dementia

Autism
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Multi-Sensory Environments
See
page 36
for Dark Den
Accessories
Kit

All of our projectors use energy-saving LED bulbs and are fitted with magnetic
accessories that make it easy to swap out different effect wheels. Our projectors are
also maintenance-free, so you won’t have to worry about changing a bulb.

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS PROJECTION & LIGHT EFFECTS

If you are on a budget, why not take a look at our Aura Projector. It comes complete
with a liquid effect wheel and is compatible with our wider effect wheel range.

White Tent
Projection Curtain

Our Projection Curtain includes a ceiling
track, ideal for backdrop projection.

Size: H120 x W105 x D105cm

Size: H213 x W244cm

P1330

R0002

Solar 250 LED
Projector

Solar 100 LED
Projector

Sensory LED
Projector

The Solar 250 LED is quiet, cool
and projects crisp, bright light
onto walls and floors. Inspiring
imaginations and senses.

The Solar 100 LED Projector is
our smallest, quietest, safest and
most economical ‘bright light’
effects projector.

Size: L36.7cm (without lens) x
W13.3cm x D10.2cm (22.8cm deep
with hanging bracket).

Size: L21.5cm (without lens)
x W12.5cm x D8.1cm (22.5cm
deep with hanging bracket).

Our Sensory LED Projector is
bright, quiet, safe, cool-running,
energy-saving and controllable
using an access switch that carers
and clients can interact with.

O2060

O2011

O2064

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

Please note
these projectors
require a Wheel
Rotator and an
Effect Wheel
to operate

Aura LED Projector

Creating your own home sensory environment has never been
easier with our amazing multi-effect Aura projector. Inspire
imaginations, dreams and senses.
The Aura Projector has dimmable functions, on/off timer capabilities
and comes complete with a handy mobile app so that you can
easily create a personal sensory experience.
Each projector comes with a 6” liquid effect wheel that easily fits
onto the integral wheel rotator. A table and wall mount with fixtures
and fittings are also included.

O2074

Magnetic 6” Effect
Wheel Rotator

The Magnetic 6” Wheel Rotator fits
into any Solar or Sensory Projector
and is required for the use of
Magnetic 6” Effect Wheels.

O2070

Visual

Autism

Adult Appropriate

Dementia

Exclusive to Rhino

Wide Angled Lens

A Wide Angled Lens creates a
larger projected image, perfect
for smaller spaces with a tighter
projection area. It can be used with
Solar 100 and 250 Projectors.

O2058

Solar Deflector
Mirror

Deflect all or part of the
projected image in whatever
direction you wish, without
moving your projector.

O2055

Solar Multi
Facet Mirror

The Solar Multi Facet Mirror splits,
multiplies and expands the projected
image. It fits onto the lens of all
Solar Projectors. Once fitted, the
mirror will adjust manually to project
stimulating, ‘tumbling’ images.
The mirror works best with Abstract
6” Wheels or those with simple
imagery. Compatible effect wheels
are shown below.

O2069
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Sit inside this white pop-up tent and let
it take you into another world. Light effects
and sensory toys can help you create a magical
space to relax in.

Galaxy Stars
O2079M

Falling Leaves
O2080M

NEW

Floating Bubbles
O2081M

Clear Wheel

Get creative, have fun,
and design your own effect
wheel with our blank canvas
effect wheel.

O2051M

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS PROJECTION & LIGHT EFFECTS

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Projection &
Light Effects

Papillion Colour
Wheel
O2005

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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LED RGB Pinspot

Multi-Sensory Environments
Need
a specific
wheel design?

L7011

Laser Stars

The laser star projector will
fill any dark space with a
spectacle of animated stars
and cloud formations for an
ultimate twilight experience.

For more information
contact us

F5000

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS PROJECTION & LIGHT EFFECTS

6” Liquid Effect Wheels

42

Project dreamily dynamic gooey globules
of coloured light, for a fascinating visual
sensory experience.

Jungle Jive
Liquid Effect
O2041M

Pink Lady
Liquid Effect
O2026M

Explore our collection of Projector Effect Wheels that can be
used with Opti, Aura and Sensory Projectors. We have a wide
range of immersive themes to inspire imaginations and relax
minds. Each wheel comes complete with magnetic attachments
for easy changeover.

Butterflies
O2035M

These wheels feature images from the past
to stimulate memory and
aid communication.

1930s-1940s
O2071M
1940s-1960s
O2072M

Music Stars
30’s-50s
O2073M

Magnetic 6” Effect Wheels

LED Cloud Water Projector

Firework
O2038M

Create clouds of visual inspiration with our LED Cloud Water Projector. The
projector’s radiant LED’s shine brightly, creating an immersive water-like effect
that cycles through a rainbow of sensory colours, providing distracting and
calming visual stimulation.

Tutti Frutti
Liquid Effect
O2082M

6” Reminiscence Wheels

Country
O2042M

Deep
O2037M

Farm Animal
O2063M

Tropical Fish

O2018M

Our Cloud Water Projector can be used indoors and outdoors, and because
of its design, we’d recommend installing the projector as a permanent
sensory fixture. Each projector comes with attachments, clamping screws
and an outdoor spike for easy self-install.

P1311

Ocean Wave Projector
Floral
O2028M

Fluffy Animals
O2061M

Safari
O2016M

At the Farm
O2033M

Tropical Birds
O2025M

Weather
O2031M

Settle down and relax within a sea of
dreams. Our therapeutic Ocean Wave
Projector creates an immersive underwater
lighting effect for calming, distracting and
softly stimulating visual senses. Speakers
in the projector’s base let you play
your favourite stories, playlists
and sounds too.

Seasoned Woods Space Ritual
O2017M
O2022M

Whales
O2032M

Size: 13cm

At the Circus
O2029M

NEW

Watch

videos of our
effect wheels
online at
rhinouk.com

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

P1347

Mirror Balls

Mirror Balls create a fascinating light show,
especially when used with a Colour Pinspot and
Mirror Ball Rotator.

Balloon Festival
O2043M

At the Zoo
O2040M

Princesses
O2077M

Superheroes
O2078M

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Dinosaur
O2006

Mirror Ball 20cm

L7003

Mirror Ball 30cm

L7002

Mirror Ball Rotator 1rpm

L7004

Autism

Adult Appropriate

Sound

Dementia

Visual

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS PROJECTION & LIGHT EFFECTS

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Projection &
Light Effects

This 12W Quad-Colour Pinspot features a
4-degree beam angle and multiple operating
modes, perfect for shining on Mirror Balls
within multisensory environments.
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Multi-Sensory Environments
Scan
the QR code to
view prices

LED Colour Changing Ring

Set of two rings that can be suspended from a ceiling at different heights and angles
to create a unique visual centrepiece. Use the handy remote to change the light
modes, phases and colours to create an ambient, calming atmosphere.

NEW

P1348

Sound Light Dome
Acoustic Cloud

The Acoustic Cloud is a sound-absorbing
ceiling panel that improves the acoustics
in sensory and learning environments,
helping children concentrate and focus.
Its whimsical design also brings a fun
visual element to spaces too.
Size: 114 x 72 x 4cm

A2805

This mesmerising dome-shaped light
changes colour in response to sound providing a visually stimulating way
of teaching cause and effect. It can
encourage users to clap, whistle, hum
and make interesting sounds, as they’re
rewarded with a colourful light show in return.

Fibre Optic Ceiling Kit

Our Fibre Optic Ceiling Kit contains 240 fibre optic points that can be
placed into a ceiling to provide an awe-inspiring twinkling starry sky. Ideal
for suspension ceilings. Requires a light source.

L8006

Our LED Wall Wash lights bathe the walls of
sensory rooms in aesthetic mood lighting.
Users can passively watch as the colours
glow through the colour spectrum or
actively select the wall wash colours using a
Colour Dice or Buttons. Wall wash lights are
great for theming rooms and helping users
develop knowledge of colour.
Requires a wall wash receiver.
Get in touch to find out more.

R0032

This product is suitable to be fitted to a wall
or a suspended ceiling.

Mirror Ceiling Tile

Decorate ceilings and walls with our highly reflective and visually
stimulating mirror tiles. Place them in a pattern with other tile types
for an interesting visual effect.

T2026

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

R0026

LED Sky Ceiling

Bathe your sensory space in calming mood lighting with
our easy to install Colour Wall Wash Set. The bright LED
strips sit at the top of walls washing the area underneath
in stimulating colour. Use the colour controller cube to
choose and change the room’s atmosphere. Perfect for
therapeutic, calming and educational sensory areas.

What’s best is that you can select your view or upload your own images, to
create a personalised sensory space. A panel lifter ensures that the picture
is a few centimetres higher than the existing ceiling, making it look like a
realistic roof window.

R0032-B

NEW

L1800

Adult Appropriate

Dementia

visit www.rhinouk.com

Colour Wall Wash Set with
Controller Cube

Turn ceiling into sky, panels into panoramas, and drab, dreary rooms into
spaces drenched in dazzling daylight with our LED Sky Ceiling. The system
works anywhere: in corporate, recreational and medical spaces, and offers
the perfect way to create realistic cloud ceilings or the illusion of daylight in
otherwise unremarkable rooms. Whether someone is having treatment, a
meeting or simply visiting, this is a surefire way to lift spirits and inspire awe.

Visual

Contact us
for more
information

Size: 60cm Square

Set of Four. Individual tile size: 60 x 60cm
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Interactive
LED Wall Wash

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS WALLS & CEILINGS - CEILINGS

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS WALLS & CEILINGS - CEILINGS

Walls & Ceilings
- Ceilings

Exclusive to Rhino

Autism

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Multi-Sensory Environments

Walls & Ceilings
- Interactive Walls

Deluxe Panels

Interactive, multisensory and filled with stimulating fun, our Deluxe Panels
are a must-have for sensory rooms. Choose between the dreamy Infinity
Tunnel, musical Sound & Light panel, or the snowy Hurricane Wall.
Each panel comes with four tactile buttons that can change
the panel’s colours, patterns and sounds.
Use them for calming, learning, or distracting sensory activities.

NEW

NEW

NEW

www.rhinouk.com

Deluxe Infinity Tunnel
C3007

Infinity Tunnel

The Infinity Tunnel is a sound-sensitive wall panel that gives the
optical illusion of infinite depth. Use your voice to create unique
visual effects. Sensitivity controls and a microphone are included.
It can be wall-mounted or free-standing. Mains powered.

Deluxe Sound &
Light Panel
C3008

Deluxe Hurricane Wall
C3009

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Sound & Light Panel

This sound-sensitive panel is controlled by the sounds that
you make. Use different pitches and volumes to create
different colour combinations. Explore the sensory links
between sound and colour.

Size: 72 x 61cm

Size: H61 x W61cm

T2054

T2055

Butterfly Rainwheel

Use your motor skills to spin the brightly coloured butterfly, watch the balls tumble through
its wings, and calm your senses listening to the soft rainy sound effects they make.
Size: 48 x 48cm

H5000

Flower Rainwheel

Ladder Lights
Masks

Turn the flower wheel to set the
bright blue balls in motion; keep them
spinning to create a stimulating and
calming water wheel sound effect.

Pack of three fascias to spice
up your Ladder Lights creating
new effects and designs.

Size: 48 x 48cm

T2057A

H5003

Rainmaker
Wall Panel

Ladder Lights

Our rainbow Ladder Lights are a favourite amongst speech therapists, as
the panel encourages vocalisation, breath control and self-confidence.
Use your voice and light up the rungs of the ladder; the louder you are, the
brighter it will shine. The panel has 10 brightly coloured rungs and 7 lighting
modes for hours of sensory fun. Mains powered.

T2057

Labyrinth Flower

Can you move the marbles through
this flower-shaped maze? Put your
motor and cognition skills to the
test by spinning the wheel right
and left to help the marbles through
the labyrinth.

Spin the rainmaker round and
watch as the colourful plastic balls
rush through the tube’s inner spiral,
creating a stimulating rainy-day
sound effect. It’s an all in one visual,
audio and tactile sensory resource.
Size: W20 x L48cm

H5004

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS WALLS & CEILINGS - INTERACTIVE WALLS

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS WALLS & CEILINGS - INTERACTIVE WALLS

For more
products visit

Size: 48 x 48cm

H5002
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Exclusive to Rhino

Visual

Adult Appropriate

Sound

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Multi-Sensory Environments

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS WALLS & CEILINGS - TACTILE WALLS

NEW

Acoustic Perception Set A

Acoustic Perception Set B

Size: 90 x 30cm

Size: 90 x 30cm

D4018

D4019

Feel & Touch Set A

Feel & Touch Set B

Size: 90 x 30cm

Size: 90 x 30cm

D4014

D4015

Visual Perception Set A

Visual Perception Set B

Size: 90 x 30cm

Size: 90 x 30cm

D4016

D4017

Roll the metal balls to make a stimulating space-like sound. Spin the
rotating disc to create a clickety-clack noise. And drag the wooden
balls over various surfaces to produce interesting scraping sounds.

Create a rainy day sound effect with the rotating rainmaker. Beat a
sensory rhythm on the natural skin tambourine. Or run the wooden
bars against one another for a melodic click-clack effect.

Cubey Tactile Wall

Spin the three central dice to reveal a colourful, tactile surface
– can you find the matching tactile square on the panel?
Develop tactile, visual and cognitive senses are you
play with our stimulating Cubey Tactile Wall.
Size: Length 49cm, edge length of cube 6.5cm

D4006

Kinetic Wonder Wall

Twist, spin, roll and ring the colourful,
tactile elements of our puzzling Kinetic
Wonder Wall and excitedly explore
your senses.
Size: 100 x 90cm

T2028

Rub your hands over the mosaic of wooden cylinders, press against
the four foam pressure pads, and fill the four empty cord-fastening
cotton bags with tantalising tactile treats.

Mountain and Valley: Brush your hands over the semi-circular
birch rods, and let your fingers explore the contrasting textures of
the waves of cork, fur, felt and astroturf.

Tactile Circles - Set of 10

Our Tactile Circles are simple, stylish and ultra-sensory
– perfect for hands-on exploration and stimulation.
Colours and materials may vary.
Size: 30cm

T2017

Explore the trio of optical effect rollers made from solid birch and
covered with shiny patterned foil, gaze into the holographic foil
panel, and take an investigative peek through the periscope.

Twist and drag the wobbly rotating discs across the metal rods.
Gaze into the patterned holographic optical illusion. And spin the
colour mixing rollers to create orange, purple and green!

Gravity Wonder Wall

Occupy fiddling fingers with our Gravity Wonder Wall. Each wall
includes two tube tracks, three secure hourglasses, a glitter wall,
and a mesmerising marble wheel for hours of multisensory fun.
Size: 100 x 90 x 18cm

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS WALLS & CEILINGS - TACTILE WALLS

Walls & Ceilings
- Tactile Walls

visit www.rhinouk.com

T2030
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Touch

Visual

Adult Appropriate

Sound

Dementia

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Multi-Sensory Environments

Hydro-Sensory

A super safe, side sparkle Fibre
Optic Harness for decorative
and sensory use. Available in
either clear or multi-coloured
UV reactive sheathing.
Requires a light source.

Gobo LED Projector - Outdoor

Size: 3 x 400cm

U9006

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

See page
37-38 for
Projector
Accessories

Comes complete with a hanging bracket. Requires a rotator
and effect wheels for sensory projection.

Various
colour options
available

O2001

Fibre
Optic Curtain

call for details

Hydro-Solar 250 LED Projector

A stunning, shimmering 1m wide
Fibre Optic Curtain. Includes an
integrated light source.

Our Hydro-Solar Projector is specially designed for wet and humid
spaces, like Sensory Bathrooms and Hydropools. It creates large, bright
and visually stimulating images that distract, focus and calm users.

Size: 200cm

The Hydro-Solar Projector is compatible with all Solar Projector
accessories and effect wheels.

T2117

Requires a wheel rotator and effect wheels. Please seek advice from a
qualified electrician regarding the safe installation of this projector.

Water Carpet

O2002

A special unbreakable, hard-wearing
foam mat that floats on water. It
provides support and comfort for
activities inside and outside the pool.

LED Wall Wash

Our LED Wall Wash Strips can be easily mounted to a wall
or ceiling, bathing the area below in bright, intense colour.
They can be used to theme a room or to help users develop
colour knowledge and recognition.

See page
37-38 for
Projector
Accessories

Size: 200 x 100 x 2cm

Water Cylinder

Made from high-density foam, our Water
Cylinders encourage gross motor, vestibular
and proprioceptive skills in the pool.

S3506

A2000

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

visit www.rhinouk.com

The LED’s automatically scroll through the colour spectrum,
but interactive controllers (Colour Dice or Buttons) can be
used for colour selection in interactive play sessions.
Requires a Wall Wash Receiver.

R0032

Hydro-Solar 100 LED Projector

NEW

Small, quiet, safe, and creates powerful sensory light. Our Hydro-Solar
100 LED Projector is built for use in damp environments like Bathrooms
and larger Hydro-Pools – so that you can enjoy calming stimulation even
when you’re having a bath!

Contact us
for bespoke
solutions

O2002

Touch

Visual

Adult Appropriate

Dementia

Exclusive to Rhino

Floating Basket

Floating 3D Blocks

Size: 52 x 40cm

A pack of 16 brightly coloured, chunky building blocks
that float in water for creative bathtime fun. Comes
complete with a floating building base and net bag.

A2002

H1014

Floating basketball net for pool
motor activities.

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS HYDRO-SENSORY

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS HYDRO-SENSORY

With a stunning combination of bright light and optical
clarity, the Gobo Projector is best suited for decorating large
Hydropool or outdoor areas with an enchanting sensory
glow. Its long-lasting 120W LED bulb projects bright, defined
images on walls, floors, and the tops of swimming pools,
transforming them into immersive multisensory areas.

50

Solid Core Fibre
Optic Harness

Scan
the QR code to
view prices
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MSE Room Control
MSE Room Control gives users the ability, opportunity, and
independence to create a perfect sensory experience.

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

visit www.rhinouk.com

Through a centralised controller, users can turn interactive resources on and off,
select the colour of the room’s mood lighting, and choose what videos to watch
on the projector.
Interactive room controls help to develop preferences and sensory skills;
we’d recommend their use in schools, nurseries and specialist play centres.

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS MSE CONTROL

Get in touch to find out more!

MSE Apple TV Bundle
The MSE App bundle has been created to make installation,
set up, and play as simple as possible.
The bundle includes a projector, Apple TV, and the MSE TV
App – the only extra you’ll need is an iPad, from which you’ll
be able to control the room’s lights, sounds and elements.
With one tap on the MSE App, you can transform your room
with an incredibly immersive theme.
For example, pressing the blue button will transport you into
the depths of the ocean; see your sensory resources glow a
bright blue, watch whales elegantly swim across the projector
screen, and listen to the calming sounds of the sea that
resonate through the speakers.
Creating an immersive sensory space for discovery, learning
and play has never been easier. Get in touch to find out more.

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

MSE Room Example

Wall Projector

MSE App Room Control
The MSE App has a user-friendly interface, with bright colours and
large buttons to make play inclusive and accessible.
You can introduce MSE App Control into your sensoryroom at any
point without the need for the MSE Apple TV Bundle. With the help
of a few interactive receivers, youcan wirelessly control all of your
interactive sensory resources at the touch of a button.

Bubble Column

The app is available to download from the Apple App Store onto
an iPhone or iPad, transforming it into a easy to use sensory room
control system.
If you’d like to find out more, get in touch with a member of our
friendly sensory team.

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS MSE CONTROL

Multi-Sensory Environments

Compatible Equipment
Fibre Optics

Bubble/
Hurricane Column
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Fibre Optics

LED Wall Wash

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Bubble Wall
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Immersive Projection

Create an inclusive, imaginative, and interactive space for learning,
development and play with our Immersive Projection Packages.
Using high-tech visual and audio effects, simple rooms can become immersive
sensory playgrounds where users can discover themselves and their senses.

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS IMMERSIVE PROJECTION

Get in touch to find out more!

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Immersive Projection
How it works

Watch as the multi- projector setup transforms walls and floors
into interactive surfaces, listen to the 360° sound system create a
sensory soundscape, and relax as the LED wall wash showers the
space in evocative mood lighting.
Control the room’s theme, colours and elements using the centralised
app or handheld remote and create a sensory experience perfect for you.
All immersive projects are designed to suit your space, budget and needs.
Get in touch with a member of our sensory team to find out more!

Immersive Projection Example

Immersive Room Elements
LED Wall Wash

Shower your room in mood-enhancing hues, elevate
themes, and create a colourfully calming space for
learning, discovery and play.

LED Wall Wash

Interactive Wall Projection

Marvel at the immersive images projected across the
room’s walls.Touch, tap or glide your hand across them
to play, interact and excitedly develop your senses.

Interactive Floor Projection

Discover an interactive world at your feet! Stand, jump,
dance or calmly lie back on the floor and interact with the
images, games and videos that shine from the ceiling.

Immersive Surround Sound
Interactive Multi-Wall Projection
Interactive Floor Projection

Inspire auditory senses with an immersive sound
experience. 360° speakers elevate the room’s visual
experience as users are transported through magical
sensory soundscapes.

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS IMMERSIVE PROJECTION

Multi-Sensory Environments

Room Control System

Use the handy iPad app and room remote to easily
control, customise and interact with the room’s lights,
sounds and themes.

54

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Multi-Sensory Environments

Interactive Projection

omiSky’s inclusive design makes play
accessible for those with limited movement
and physical disabilities.

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS INTERACTIVE PROJECTION

Simply plug them in, turn them on, and watch as a magical mirror-image
pops up on your wall. Watch yourself and a whole host of bright and dynamic
images as they dance, pop, and change along with your movements.

Users can make themselves comfortable sitting or lying
down under the ceiling projector before they look up to find a
magical image of themselves reflected amongst a whole host
of interactive videos, games and images.
They can play along by moving their bodies, arms and heads
whilst they immerse their senses in the therapeutic fun.

Scatter stars, paint pictures, play the drums, and travel through space whilst
you discover, develop and explore your senses.

Features
• Interactive & dynamic wall

omiSky’s ceiling installation keeps it safely tucked out of harm’s way,
leaving you with an open space for play, learning and sensory discovery.

•C
 reates a magical mirror image

It’s a transformative space-saving resource perfect for multi-use sensory
areas, infection control environments and education settings.

projection

of the user, immersing them in
activities & games

•S
 ensory content suite with 300+

customisable apps

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Benefits

• Interactive & dynamic ceiling projection

•A
 ccessible & inclusive for

•Creates a magical mirror image of the user,

• Remote

control & MSE

App compatible

Features

immersing them in activities & games

omiReflex Fixed+

ceiling-mounted projector, ideal
for Sensory Rooms and space
saving Interactive Areas.

omiReflex Mobile+

A portable, self-contained system
ideal for sharing and quickly
creating sensory areas.

omiSky

A ceiling-mounted projector
with a dual-camera system
that creates magical mirror
images across ceilings. Ideal
for therapeutic spaces and
healthcare environments.

• Premium content creator suite with 300+

customisable apps and games

• Remote control & MSE

App compatible

O3024

Benefits
• Coordination & motor skill

development

• Exercise & posture
• Communication &

social skills

• Inclusive & accessible

interaction

For more
products visit

those with limited movement

•Interactive therapy
• Develop

cause & effect skills
• Therapeutic calming activities
• Coordination & motor skills

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS INTERACTIVE PROJECTION

Transform the walls of your sensory space into interactive
playgrounds with our extraordinary omiReflex projectors.

www.rhinouk.com

• Cause & effect skills
• Therapeutic calming

activities
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For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Multi-Sensory Environments
limited movement

• Develop cause & effect skills

Key Features
MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS INTERACTIVE PROJECTION

•A
 ccessible & inclusive for those with
• Interactive therapy

Create inclusive, immersive & interactive worlds with our unique
omiVista Projector technology. Use your hands, arms, legs, and
wheelchairs to get stuck in.

Movement-Based Technology

omiProjectors track movement, motivating users to get active.
Hands, arms, legs, feet and wheelchairs are all picked up by
the projector, encouraging the development of proprioceptive,
motor, and hand-eye coordination skills.

Dynamic User Control

Benefits

Choose your projection surface, games, menus, speed and
response settings from a handy central panel for a perfectly
personalised sensory experience.

•B
 uilds gross motor and proprioceptive skills
• Motivates physical activity
• Inspires imaginations

300+ Customisable Apps

omiVistas come pre-loaded with an activity hub of over 300
stimulating, developmental and therapeutic games.
From calming nature activities to exciting physical challenges, bright
colours, sounds, and ideas will boost wellbeing and social lay.

Supports Wellbeing

Getting active with the projector helps users naturally regulate
their mood, anxiety, and stress. Not only are the games and
activities lots of fun, but they’re also great for improving wellbeing.

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

omiVista Fixed

A self-contained ceiling projector
that turns any flat surface below it
into an instant interactive surface.
Includes activity app suite, remote
& handover training.

O3006

omiVista Mobii

Self-contained and portable. The
omiVista Mobii can be wheeled
from space to space and height
adjusted to project clearly on any
flat surface. Includes activity suite,
remote & handover training.

MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS INTERACTIVE PROJECTION

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Interactive Projection

O3024
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For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Integration
& Movement
We’ve curated this collection as a one-stop-shop for
all the vestibular, proprioceptive, mobility and body
confidence boosting resources you’ll need to inspire,
motivate and support your sensory development.

Sensory Integration & Movement Contents

te Cu

stome

Swings &
Vestibular
Pages 62-69

Nurture vestibular senses, build
motor skills and develop your selfconfidence with our Vestibular &
Swings collection.
Gentle vestibular stimulation, rocking
or swinging, is an effective way to
therapeutically relax and calm users
with autism, disabilities and sensory
processing disorders.
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Gross Motor &
Balance
Pages 70-77

Our Gross Motor collection
promotes learning through touch,
movement and manipulation.
Gross Motor Skills involve the large
muscles that help you walk, kick,
climb, sit upright, lift and throw.

Ramps &
Scooters
Pages 78-79

Ramps & Scooters are an integral
part of Sensory Integration
sessions as they help develop
gross motor, vestibular and
movement skills.
Scooter Boards are great fun
for all involved, and the activities
are endless, ensuring you can
always challenge the user whilst
continuing to develop their skills.

Therapy Balls

Pages 80-81

Therapy Balls are sensory staples of
sports halls and occupational therapy
rooms. Bouncing, rolling, sitting and
balancing on top of a therapy ball
is an effective way of developing
proprioceptive, vestibular and motor
skills and your core strength, helping
you feel more confident in your body
and how it moves.

r

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT

Our sensory team supply, install and deliver swing suspension systems,
free-standing swings and calming rockers, as well as a dizzying range
of balancing and climbing objects.

Weighted
& Pressure
Resources
Page 82-85

Explore deep calming comfort and
the warm worry-busting weight of our
Weighted & Pressure collection. From
dreamy Weighted Blankets to calming
Deep Pressure Vests, find all you’ll
need to stimulate your proprioceptive
system, reduce anxiety, and improve
bodily awareness.

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Integration & Movement

Swings

O Frame

Our O Frame is a free-standing suspension system
designed to be used with sensory swings and bolsters in
sensory integration sessions.
Made from tubular steel, the frame has a 300kg capacity,
and for extra stability, it can be securely fixed to the floor.
Comes complete with two years warranty as standard.
Includes Safety Mats.
Size: H220 x D235cm

S4012

Our robust sensory frame is made for
environments that don’t have walls and
ceilings suitable for suspension.

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

The upper beam has five suspension
hooks, while the sides have three hooks
to support hammock type swings.
The frame includes the Beam and
Perpendicular Support shown but does
not include the Long Platform.
Size: H240 x W300 x D200cm

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

P1349

visit www.rhinouk.com

Custom Beam Swing Frame
Our custom free-standing frames are ideal for
rooms where walls and ceilings aren’t suitable for
suspension. Your beam will be made to measure
and designed so that you can make the most of
your sensory space.
Only suitable for gentle vestibular swinging.
Max Width 500cm

T2166
Contact us
for more
information
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SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT SWINGS

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT SWINGS

Sensory Suspension
Steel Frame

Adult Appropriate

Exclusive to Rhino

C Frame

Our C Frame is a free-standing suspension system to be used
with our sensory integration swing products. Made from tubular
steel, the frame is easy to construct and eliminates the need for
permanent structural fixings. Its modular construction also makes
it easy to transport and assemble.
Designed to support rigorous activity, the C Frame comes
complete with safety mats and a triple point head.
Maximum load weight 150kg. Includes two years warranty.
Size: H220 x D220cm

S4011

Sensis Sensory Integration Set

Our large wooden sensory integration frame is a fantastic way to
create an adventurous, all-in-one therapeutic development area.
The frame comes complete with; multiple suspension hooks
across the three centre beams, a climbing wall, a rung ladder,
squeeze rollers, a climbing rope net, ten carabiners, two ropes for
swinging and pulling scooters, and four bungee ropes.
The Hammock Swing and Safety Mats shown are not included.
Size: W300 x D300 x H240cm

P1350

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Integration & Movement

Swings

Our Galvanised Steel frame can be used inside
or outside, and it also folds away for easy storage.
Swing not included.

Swing Ceiling Bar

This triple suspension bearing enables a range of swings
and suspended equipment to be securely fixed into sensory
environments. Fixings are not included as these depend on
your ceiling and beam type. You will also need to check the
ceiling weight-bearing limit before installation.

Space Required: 2.14 x 2.44m
Weight Limit 65kg

T2160

Height Adjuster Kit

This kit includes a height adjuster, rotational device, 2m
rope, two screw-gate carabiners & two straight carabiners.

R0066

T2033

Foldaway
NEW
Swing Extenders

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

Made for active swingers. The extender
prevents the swing’s rear legs from lifting
by extending the splay effect.

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

T2045

Swivel Swing
Connection

NEW

A handy accessory to help swings
and hammocks spin around.
Max Weight: 200kg

L1009

See
pages 66-67
for Swings

Swinger Chair Stand
Anyone who would like a fixed
spot for the hanging chairs can use
this stable and elegant Swinger
Chair Stand. The stand creates
a comfortable place for rocking,
dreaming and relaxation. Easy to
assemble without tools.
Adjustable height.

Indoor Swing Frame

This lightweight and strong Swing Frame is ideal for indoor
use. It has two suspension points, and its four feet can
be bolted down for maximum stability. Other widths are
available if you have a specific space in mind for your frame.

Size: W1.2 x D1.45 x H2-2.4m
Weight Limit 150kg.

L1008

Please note: swings are not included.

Swing Extender

Safely hang swings with our
Swing Extenders. They come with
a carabiner and special clamps
that protect against injuries.
Available in two sizes.

P1384

Ceiling Swing Power Hook

Vertical Device Kit

Sturdily sits between a swing point
and a swing to add a brilliantly
bouncy element to your swinging.

S2804

Size: H240 x W325 x D244cm

NEW

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT SWINGS

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT SWINGS

Foldaway Swing

NEW

A hanging chair works best when it can rotate freely.
This ceiling swing hook eliminates cord chafing and
allows unlimited spinning in any direction. Screws and
special metal plugs are included.
Load Capacity: 200kg

L1007

T2182
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Adult Appropriate

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Integration & Movement

Swinger

Swings

Sit back and unwind in our cosy Swinger. Its
adjustable neck pillow, footrest and armrests
provide comforting proprioceptive stimulation.
Made from smooth hardwood and stainless steel.
Max Load Weight: 120kg
Recommended Hanging Height: at least 195cm
Recommended Distance From Ground: 50cm

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

L1005

The soft swinging motion of our colourful
Belizze Chair develops vestibular systems,
whilst its cosy cushioned support provides
comforting proprioceptive feedback.
Max Load Weight: 120kg
Size: 104 x 56cm

Acrobat Swing

Kids Swinger

Our bright green Kids Swinger is the
ultimate place for young minds to
dream and unwind, inside or out.

Various
colour options
available
call for details

Max Load Weight: 60kg

L1004

L1003

Safe, stretchy and spectacularly fun, the Acrobat Swing is a diverse resource that can
be used for active developmental or calming therapeutic sessions. Made from four
layers of colourful, heavy-duty Lycra that users can lie on top of, crawl through, or use
as a sensory trampoline. Encourages motor, vestibular and proprioceptive senses.

Swing Platform

Improve directional, spatial and vestibular skills
with our colourful Swing Platform. They can be
suspended from a single point in the ceiling or
a structural frame. Comes complete with two
years warranty.
80 x 80cm
120 x 80cm

Max Load Weight: 135kg
Size: L 240 x W 120cm

String Swing

Jump in, climb through or lie down in
the tactile webbing of our String Swing.
When pressure is applied, the swing
will pull tight, providing deep pressure
proprioceptive stimulation for the user.

S2805

Swing Bolsters

Our colourful Swing Bolsters challenge
users vestibular and balance senses. The
bolster can be suspended from a single
point in the ceiling or from a structural
frame. Includes a trapeze bar.

S4010
S4000

COLOUR OPTIONS

90 x 23cm

S4009

120 x 23cm

S4008

150 x 23cm

S4001

COLOUR OPTIONS

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

Activity Bolsters

Lie flat, sit down or carefully walk along our soft and colourful activity
bolster, and develop your vestibular, motor and balance senses.
Our bolsters can be hung from ceilings or swing frames for use in
sensory integration activities.
COLOUR OPTIONS
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Belizze Hanging Chair

93 x 17 x 31.5cm

S4007

126.5 x 17 x 31.5cm

S4003

157 x 17 x 31.5cm

S4006

Touch

Adult Appropriate

Sling Swing

Climb inside the soft and stretchy
Sling Swing, experiment with your
body’s positioning, and nurture the
integration between your vestibular
and proprioceptive senses.

Cocoon Swing

The Cocoon Swing’s strong and stretchy
material moulds to your body, stimulating
your proprioceptive system, while the
colourful balls underneath offer an
interesting tactile experience.

Max Weight: 90kg
Size: 180 x 70cm

Max Weight: 90kg
Size: 50 x 160cm

T2169

T2167

NEW

Nest Swing

The String Swing is simple to set up and
includes easy release clips. Requires a
single point suspension.
Max Weight: 65kg
Size: 198 x 99 cm

T2161

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT SWINGS

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT SWINGS

NEW

Swing from side to side or round in
circles with our Nest Swing. The basket
style seat is ideal for sensory integration
as users can safely watch the ground
moving below them. Soft, adjustable
ropes and a cosy foam surround ensures
a comfortable swinging experience.
Max Weight: 100kg

T2046
For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Integration & Movement

Vestibular Activities

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

Bilibo

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT VESTIBULAR ACTIVITIES

www.rhinouk.com

Size: 39 x 39 x 22cm

E2009

Top

The Top is an exciting sensory resource filled with endless possibilities for
exploration and fun. Rock it from side to side, spin in it, or use it to make a
secret den. Made from strong plastic with raised edges that prevent trapping
fingers, the Top can be used for safe indoor or outdoor play.
Great for developing users motor, vestibular and physical coordination skills.

Bouncing Chair

Size: H44 x Dia 80cm

Large Size: Height from Seat to the
top of the frame: 80cm, Width: 50cm,
Depth of Seat: 27cm
Standard

T2163

Large

T2164

Whizzy Dizzy

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Like an at-home teacup
ride, users can excitedly play
and develop their hand-eye
coordination and motor
skills, whilst burning energy
and having lots of fun.

NEW

Size: 50 x 30cm

C1012

NEW
Various
colour options
available
call for details

Bouncyband for Chairs
Body Rocker

Shaped like a great big smile, the Bodyrocker calms, relaxes and
stimulates vestibular systems. Suitable for users with physical
disabilities. Available in a rainbow of colours.
Size: 150 x 50cm

K3021
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T2172

See
page 105 for
Rocker
Chairs

Standard Size: Height from the Seat
to the top of the frame: 63cm,
Width: 50cm,Depth of Seat: 21cm

This giant inflatable tunnel encourages
active play and the development of motor
and social skills. Users can play on their
own or with a friend, rolling, climbing, or
hiding in the colourful tube tower.
Size: H80 x Dia 75cm

G7016

Our comfortable and sturdy Bouncing
Chair is available in two sizes, designed for
children weighing up to 28kg (standard size)
and 30kg (large size). Bouncing in this chair
is a productive way for users with autism to
sitm, release anxious energy, and find calm.

Tower of Tubes

Autism

Adult Appropriate

Slip the Bouncyband onto the bottom of chair legs
to create a fabulously fidgety footrest. Bouncing feet
up and down on the rubbery band helps to alleviate
anxiety and hyperactivity and supports users’ focus.

Mini Foot Swing

An ingenious resource that
helps users comfortably position
themselves while sitting and
constructively fidget as they swing
their feet around on the under-thetable swing – perfect for boosting
concentration in classrooms.

Small

P1375

Size: H75cm

Large

P1372

P1004

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT VESTIBULAR ACTIVITIES

For more
products visit

Sit in it and wobble, pull it along, stand on it,
or even wear it on your head! The Bilibo is
great for developmental and imaginative play.
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For more
products visit

Sensory Integration & Movement

Gross Motor
& Balance

www.rhinouk.com

Silishapes Sensory Circle Set

The Silishapes Sensory Circle Set includes five pairs of tactile discs
made from soft, flexible silicone. Each pair has its own distinctive colour
and pattern – perfect for matching, sorting and exploring.

NEW

Set of four beanbags in primary colours. Ideal for
colour recognition and throw and catch games.

Silishapes are strong, soft to touch and grip well on shiny surfaces.
Suitable for indoor or outdoor play, they can be cleaned with soapy
water or put in the dishwasher.

Size: 12cm

Size: 35 x 8cm

NEW
Scan
the QR code to
view prices

C1070

C1014

Play Cones

Grab a stack of our sturdy plastic cones and head
outside to play! Four different colours and two textures
make every cone unique. Use them to develop tactile,
motor and vestibular skills in active outdoor games or
individual sensory integration sessions. Set of 8.

Hill Tops

Five colourful ‘Hilltops’ in different
heights inspire children to jump
from top to top, developing their
ability to estimate distances
whilst challenging their motor and
coordination skills.

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

NEW

Size: 24 x 14cm

M2100

visit www.rhinouk.com

Size: H8.5 - 25.5cm

G7004

Obstacle Course
Sensory Stepping Stones Set

Balancing across our tactile semi-spheres encourages
balance and posture. Whilst their soft spikey tactile texture
massages feet and improves blood circulation. Set of 2.

Tactile Discs

Our delightful set of Tactile Discs encourages users to
explore their sense of touch – whether that’s with their
hands or feet! The set includes five different tactile discs,
five mini discs, a blindfold and a cloth bag.

Mix and match elements to create a challenging obstacle course with
our bright and colourful cones, sticks and hula hoops. Build motor,
coordination and balance skills as you weave in and out of the cones,
jump over the sticks, and hop from hoop to hoop.
Cones - Set of 6

H28.55 x W21cm

G7038

Size: 16cm

Hoops - Set of 3

50cm

G7039

P1352

Sticks - Set of 6

L100 x Dia 2.5cm

G7040

G7005-1
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Throw and Catch Beanbags

Basketball Stand

Designed for children or those in
wheelchairs, our accessible Basketball
Hoop can improve hand-eye coordination
whilst providing a challenge and a reachable
goal. Made from tubular steel, the hoop is
weatherproof and can be used inside and
out. Ball not included.

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT GROSS MOTOR & BALANCE

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT GROSS MOTOR & BALANCE

Use your hands or feet to explore the textures, identify their differences,
and match them up. The set also includes a feely bag for easy storage
and more challenging sensory activities.

Size: H86cm, Hoop D40cm

C1010

Touch

Adult Appropriate

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Integration & Movement

Gross Motor
& Balance
Go Wheelie

Balance Set

Go Wheelie is a great way of developing
coordination and motor skills whilst also
encouraging children to follow directions.

Our Balance Set challenges
senso-motor functions and is suitable
for play, sports training and goal-directed
rehabilitation.

Size: H70cm

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT GROSS MOTOR & BALANCE

C1052

Textured Markers

For rocking side to side, spinning around and
balancing. Children can sit or stand on the
Balancing Board to develop their motor and
vestibular skills. With anti-skid backing and
four integrated handlebars, the board’s
great for both indoor and outdoor play use.
Suitable for children Aged 3+.
Maximum load: 69kg
Size: 76cm

10 x 20cm

C1079

Hand Markers

14.5 x 14.5cm

C1080

Giant Air Board

Air Boards are unique balancing
boards ideal for strengthening
muscles in the ankles, legs and upper
body. Its hard surface offers a sturdy
platform and safe grip for feet, while
the inflatable base ensures smooth
and gentle movements. The Air Board
can be adapted to the level of the user
by adjusting the inflation pressure.
Higher pressure makes the board
more sensitive to movement, and
therefore, more challenging. Suitable
for children Aged 3+.

G7009

Max load: 100kg
Size: Dia 58cm x H17cm

P1001

Senso Path XL
Mini Trampoline

Our ultra-strong Mini Trampoline is built for
energetic, long-lasting sensory play. It comes
complete with a support bar and padded
nylon protector so you can bounce safely.
Max weight capacity 25kg
Size: Dia. 93cm, Handle H: 58cm,
Base H: 23cm, Overall H:80cm approx

C1011
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NEW

Explore your tactile, motor and cognitive
skills with our colourful textured hands and
feet. Each set comes with six textured pairs
perfect for matching games.
Foot Markers

G7011

Balancing Board

Our Senso Path is made from nine foot mounts
covered with different tactile materials and surface
structures. Feet will be treated to changing stimuli
from step to step; warm to cold, hard to soft, and
smooth to rough. Did you know that matching your
steps to footprints helps to develop your sense of
balance and touch too? Arrange the footsteps
in a new way each time to ensure each
session is as exciting as the last.
Suitable for all age groups.
Size: Each 28 x 14 x 3.45cm

E3003

Touch

Autism

Adult Appropriate

This heavy-duty transparent tunnel will
provide endless hours of fun, as children
can wriggle or crawl through it and
watch their friends inside it. It’s a great
way to encourage gross motor skills and
imaginative play.
Size: Dia 55cm

G1315

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

Seesaw

Develop basic balancing skills with
our bright and colourful sensory
Seesaw. Pliable synthetic rubber
domes on the underside of the
Seesaw provide softer dynamic
movement and a non-slip surface.
Maximum load: 75kg
Size: H14 x W22 x D52cm

G6008

Clear Tunnel 2.7m

Therapy Top

A balancing board with a light textured
surface for an added tactile touch.

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT GROSS MOTOR & BALANCE

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Size: Dia 40cm x H9cm

G7015

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Parachute

Gross Motor
& Balance

Perfect for group play, our bright and colourful Parachute
encourages coordination, motor and social skills. Made from
lightweight fire-resistant polyester, the Parachute can be used
inside or out. Alongside robust handles, the outer rim of the Parachute
is lined with an easy-grip 10mm rope, so you don’t have to limit play numbers.

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

Size: 3.5m

G7029

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT GROSS MOTOR & BALANCE

The Go-Go is a unique mode of sensory
transport, that’s been specially designed
to get kids moving whilst developing their
balancing skills and muscle strength.
Suitable for ages 4-12 years.
Maximum Load: 50kg
Size: H13 x W48 x D36cm

G7017

Ring Toss

Size: 23 x 36 x 15cm

P1005

Bowling Friends is a fun, bright, and tactile
sensory game for younger children. Play alone
or with a friend as you try to knock over the six
textured animal-themed pins. Build motor and
hand-eye coordination skills as you play!

Classic Ring Toss game with a
special angled sensory design.
Develop your tactile, motor and
hand-eye coordination by throwing
the rings and scoring points.

M2101

Body Wheel Large

The Body Wheel is an exciting physical activity
designed to challenge children of all ages. Climb
inside, roll on top of, or jump in and out of the
wheel, and develop body agility, strength and
balance. Each Body Wheel has a soft synthetic
rubber rim to protect children’s fingers and toes
and prevent damage to floors.
Size: Dia 59cm x W29cm

P1010

NEW

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

NEW

Bowling Mat
NEW

Weighted Roller

Balancing Board

Stand, sit and balance on the soft textured board.
Develop vestibular, balance and motor skills as you keep
still and focused. Useful for occupational therapists
seeking to work on patients’ postural reflexes.

P1385
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Bowling Friends

Perfect for kids and adults, the Weighted Roller is an entertaining
resource that challenges and develops tactile, motor and vestibular
senses. How long can you stand and move with the roller before falling
off? Adds a spark of fun to sensory integration and exercise sessions.
Size: L35cm x Dia 29.5cm

P1003

Autism

Adult Appropriate

Roll out the realistic bowling mat, set
up the eight colourful foam pins, then
take it in turns rolling the balls - can
you get a strike? Develop hand-eye
coordination, social, numerical, and
fine motor skills while you play.
Size: 200 x 75cm

S1002

Magic Scarves

A set of 12 nylon scarves in bright and happy colours (yellow, red, blue, and green).
Swing the scarves in the air and watch them drift to the ground. Or, let the scarves
inspire your imagination! Be a superhero with a billowing cape or a princess with a
beautiful tulle dress – or a superhero princess, let your imagination run free!

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT GROSS MOTOR & BALANCE

visit www.rhinouk.com

Go-Go

Size each: 66 x 66cm

G7035
Dementia

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Integration & Movement

NEW

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

visit www.rhinouk.com

NEW

Soft Play Balance Set 1

Balance Set One includes a set of soft play stairs,
balance beam and supports, and a wedge slide.
Rearrange them to create new challenges.
Size: 320 x 60 x 68 cm

S3505

Climbing Wall

See
page 00
for more
soft play

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT GROSS MOTOR & BALANCE

Our custom-built Climbing Walls playfully challenge a wide range of
sensory systems – motor, vestibular, tactile, balance and coordination
– so that users can become more confident in their bodies and the way
they move. They’re highly recommended for Sensory Integration Rooms!
Size: H240 x W120cm

R0089
Various
colour options
available
call for details

Soft Play Trampoline

Balance Set Two includes a set of soft play
stairs, arched beam and supports, and a
wedge slide. Great for actively developing
motor and balance skills.
Size: 320 x 60 x 100 cm

Bounce in the comfort of a soft padded surround with our
special soft play trampoline. Available in a rainbow of colours.

S3514

Size: 120 x 120 x 35cm

M2314

Soft Play Balance Set 3

Balance Set Three is the ultimate soft play obstacle
course. Includes a set of wobbly and chunky block
stairs, an arched beam, straight beam, half-moon
obstacle, and soft play supports.

NEW

NEW

Size: 385 x 60 x 100 cm

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

S3516

NEW

Memory & Reaction Game Panel

Monkey Bar Climbing Frame

Our Memory & Reaction Panel is bright, exciting and great for
developing cognitive, visual and motor skills. Two interactive game
modes challenge memory and speed; remember the colourful
light sequence, or take on the fast-paced reaction challenge. The
games are suitable for individual and group play. The panel is easy
to install and has bright LEDs and stimulating sound effects.

Our freestanding wooden climbing frame motivates users
to develop their motor, vestibular and coordination skills.
Designed for Occupational Therapy sessions, the robust
frame features two wooden ladders and a sturdy beam
of bars across its top.

Size: 59.5 x 80 x 10.5cm

P1386

F7002
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NEW

Soft Play Balance Set 2

Sound

Visual

Size: 300 x 300 x 236cm

Adult Appropriate

Exclusive to Rhino

NEW

Soft Play Climbing Set 1
Comprised of bright and colourful chunky
soft play stairs, a robust cube, and a
wedged slide – perfect for safe climbing,
jumping, sliding and fun!

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT GROSS MOTOR & BALANCE

Gross Motor
& Balance

Size: 260 x 60 x 68 cm

S3515

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Ramps & Scooters

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Floor Surfer

The Floor Surfer combines play,
movement, balance and the development
of motor skills. The surfer is specially
designed to support the user’s coccyx
when sitting and the sternum when lying
down creating comfortable sensory
sessions. For free movement, the Floor
Surfer is tapered at the front, and the
wheels are screened to minimise the risk
of running over fingers. The narrow sides
along the surfer can also be used as
handles that protect users hands.

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT RAMPS & SCOOTERS

www.rhinouk.com
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Size: H14 x W37 x D56cm

G7036

Scooter Slide

Our wooden sensory slide is designed to encourage and develop motor skills. Whilst lying on top of a skateboard, users can use a
rope or the tactile wooden pegs to pull themselves up the slide, putting their coordination skills to the test. Scooter not included.
Size: 35 x 65 x 180cm

P1356

Maxi Scooter

Our Maxi Roller Board is designed for active, fun and developmental sensory
sessions. Its four grips and larger size mean two children can play on the board
together, encouraging the development of coordination and social skills. Can be
used with a towing rope (not included).
Size: 37 x 75 x 8.5cm

E3013

Paddle Set for
Scooters

Designed to encourage users to
coordinate their movements to create a
rowing motion, our Paddle Set is a musthave accessory for your Roller Board. The
paddles are fixed with sturdy, abrasionproof rubber balls that grip well to floors,
effecting more controlled steering. They
can also connect to create a single
double-edged paddle, so users can
challenge their motor skills by moving with
a kayak type motion.

Soft Top Scooter

This Sensory Skateboard has smooth castors glide along floors offering users
exciting vestibular stimulation. The board is upholstered with sensory fabric
for an added tactile touch, whilst its edges are covered to cushion potential
collisions with walls. Also includes an eyelet to attach a rope for pulling.
Standard 50 x 40cm

P1357

Large 70 x 40cm

P1358

Size: Each L55cm

E3012

Ramp & Scooter Set

Our Ramp & Scooter Set is designed for fun and engaging sensory
integration therapy sessions. The set is made from two varieties of
ramp, one that’s angled and the other slightly convexed, creating
different sliding journeys.

Sensory Roller Slide

This Roller Slide offers sensory stimulation, heavy work, bilateral
coordination and motor planning all-in-one. The set includes the
Trestle and Roller Ramp, which can be placed on any rung to vary
the height as required. The Rollers are also large in diameter for
greater sensory stimulation.
Small - L250 x H100 x W80cm (7 Rollers)

P1354

Large - L350 x H110 x W80cm (9 Rollers)

P1355

Autism

Touch

The scooter has a flat padded surface that makes it comfortable to lie
in a prone position and a handle to hold at the front. This Ramp &
Scooter set can be used for proprioception activities and refining motor
coordination skills.
Maximum User Weight: 80kg Size: H60 x W61.5cm Total length: 370cm

S4015

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT RAMPS & SCOOTERS

For more
products visit
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Sensory Integration & Movement

Therapy Balls
NEW
For more
products visit

Activity Ball

A therapy ball with added fun! As the colourful balls inside move around
they create a deep sound, creating greater rewards for movement.
Size: 50cm

Space Hopper

G1306

Brightly coloured and with a cheeky grin on its face – our classic
Space Hopper encourages users to get active and develop their
motor, vestibular and balance skills. Suitable for adults and children.

Physio Roll

These wide saddle shapes are easy to sit on and roll over
because they only move forwards and backwards.
Red Physio Roll 40cm

G1310-40

Yellow Physio Roll 55cm

G1310-55

Blue Physio Roll 70cm

G1310

Size: Inflates to 60cm

T4031

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Physio Activity Roll

Like a normal Physio Roll, but with added fun!
Watch As the colourful balls inside move around
and create a deep sound, adding an extra
sensory reward for movement.

Physio Gym Ball

Soft PVC multi-purpose balls for therapy, play,
coordination and balance. Choose a ball that has a
diameter roughly equal to the length of the users arm.
Red Physio Gym Ball 85cm

G1308-85

Blue Physio Gym Ball 95cm

G1308-95

Red Physio Gym Ball 120cm

G1308

Size: 90 x 55cm

G1307

Cuddle Ball

Slip your hands into the soft and
cosy Cuddle Ball, and relax within
the comforting hugging sensation.
Made from soft, colourful fabric, it’s
great for easing stress and anxiety.

Easy Grip Ball Set

Size: Approx 25cm

P1382

A set of brightly coloured inflatable balls with a honeycomb effect surface
that offers an extra tactile grip when catching and throwing. The balls are
lightweight and sturdy and are great for improving confidence, social skills
and hand-eye coordination.

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT THERAPY BALLS

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT THERAPY BALLS

www.rhinouk.com

Size: Dia 25cm

C1064

Therasensory Ball

A knobbly therapy ball with added tactile stimulation.
Therasensory Ball 65cm

80

Autism

Touch

G1035-65

Adult Appropriate

Visual

Sound

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Integration & Movement

For more
products visit

Weighted Resources

www.rhinouk.com

Squeeze Seat

Sitting down in the Squeeze Seat causes it to contract gently,
creating a calming proprioceptive pressure similar to a hug.
Size: 80 x 25 x 76cm

Body Roller

Squeeze Machine

Climbing through these soft padded rollers provides full-body, deep
pressure therapy that’s great for positioning, calming and relaxation.
Tension settings can be adjusted.
Size: L100 x W75 x H58cm

COLOUR OPTIONS

S4014

The Squeeze Machine is designed to stimulate users
proprioceptive systems, connecting their minds to their
bodies and their environment - encouraging body confidence
and calm. The rollers are made from soft rubber and can be
height adjusted.
Size: 100 x 60 x 50cm

T2165

Pea Pod

Therapists have designed our inflatable Pea Pod to calm
users with Autism and Special Needs. Relaxing inside the
pod provides deep proprioceptive pressure, and with its clear
spatial boundaries, creates a secure, calming environment.

Squeeze Canoe

Climb into the Squeeze Canoe, lie back and relax under the
calming proprioceptive pressure it creates. It’s a great resource to
help children with autism, ADHD, and sensory processing disorders
regulate their senses and emotions safely and constructively.
Size: 56 x 170 x 49cm

Size: L160cm

Various
colour options
available

T2173

call for details

Various
colour options
available

P1359

call for details

Sensory
Therapeutic Tunnel

SenSit Straight

Like its standard model, the SenSit Straight creates a
calming pressure, similar to a warm hug, for users sitting
in the chair. Although, the height and angle of this seat
have been specially designed for those who have trouble
sitting down and standing up.

A2401

Cocoon

Our Sensory Tunnel is filled with
special Styrofoam semolina that’s highly
tactile and great for stimulating senses. Squeezing
through the tunnel provides deep proprioceptive
feedback whilst challenging motor skills too.

Protac SenSit Footstool

Side: 100 x 100 x 120cm

Made from two adjustable, polystyrene-filled sides, the
Cocoon offers stimulating proprioceptive pressure that’s
designed to calm children with Autism and Sensory
Processing Disorders. Users can lie back and relax or gently
rock the Cocoon from side to side.

P1362

Size: 120 x 60 x 60cm

A2402

The SenSit Footstool can be used alongside the SenSit Chair as a
leg or foot support, or as a fun stand-alone chair for a child. The balls
at the top of the footstool provide comforting sensory stimulation.

Colour availability for the Protac SenSit Chairs and Stools.

Protac SenSit Chair

Sensory Integration specialists have designed the Protac
SenSit Chair to offer unique full-body support and comfort.
The chair is lined with special weighted balls that rest upon
‘trigger points’ in the neck, arms and back, offering a deep
proprioceptive pressure that stimulates, builds awareness,
and calms senses.
SenSit chairs are recommended for users of all ages,
especially those with Autism or Demenita.

A2407

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT WEIGHTED RESOURCES

P1360

WEIGHTED RESOURCES

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT WEIGHTED RESOURCES

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

S1020

82

Autism

Touch

Adult Appropriate

Dementia

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Integration & Movement

Weighted Resources
Weighted Blanket

Weighted Blankets can be used on top of a bed, draped across shoulders or
wrapped around the body for a calming hug effect. They encourage relaxation,
prevent meltdowns and repetitive behaviours and relieve anxiety and stress.
Suitable for adults and children. Machine Washable.

Body Sox promotes body awareness
creative movement and provides the
opportunity for a significant amount of
stretchy sensory fun!
Size: 117cm x 67.5cm

Size: 140 x 120cm

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT WEIGHTED RESOURCES

Body Sox

G1314

Wipeable Weighted Quilt

3kg

S2601

4.5kg

S2604

A bright, tactile snake that can be wrapped
around shoulders or laid across the body,
creating a calming effect.

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Weight: 3kg
Size: 130cm

T2108

Weighted Cat

A soft, fluffy friend. Sit this
Weighted Cat on your lap or
tummy for calming tactile and
proprioceptive stimulation.

There are no seams in our Weighted Quilt. There
is nothing to pick at and nowhere for germs to
hide - perfect for infection control environments.
Our quilt is also very easy to wash at home, and it
dries quickly too. So stay cosy, clean and safe.

Weight: 1.9kg

T2043

Dimensions: 5kg, 142 x 84cm

T2034

Weighted Lap Pad

Our Weighted Lap Pad is ideal for use in classrooms or
on the move. Its weight has a calming effect helping users
focus and fidget less. Suitable for adults and children.
Small 1kg - 60 x 30cm

S2605

Large 2kg - 66 x 51cm

S2606

Wipeable Ball Blanket

Our deeply calming Ball Blanket has no seams and is made from
hospital-grade material for easy cleaning and infection control.
Size: 2kg, 120 x 60cm

Weighted Bands

A pair of Weighted Bands designed to develop strength, stability, and increase
awareness of hands, wrists, ankles and feet. Made from silky soft material, the bands
provide stimulating tactile feedback.
Large bands are suitable for adult wrists or children’s feet. Colours may vary.

T2042

Small 200g

P1363

Large 500g

P1364

Deep Pressure Vest

Instead of weight, a calming deep pressure
is applied by tightly wrapping the vest around
the body. The application of deep pressure
can reduce challenging and sensory seeking
behaviours. Our vests are proven to reduce
stress and anxiety by lowering the heart rate,
calming breathing, and promoting a feeling
of security.
Age 7-14 (approx) Body Wrap
85 x 20cm, Shoulder Straps 50cm

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

visit www.rhinouk.com
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Weighty Snakey

Autism

Touch

Adult Appropriate

Dementia

Age 15+ (approx) Body Wrap
105 x 25cm, Shoulder Straps 55cm

Age 7-14

S2602

Age 15+

S2603

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT WEIGHTED RESOURCES

A classic Weighted Blanket with plastic beads sewn into an inner lining for
additional strength and comfort.
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Soft Play

Soft Play Rooms are exciting multi-sensory
playgrounds filled with adventure. They’re the perfect
safe space for kids to develop gross motor skills, let off
steam, and have fun!
All our soft play products are made from non-toxic and latex-free vinyl that’s
double stitched for strength and durability.

Soft Play Contents
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Ball Pools
Pages 88-89

Our Ball Pool range includes vibrant
illuminated pools that provide fullbody tactile input and a fantastic
visual display. Jumping, swimming
and hiding in the colourful balls
stimulates proprioceptive systems
and calms senses.

86

Rockers &
Tunnels
Pages 90-91

Create places for imagination
and adventure with our exciting
Rockers & Tunnels collection.
Crawl into a colourful cushioned
tunnel and enjoy the comfort of a
secret sensory space, or playfully
develop your balance skills with
our bright rockers.

Activity Trails
Pages 92-94

Challenge yourself and encourage
full-body movement as you
navigate an exciting Soft Play
Activity Trail. Jump, slide, climb
and balance your way across a
colourful array of obstacles; safely
release energy and have fun!

Construction
& Play

Floor & Wall
Padding

Encourage teamwork, develop motor
skills, and inspire imaginative play
with our bright and colourful Soft Play
Construction collection. Explore our
range of construction kits that are
great for building, balancing, learning
and playing!

Cushion falls and protect against bumps
and bruises with our cosy Floor and
Wall Padding collection. Our tailor-made
safety padding is machine sewn for a
high-quality finish and hard-wearing
protection.

Page 95

SOFT PLAY

SOFT PLAY

Our sensory team can design, manufacture and install bespoke Soft Play
Rooms for Activity Centres, Hospitals, Leisure Centres and Schools, as well as
fitting Floor and Wall Safety Padding in soft play and sensory rooms.

l

Page 96-97

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Illuminated Ball Pools

Soft Play

Jump into an immersive sensory experience with our Illuminated Ball
Pools. Interactive light bars run along the pool’s soft panels, illuminating
the space in calming sensory light. The lights will change colour with
movement and sound, encouraging active sensory play.
To create the best effects, fill the pool with transparent balls.

Ball Pools

SOFT PLAY BALL POOLS

Our portable ball pool is great for people on the
go or for those with limited space, as it can be
packed up and assembled in five minutes!

NEW

Various
colour options
available

Rectangle

call for details

Size: 200 x 150 x 45 x 20cm

S3517

When not being used as a ball pool, the triangular play shapes that
create the outside of the pool can be used for construction play – fold
and interlock shapes, build motor skills, and explore your imagination.
All the parts stack for easy storage and can be used as seating, whilst
the integral pool liner also doubles up as a ball storage bag.

Corner

Size: 150 x 150 x 45 x 20cm

Balls are supplied separately.

R0084-I

Size: Assembled Dia 182 x 40cm

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

L6022
Various
colour options
available

Ball Pool Step

Our one-piece slide and steps set is designed to sit across
a ball pool wall for easy access in and out of the pool.
Available in different colours and sizes to match your ball pool walls.

call for details

SOFT PLAY BALL POOLS

Portable Ball Pool

NEW

Ball Pools

Size: 120 x 60 x 50cm

Submerge yourself in a terrifically tactile sensory
experience with our brilliant Ball Pools. Made from
high-density foam and covered in soft and colourful
PVC, our pools are built for safe sensory play.

S3500

LED Ball Pool

Dive into our LED Ball Pool and playfully explore your visual, tactile
and proprioceptive senses. The modestly sized circular pool is
fitted with bright LED lights that filter through a rainbow of colours
(blue, red, yellow, green & white), and a cushioned mattress base.
1500 clear balls, a plug and an adaptor are all included.

Square Ball Pool

Size: 120 x 40cm

Size: 150 x 150 x 40 x 15cm

P1012

Ball Pool Balls

Fill your pool with hundreds
of colourful, tactile balls.
Sold as single colour packs.
Pack of 500 balls.

NEW

Ball Pools encourage motor, proprioceptive and
tactile development, helping users to become more
familiar and comfortable in their bodies and the
way they move. Our pools come in a wide range
of colours, shapes and sizes. Find the best one for
your environment; if you need some help, get in
touch with a member of our sensory team.

S3518

COLOUR OPTIONS

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

NEW

Corner Ball Pool

S1057

Size: 150 x 40 x 15cm

S3519

88

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Touch

Visual

Autism

Exclusive to Rhino

89

Soft Play

Rockers

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

Soft Play

Tunnels

call for details

NEW

Giant Rocker

Various
colour options
available

Rocker Roller

call for details

This eight-sided soft play dome can be used as a
rocker or turned upside for fun climbing challenges.

Horse Rocker

Designed for stimming, rocking and gentle exercise, our
colourful Horse Rocker is a fun developmental resource for
soft play areas. It’s made from high-density foam and covered
in soft PVC for safe sensory play.

Diameter: 120cm

M2308

Size: 90 x 25 x 59 cm

S3521

The Giant Rocker is a versatile soft play resource.
Lie back, rock and relax in its comfy curve, and enjoy
the vestibular input. Or flip it upside down, crawl
underneath and use it as a secret sensory den, or
climb over it and actively explore your motor skills.
Size: 150 x 145 x 72.5cm

S3508

Soft Play Roller Tunnel

Climb through, crawl over or jump off our
colourful Roller Tunnel. Comes with a soft play
base to hold it safely in place.

Giant Tunnel
Size: 90 x 100 cm

S3522

NEW

Size: 145 x 75cm

M2301

Pitched Roof Soft Play Den

This den is designed to be used as a den only; its pitched roof design deters
any curious climbers from using it as a jumping platform! It makes a great corner
hidey-hole in rooms with low ceilings. The den can be made with one, two or
three doors.

See
page 109
for more
Sensory
Huts

Size: 120 x 120 x 180cm

M2313

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

SOFT PLAY ROCKERS & TUNNELS

SOFT PLAY ROCKERS & TUNNELS

Various
colour options
available

visit www.rhinouk.com

Giant Crab Rocker

Our Giant Crab Rocker playfully encourages
balance, gross motor and fine motor skills.
Size: H68 x L135 x W30cm

M2300

Frog Rocker

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Our bright and friendly frog is great for ribbity-rocking and
strengthening balance. Play alone or together and have lots of
fun. Made from high-density foam and covered in soft PVC.
Size: 114 x 20 x 39 cm

S3520

90

Exclusive to Rhino

Soft Play Hideaway Den
Climb, hide and play in our colourful
soft play den.
Size: 122 x 122 x 100cm

M2311

Various
colour options
available
call for details

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Soft Play

Cylinders Mountain

Activity Trails

Our adventurous soft play mountain set comes with six multi-sized cylinders
that provide endless climbing, sliding, rolling, and building opportunities.
The cylinders can remain in the mountain or be removed for even more fun!
Size: 135 x 60 x 45cm

S3502
Various
colour options
available

Soft Play Floor Spinner

SOFT PLAY ACTIVITY TRAILS

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Our soft vinyl-covered roundabout is made
in-house by our sensory team. Sit on the
disk and use your motor skills and the
central column to spin round and round
– don’t get too dizzy! Build coordination,
motor and vestibular skills as you play.

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

NEW

Size: W120 x H60cm

R0025

Caterpillar Mirror Bumps

This colourful caterpillar has six soft bumps to climb across.
Rearrange the bumps to create a beautiful butterfly. Includes
removable, easy-to-clean mirrors.
Size: 40 x 160cm

L6019

NEW

Tunnel Ramp

NEW

Climb up the tactile steps, slide down
the colourful slide, and crawl through
the secret tunnel. Our Tunnel Ramp
is an exciting play palace perfect for
toddlers, designed to build their motor
and movement skills.
Size: 120 x 60 x 50 cm

S3524

Rocking Steps
Soft Play Wheel

Lie, sit or stand on the Soft Play Wheel’s central bar and develop your
motor and balance skills as you roll around. Separate and rearrange
the colourful soft play pieces for different games and activities.

SOFT PLAY ACTIVITY TRAILS

call for details

The rocker’s unique design keeps users in motion,
challenging vestibular, motor and balance systems. Not
only is it an excellent resource for occupational therapy
sessions, but it’s great fun in soft play rooms too.
Size: 110 x 50 x 77 cm

S3525

Size: 45 x 70 cm

S3523

NEW

A bright and soft balance bar that’s great for encouraging focus,
coordination and balance skills. Made from high-density foam
and covered in colourful non-slip PVC.
Size: 200 x 25 x 10 cm

S3507

92

Touch

Visual

Various
colour options
available

Balancing Bar

Adult Appropriate

Exclusive to Rhino

Autism

call for details

Sliding Foam Rollers

Soft Play Trampoline

A set of six interconnected cylinders that roll as you walk, slide
or crawl over them, creating a challenging balancing activity.

Bounce in the comfort of a soft padded surround with our
special soft play trampoline. Available in a rainbow of colours.

Size: 132 x 60 x 22cm

Size: 120 x 120 x 35cm

S3501

M2314
For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Soft Play

Activity Trails

SOFT PLAY ACTIVITY TRAILS

Call for
free design
consultation
See page 16

Construction & Play

NEW

Soft Play Shape
Matching Mat

A fun piece of soft play furniture that can also be used
as a wibbly-wobbly slide. Place alongside other soft
play pieces to create an adventurous activity trail.

Learn more about hand-eye
coordination, colours and shapes
with our playful wall or floor mat.
Interact with the four removable
soft play shapes – have fun and
develop key skills.

Size: 70 x 60 x 50cm

S3509
Various
colour options
available

Vibrating Bumper

A soft padded bumpy wall that vibrates
when touched. They’re sold individually,
but bumpers work best in multiples.
Available in a range of colours.

Size: 130 x 90 x 15cm

call for details

M2322

Soft Play Stepping Stones

Size: 120 x 30cm

A collection of 12 colourful soft play blocks at different heights that offer hours of climbing
fun and active stimulation. The blocks are completely customisable. Arrange them as
you’d like, or add them to other soft play resources to create an adventurous activity trail.
Available in custom colours sizes to suit your space - contact us to find out more!

T2158

Various
colour options
available

Size: 120 x 90cm

M2312

NEW

call for details

Soft Play Steps - Square
Size: L100 x H75 x W75cm

M2319

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

Coloured Dice

These brightly coloured dice encourage play, movement,
counting and social skills. Available in blue, yellow, red and green.
Size: 25 x 25 x 25cm

Platform

Soft Play Puzzle

Can you solve the tricky Tetris puzzle? Carefully arrange the
soft play pieces until they form a colourful rectangle, and
develop cognitive, tactile and motor skills as you play.
Size: 120 x 80 x 5cm

S1052

S3510

Size: 75 x 75 x 75cm

M2318

Various
colour options
available
call for details

NEW

Soft Play Slide

Size: H75 x W75 x L100cm

M2305

Platform with Tunnel

Various
colour options
available
call for details

Size: 75 x 75 x 75cm

M2317
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SOFT PLAY CONSTRUCTION & PLAY

Wavy Step

Soft Play

Adult Appropriate

Touch

Exclusive to Rhino

NEW

Soft Play 8 Piece Set

Soft Play 14 Piece Set

Set of 8 colourful soft play shapes perfect for
building, playing and creating.

Set of 14 colourful soft play shapes perfect
for building, playing and creating.

Size: 50 x 84 x 25 cm

Size: 60 x 60 x 90cm

S3527

S3526

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Scan
the QR code to
view prices
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Pillar And Wall Guard

Soft Play

Floor & Walls
NEW

Giant Crash Mat

Please Note: The guards can be cut
down to size to suit your area.

Made from high-density foam and covered in
non-slip PVC, our Giant Crash Mats are perfect for
active integration sessions and sensory spaces.
Available in a range of colours and three sizes.
Mat A

300 x 200 x 20cm

S3528

Mat B

300 x 200 x 30cm

S3529

Mat C

300 x 200 x 40cm

S3529

Various
colour options
available

Size: 200cm x 100cm

call for details

A2802

See
page 111
for more
Floor Mats

Non-Slip Floor Mat

Bespoke Wall Padding

Our non-slip floor mats offer support, comfort and protection
against bumps and bruises. They’re made from robust,
waterproof and antibacterial materials for safe sensory play.

NEW

Slim

200 x 100 x 5cm

S3531

Thick

200 x 100 x 10cm

S3532

Save space or double up protection with our folding foam mats.
Made from high-density foam and covered in soft-touch PVC,
they’re ideal for creating safe sensory environments.

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

2 Piece

200 x 200 x 5cm

S3533

3 Piece

300 x 100 x 5cm

S3534

Round

150 x 75 x 6cm

S3535

Air Mat

Made to measure, it is available in a variety
of heights, depths and colours to match your
room. Our wall padding is made from hardwearing materials and built for long-lasting
exciting sensory play.

NEW

Folding Mat

NEW

Making walls safe shouldn’t be dull or boring.
Did you know that our specialist Wall Padding
will add a splash of colour and a dash of
sensory indulgence to any room?

Pillar Wall Pad

Contact us for details

Prevent serious injury in active areas with our custom-made anti-shock
column pads. The colourful pads are made from impact-absorbing,
high-density foam and covered in a robust PVC coating – with options
for zip, Velcro or eyelet fastenings.

SOFT PLAY FLOOR & WALLS

SOFT PLAY FLOOR & WALLS

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Our easy to install pillar and wall guards add a
layer of protection to exposed areas in sensory
areas that could cause injury. The guard’s
attractive ribbed design effectively absorbs the
impact of a crash, reducing the chance of any
nasty play injuries. Recommended for use in
active play spaces and sensory areas.
Available in different colours.

S3511
Various
colour options
available

NEW

NEW

call for details

NEW

Jump higher, roll safer and sit comfier on our bouncy Air Mats. Inflate or
deflate the mat so that it’s a suitable pressure for play. Then have fun safely
exploring your senses and developing key motor and vestibular skills.
Size: 200 x 200 x 20cm

S3536
Various
colour options
available
call for details

Finger Door Guard

Bespoke Floor Padding

Floor padding creates a safe environment for users to release energy, explore
their senses, and have fun! Tailor-made by our sensory team,
our Safety Padding is a soft and protective addition for any sensory area.
Timber backed, machine sewn, made to measure and available in a rainbow
of colour options, we will ensure our foam padding fits your space perfectly.

R0029

96

Adult Appropriate

Exclusive to Rhino

Our simple Finger Door Guards
prevent fingers from getting
pinched or trapped in doors.
Can easily be applied to any
flat surface.

A2806

Radiator Pad

Corner Guard Deluxe

S3512

A2803

Our semi-rigid Radiator Pads prevent
bumps and burns without affecting the
radiator’s efficiency. Custom made,
they’re available in a wide range of
sizes, colours and finishes – get in
touch for more details.

Our Corner Guard Deluxe range is the perfect
people protector from dangerous corners and
edges. The guard’s robust material absorbs heavy
crashes. Different colour options are available.
Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
Size: 100 x 6 x 6cm

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Seating & Positioning
Discover comfy cushions, colourful couches, soft seats,
and a spectacular selection of supportive chairs in our
Seating & Positioning collection. Ease your anxieties,
find your focus, and relax; we’re always up for helping
you to sit down.

SEATING & POSITIONING
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Seating & Positioning Contents

Waterbeds

Positioning

Resonance

Lay back and relax on top of a
sea of dreams with our collection
of Waterbeds. Our unique water
mattresses comfortably contour
to your body, whilst the water
inside provides therapeutic
proprioceptive stimulation.

Explore our range of soft
cushioned supports and the
different colours, shapes and sizes
that they come in for comforting
proprioceptive stimulation.

Resonance seating have inbuilt
sound systems that transform
your favourite songs into
therapeutic vibrations that calm,
relax and therapeutically stimulate
your senses.

Page 100
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All our products meet Fire Regulations and British Standards. Our Sensory
Team works hard to find the right product to fit your space and offers seating
consultations to make sure there is enough room to lift and move users on and
off the seating safely.

Page 101

Pages 102-103

Beanbags
& Cushions
Pages 104-109

Find all the cosy comforts you’ll
need to furnish a relaxing sensory
space in our Beanbags and
Cushions collection. Our soft
seating options come in a wide
range of colours, shapes, and sizes
so that everybody has the chance
to sit back and relax.

Bench Seating

Floor Mats

Our range of free-standing and
fixed Bench Seats are great seating
options for sensory rooms and
calming areas, giving users a safe
seat to relax and unwind.

Treat your feet to a tactile treat
with our collection of Floor
Mats. With a range of different
textures, colours, sizes and
padding styles - find all you’ll
need to create a safe soft
space for sensory play.

Page 110

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Seating & Positioning

Seating & Positioning

Waterbeds

Positioning

100

Various
colour options
available
call for details

Posture Wedge

Various
colour options
available

These wedges provide inclined support
to promote head, shoulder, and arm
control. Available in three sizes and a
range of colours.

Waterbed Care Kit

Waterbeds are quality products
that need some TLC to stay in
their best condition. This is why
we like to recommend our care
kit made specially for waterbeds.
The kit includes a long life guard to add to the bed’s
water and a vinyl wash to clean the mattress cover.

A2202

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Various
colour options
available
call for details

Large - 25cm

S1034

Medium - 18cm

S1035

Small - 5cm

S1036

call for details

Chill Out Den

Small, portable and practical. Build the
chill out den where it matters most,
climb in and relax, then pack it away
in its handy storage bag when you’re
done. Comes in a variety of colours.

Disc ‘o’ Sit
Waterbed

Our waterbeds provide calming full-body support
and proprioceptive stimulation. They are covered in
easy to clean vinyl and contain a thermostat and heater.
The bed are available with a hoist accessible
or enclosed box base.
Consider where the waterbed will fit in your sensory
space, as it will need to be emptied and refilled annually.
Single

200 x 100 x 23cm

T2063

Double

200 x 140 x 23cm

T2062

Complete
with built-in
sound
system

Our musical waterbed features a built-in sound system
that generates soothing, resonant vibrations across the
mattress and an immersive multisensory experience
for users. It’s a fantastic resource for deep relaxation,
calming and sensory therapy.
Single

Various
colour options
Double
available
call for details

Movin’ Sit

Size: 1300 x 1300mm
Storage size: 1200 x 500 x 500mm

S1015

For more
products visit

An inflatable textured seating wedge
that helps build posture and focus.
Junior

26 x 26cm

G1301J

Junior

32cm Diameter

G1302J

Senior

35 x 35cm

G1301

Senior

39cm Diameter

G1302

Baby Chair

Musical Waterbed

A round inflatable cushion with a
textured surface to develop posture
and balance. Suitable to be sat or
stood on. Available in two sizes.

A cosy and colourful foam seat designed
to support smaller users. A secure Velcro
strap keeps users in place while their
bodies are bolstered by the firm foam’s
proprioceptive stimulation. Our Baby
Seats are available in a wide range of
easy to clean PVC colours.
Get in touch for more information.

200 x 100 x 46cm

T2067

Size: 60 x 45 x 25cm

200 x 140 x 46cm

T2068

S3537

www.rhinouk.com

SEATING & POSITIONING POSITIONING

Prices exclude VAT. Some items are eligible for VAT exemption please contact us for details

SEATING & POSITIONING WATERBEDS

Require
maintenance?
Contact us for
maintenance
details

NEW

Prism
Support Beanbag

Our prism-shaped beanbag
provides proprioceptive support for
users lying on their front or back –
fantastic for quiet time, reading and
relaxing. Washable covers.
Size: 70 x 50 x 40cm

S1043

Autism

Touch

Adult Appropriate

Sound

Dementia

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Seating & Positioning

Vibrating Floor Pad

Resonance

102

T2082

Our collection of seats, chairs and cushions are available in a range of
colours and can be used with or without resonance speakers.

Resonance Long Easy

Resonance Relaxer

Lie back, relax and immerse yourself in the sounds of your favourite
songs with our comforting long easy. It’s long enough to tickle your
senses from head to toe, and can also be experimented with arms,
hands, legs or feet to discover sensory preferences.
Available in a rainbow of colours. Sound system is not included.

Relaxing and cosy, the popular reclining shape of the
comforter distributes body weight evenly, as users
enjoy the special resonance effects. Sound system
and massage mat are not included.

Size: L165 x W76cm

Size: 119 x 74 x 64cm

T2073

Various
colour options
available

T2024

call for details

Resonance CD

Various
colour options
available

Resonance Beanbag

Our specially mixed resonance CD is filled
with music in a range of styles that have the
ideal rhythm, beat, and bass to be used in
resonance items.

call for details

Sit back and focus on the soothing vibrations and stimulating sounds
emanating from the beanbag, creating a personal and immersive sensory
session. Discover an awareness of your body through the vibrations and the
physical sensation of the music. Because of the shape of the beanbag, it’s
easier for larger or heavier users to feel the vibrations.

Various
colour options
available
call for details

T2022

Available in a range of colours. Sound system is not included.
Size: 80cm

T2076

Resonance Rocker Chair

Resonance Amp

Our colourful vinyl-covered rocker is made from
a firm foam that cradles the body securely whilst
rocking. Available in a selection of colours.
Sound system is not included.

Use alongside our resonance
collection to turn sounds into
stimulating vibrations. The
amp is Bluetooth, cd and
memory stick compatible,
while independent controls
let you keep resonance high
and volume low.

Size: 86 x 145 x 81cm

T2021

T2047

Touch

Resonance resources are unique as they let
users therapeutically immerse themselves
within music through their dynamic vibrations.

Adult Appropriate

Sound

Exclusive to Rhino

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Vibrating Bumper

A soft padded bumpy wall that vibrates when
touched. They’re sold individually, but bumpers work
best in multiples. Available in a range of colours.
Size: 120 x 30cm

T2158

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

SEATING & POSITIONING RESONANCE

Prices exclude VAT. Some items are eligible for VAT exemption please contact us for details

SEATING & POSITIONING RESONANCE

www.rhinouk.com

Size: 190 x 90 x 7.5cm

Prices exclude VAT. Some items are eligible for VAT exemption please contact us for details

For more
products visit

Each product in our Resonance Range plugs into
a special stereo that amplifies bass notes and
transforms them into stimulating sensory vibrations.
Users will feel the musical vibrations all across their
bodies for a uniquely stimulating experience.

Our cosy vinyl-covered foam pad has five vibrating
discs embedded in its material. Users can lie on the
pad and use the handheld controller to match the
vibration effects to their mood and comfort levels.
Sound system is not included.
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Seating & Positioning

Beanbags &
Cushions
Various
colour options
available
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call for details

call for details
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Double Rocker Therapy Chair
Our larger rocker can comfortably sit two or give
one user more space to rock and relax.

Waterproof Bench
Beanbag

Our colourful vinyl-covered foam Therapy Chairs
are the perfect seating alternative for users seeking
proprioceptive, vestibular, or motion-based stimulation.

Size: 130 x 125 x 80cm

S3538

Colourful, cosy, water-resistant,
antimicrobial, and easy to clean.
Our Waterproof Bench Beanbag
is perfect for medical, care and
educational environments.

Size: 86 x 145 x 81cm

For more
products visit

T2070

www.rhinouk.com

Rocker Seat

Size: L125 x W80cm

G1706

Therapy Rocker Chair

Relaxing, therapeutic, and stimulating, Rocker Seats are designed to
securely comfort users from head to toe. Centred close to the ground,
users can use their feet to gently rock the soft seat back and forth in a
relaxing rhythmic motion, ideal for those seeking vestibular stimulation.

Egg Chair

Part chair, part art, part den – our Egg Chair is a
unique sensory seat that’ll fit perfectly into a quiet
space or sensory lounge. Users can jump in and
curl up inside or sit back in the chair’s calming
cushioning and relax.

Size: W72 x D43 x H84cm

R0021

Size: L125 x W80cm

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

P1387
Various
colour options
available

Various
colour options
available

call for details

call for details

Care Chair

The Care Chair is a medical-grade beanbag with a comforting reclined design,
offering users a calming and supportive place to relax. Add or remove the
chair’s inner bean sacks to alter the level of support to suit your needs.

NEW

SEATING & POSITIONING BEANBAGS & CUSHIONS

Prices exclude VAT. Some items are eligible for VAT exemption please contact us for details

SEATING & POSITIONING BEANBAGS & CUSHIONS
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Various
colour options
available

NEW

Relaxer
Waterproof Slab Beanbag

Made from antimicrobial, easy-clean, ‘breathable’ fabrics and with tapered
seams that stop the ingress of fluids, the Care Chair is suitable for medical
and care environments.

The Waterproof Slab Beanbag creates a calming
spot to chill and relax. Made from cosy waterresistant and antimicrobial materials it’s perfect for
use in medical, care and education environments.

Can be wiped clean or machine washed.

Size: L125 x W120cm

Size: 80cm

G1707

This popular reclining chair provides excellent posture
support and distributes body weight evenly. It works well
in therapeutic settings with a Massage Mat (excluded).
Available in different colours.
Size: 74 x 119 x 64cm

Various
colour options
available

T2071

call for details

G1702
For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Autism

Adult Appropriate

Exclusive to Rhino

Dementia
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Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Seating & Positioning

Beanbags &
Cushions

106

Various
colour options
available
call for details

80cm

G1704

115cm

G1704XL

Size: 60 x 60cm

S1024

150cm

Slab Beanbag

The slab beanbag is a versatile sensory resource that instantly creates a cosy,
calming area wherever it’s placed.
150cm

Sensory Cushions

Moulding to your shape, our large sensory cushions offer the ultimate
support for your body and senses. They’re a great addition for
sensory rooms, relaxation rooms, reading corners or chill out dens.

call for details

call for details

Our cushions are made from an inner bag with beads, and a
wipe-clean outer cover.

Available in a variety of colours.
Size: 125 x 120cm

G1708

Pear Bean Bag

Choose your shape and colour, and create a new calming area!
Square

150 x 150 x 30cm

S1011

A classic sensory cushion
with a removable cover.
Available in various colours.

Circle

150 x 30cm

S1008

Size: 50 x 60cm

See
page 75
for SenSit
options

Various
colour options
available

Various
colour options
available

It’s cool, colourful, comfortable and light and can be used as a chair,
hammock or napping space. Made from quality, upholstery grade cotton, this
beanbag is hard-wearing and ideal for a wide range of sensory environments.

For more
products visit

Various
colour options
available

S1026

call for details

www.rhinouk.com

NEW

Wrap Armchair
71cm

Protac SenSit Chair

Sensory Integration specialists have designed the Protac SenSit
Chair to offer unique full-body support and comfort. The chair is
lined with special weighted balls that rest upon ‘trigger points’
in the neck, arms and back, offering a deep proprioceptive
pressure that stimulates, builds awareness, and calms senses.
SenSit chairs are recommended for users of all ages, especially
those with Autism or Demenita.

A2400

Autism

Touch

Adult Appropriate

71cm

Giant Cushion

Our Giant Cushions add a splash of colourful comfort to
sensory areas. Place them on a chair or directly on the floor
to create a cosy space to sit down.
Available in a range of colours.

Designed to feel like it’s giving you a warm hug, the Wrap
Armchair provides adaptive proprioceptive stimulation,
perfect for calming and relaxing. Available in three sizes
and an array of bright colours to fit your sensory needs.
Medium

48 x 48 x 60cm

S3539

Large

54 x 54 x 64cm

S3540

X-Large

80 x 80 x 87cm

S3541

Turntable Platform

Size: 71 x 71 x 15cm

A soft turntable attachment that enables Wrap
Armchairs to spin around.

S1030

S3513
For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

SEATING & POSITIONING BEANBAGS & CUSHIONS

Prices exclude VAT. Some items are eligible for VAT exemption please contact us for details

SEATING & POSITIONING BEANBAGS & CUSHIONS

Available in various colours.

Made from high-quality materials, our beanbag chairs
are soft, warm and robust, and a perfect resource for
a wide range of relaxing sensory environments.

Prices exclude VAT. Some items are eligible for VAT exemption please contact us for details

Our football-shaped beanbag is
a popular sensory seat because
of its bright colours and comfort.
Cover is removable.

call for details

Our beanbag chair provides a fantastic seating
experience that enhances bodily comfort and
awareness, as well as a cosy place to sit, dream and
explore your senses.
With its teardrop scoop design, the beanbag will take
you away from the hustle and bustle of everyday life
and into a world of sensory comfort. And thanks to its
bean filling, the chair will mould to your body, like it’s
giving you a hug.

Penta Beanbag
Various
colour options
available

Chair Beanbag

107

Armchairs

Seating & Positioning

Soft Furniture

NEW

Single Armchair

Our foam-filled sensory armchairs are practical,
colourful, cosy, and perfect for sensory lounges
and calming spaces. Made from high-density
foam and covered in leather feel PVC, the
chairs are easy to wipe clean and suitable for
infection control environments.

85 x 90 x 80cm

S3547

Modular Furniture

Double Armchair
140 x 90 x 80cm

Build your own sensory seating area with our colourfully
cosy modular furniture. Mix and match the chairs and
tables to create a soft space to sit back and relax.

S3548

Made from high-density foam and covered in easy to
clean, leather feel PVC, the furniture is ideal for bedrooms,
reading corners and sensory rooms.
Available in a range of bright colours.

NEW

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

NEW
Single Chair

NEW

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Triple Armchair

195 x 90 x 80cm

S3549

Double Chair

55 x 65 x 70cm

110 x 65 x 70cm

S3542

S3543

De-Escalation Bench
NEW

NEW

NEW

Triple Chair

Square Soft Table

Corner Soft Table

S3544

S3545

S3546

140 x 65 x 70cm

108

Contact
us for
seclusion
seating
options

60 x 60 x 40cm

60 x 60 x 40cm

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Our De-escalation Benches are safe, firm and practical for helping
users calm down. They’re made from firm foam and covered in
strong, anti-vandal, water-resistant material that’s easy to clean.
Specially designed for seclusion and de-escalation spaces, there
aren’t any hidden parts of pieces that can be used for harm.
Size: 120 x 180 x 109.5cm

D2501

Adult Appropriate

SEATING & POSITIONING SOFT FURNITURE

NEW

Prices exclude VAT. Some items are eligible for VAT exemption please contact us for details

SEATING & POSITIONING SOFT FURNITURE

Available in three sizes and a range of
colour options.
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Seating & Positioning

Bench Seating

Floor Mats
Bespoke Floor Padding

www.rhinouk.com

Our bespoke padding is timber backed, machine sewn, made to
measure and designed to fit any room in any size. It’s available in a
rainbow of colours and different thicknesses to meet your needs.

R0029 Contact us for more details

Modern and funky, our Cylinder breakout seat can be used
alone or with Curve seating to create a trail of seating.
Available in a range of colours and sizes.
Size: 37 x 65 x 65cm

NEW

T3005

Various
colour options
available

Curve Breakout Seat

Folding Mat

call for details

Fashionable and colourful, our Curve breakout seat can be
used alone or with Cylinder seating to create a trail of seating.
Available in a range of colours and sizes.

Save space or double up protection with our folding
foam mats. Made from high-density foam and covered
in soft-touch PVC, they’re ideal for creating safe
sensory environments.

Size: 37 x 65 x 52cm

T3006

More Floor
Padding
see page 96

Freestanding Bench Seat

Our rectangular bench seat is a stylish piece of furniture
that can comfortably seat two people. Made to order in your
chosen colours. Alternative sizes and styles are available.

Grass Mat

Size: 42 x 94 x 50cm

T3004

Bespoke Bench Seating

We can design and create bespoke soft bench
seating for your sensory area.
Available in a range of colours, prints and sizes.

R0047 Contact us for more details

Bring the great outdoors indoors with our
fantastic textured grass matting. The mats
are flexible, made from natural latex, and
have anti-slip backing, perfect for creating
stimulating play areas.
The mats can also be handily rolled away
and stored between uses.
Size: 200 x 150cm

S1021

110

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Touch

Adult Appropriate

Exclusive to Rhino

2 Piece

200 x 200 x 5cm

S3533

3 Piece

300 x 100 x 5cm

S3534

Round

150 x 75 x 6cm

S3535

SEATING & POSITIONING FLOOR MATS

SEATING & POSITIONING BENCH SEATING

Cylinder Breakout Seat

Prices exclude VAT. Some items are eligible for VAT exemption please contact us for details

Colour
options
available

Floor Padding is a great addition for any Soft Play Room,
Sensory Room or Multisensory Learning Environment.
It provides a soft, comfortable spot for users to sit,
relax, and explore their senses – safely.

For more
products visit
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Portable Solutions

Portability is versatility. Perhaps you’re a bit tight for space,
have limited resources, or want to share sensory equipment
throughout your school, hospital or local community.
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Our range of Portable Sensory Solutions has been designed with convenience,
practicality and movability in mind. From portable sensory voyager trollies to pop-up
sensory equipment and carry round sensory tubs and kits. Our portable solutions are
ideal for sensory at home, hospitals, care environments and schools.
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Portable Solutions Contents

Rhino Sensory
Voyager ®
Pages 114-115

Our unique portable sensory
solution is the first choice for
schools, hospitals and children’s
centres throughout the UK. The
Sensory Voyager is perfect for
those with limited space, as
it transforms any room into a
marvellous sensory experience.

112

Baby Sensory
Voyager ®
Page 116

This unique, portable Sensory
Voyager® is already gliding along
the corridors of schools, hospitals,
children’s centres and other
establishments throughout the
country, providing communities
with the number one portable
multisensory solution.

PORTABLE SOLUTIONS

PORTABLE SOLUTIONS

l

Sensory Huts

Sensory Kits

Therapy Tubs

Create a stimulating sensory
space in minutes in any location
with our immersive Sensory Huts.

Our Sensory Kits bring together a
range of small items to provide a
resource sets for individual senses
and to suit specific needs.

Our wonderful Therapy Tubs are
designed to provide engaging
play solutions tailored to suit
specific needs.

The kits are all supplied with
a kit bag for easy storage and
transportation of the products.
Kit contents may vary.

The tubs can easily be packed
away and used in a variety of
environments to suit the user.

Page 117-118

These portable sensory solutions
enable any size space to be
used as a multisensory
learning environment.

Pages 119

Page 120

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Large Sensory
Kits
Page 121

Our Large Sensory Kits bring
together core pieces of sensory
equipment to create a great starter
set to help support specific needs.
These kits have been assembled
following customer feedback,
so they’re perfectly designed to
provide sensory stimulation to all
ages and abilities.
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Voyager Benefits
Uniquely Portable

Fits perfectly through doorways and has
handles to push along corridors easily.

®

A uniquely portable kaleidoscope of colour, sound
and touch – our Sensory Voyager is jam-packed with
stimulating sensory potential.

PORTABLE SOLUTIONS RHINO SENSORY VOYAGER ®

It’s portable, practical, and a perfect space-saving sensory aid;
wheel it between classrooms and through wards and watch as
each environment lights up in a wonderfully warm sensory glow.

Plug in and play. Only one 13amp plug
socket is required to light up the trolley.

Wipe Clean

Specially designed for easy cleaning,
perfect for infection control environments.

Build Your Own Voyager
Every Sensory Voyager is unique, built to meet your requirements and budget.

Pick and mix which elements, resources, and features you’d like your Voyager to have, add and build over
time, and create a special sensory trolley perfect for you.

Standard Items

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Voyager with
Hurricane Tube

“	We are absolutely delighted with
our trolley. It was set to work
within half an hour of its arrival,
and it hasn’t had a break since!”

Bubble or
Hurricane Tube

Strong Castors

Mirrored Doors

Storage Cupboard

Sound System

Fibre Optics

Interactive Colour
Controller

Tactile Panels

Sensory
Projector

Laser Stars
Projector

Interactive
Projector

Mirror Ball
& Pinspot

Extra Sensory Items

	Gail, Play Specialist,
Northwick Park Hospital

“	The Voyager has transformed
what could have been a
challenging experience for our
paediatric patients. Just having
it there immediately creates a
focus of fun and calm, making
the room more welcoming.”

Voyager with
Bubble Tube

If you’d like to find out more about the Sensory Voyager, book a demonstration, or request a quote
– get in touch with a member of our Sensory Team!

	Claire, Senior Radiographer,
Southend Hospital

114

Easy to Use

Autism

PORTABLE SOLUTIONS RHINO SENSORY VOYAGER ®

Rhino Sensory
Voyager

Touch

Visual

Adult Appropriate

Sound

Exclusive to Rhino

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Baby Sensory Voyager

Portable Solutions

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Sensory Huts
Mobile Corner Podium

Introducing the Baby Voyager, a smaller, compact
version of our popular portable Sensory Voyager.
Compact, lightweight and affordable, the Baby Voyager is perfect
for those who’d like to create a sensory environment at home.
We’ll deliver the Baby Voyager to your door, pre-built and ready
for action. All you need to do is plug it in!

The cosy podium is 50cm tall, offering users a safe elevated seat
to explore their senses. Comprised of a budget hurricane tube, soft
padded base, sturdy mirrors and strong lockable castors, users can
comfortably explore their visual and tactile senses.
Size: 70 x 70 x 130cm

Baby Voyager Benefits
• Compact & Lightweight

• Visual & Tactile Stimulation

• Portable

• Calming & Relaxation

• Low Maintenance

• Ideal for Home Use

T2048

Sensory Hut

The Rhino
Sensory Hut is
CE marked and
also carries
BS-EN71
Part 1 & 2

Five sections of soft play Velcro together
to create a personal sensory space for
anyone who needs time to unwind or
explore their senses.
Remove and replace doorways so that
wheelchair users can roll into the den or
leave the roof open for those who don’t
like enclosed spaces - create a hut that
everyone can enjoy.

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Fibre Optics

Sound System

Our Sensory Huts can be used as calming,
quiet space in the corner of a classroom or
an exciting den filled with imagination in a
sensory room. Build them wherever suits
you best.
A standard Sensory Hut includes:
- Two large Acryllic Mirrors
- Padded Floor
- Breathable Roof
- 3 Soft Play Wall Sections
- Arched Soft Play Doorway

PORTABLE SOLUTIONS SENSORY HUTS

PORTABLE SOLUTIONS BABY SENSORY VOYAGER ®

R0008

All the comfort, closeness and stimulation of a sensory room –
without the room! Our Mobile Corner Podium is an accessible,
portable and space-saving alternative to a classic hurricane podium.

Standard colours include a mix of yellow,
blue, green and red walls with a white
interior. Although they are available
in other colour options –
get in touch for more details.
Size: 150 x 150 x 150cm

S1001

Various
colour options
available
call for details

Strong Castors
116

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Touch

Visual

Sound

Exclusive to Rhino

Autism
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PORTABLE SOLUTIONS SENSORY HUTS

Sensory Huts

Portable Solutions
Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Sensory Kits

Audio Kit

Giant Dark Den

Dark Den

Crawl through the secret tunnel entrance, close the side
flaps, and immerse yourself in a magical dark den.

You’ve been asking for bigger Dark Dens, so
here they are! Larger than the original Dark Den,
our Giant Den can comfortably fit a group of
children and is also wheelchair accessible.

The Dark Den’s darkened environment creates a perfect
opportunity to use illuminated resources; watch them twinkle, flash
and glow and find your imagination inspired.

Wheelchairs can roll in through a specially created
opening that closes to create a perfect dark space
for light projection and effects. Complete with a
storage bag, it’s easy to assemble and reassemble.

What’s best is the tent can be easily popped up and packed away
to quickly create a safe space for users to regulate their senses.
Size: 100 x 100 x 100cm

Size: 200 x 100cm

P1388

T7002

White Tent - Pop up

Pop up and sit inside our White Tent and let it take you
into another world. Project distracting light effects onto its
white walls, and have fun exploring your visual senses.

Designed to stimulate auditory senses. The Audio Kit
includes: Rain Rush, Farmyard Buzzers, 2 x Jingle Bells,
Sea Sounds Drum, Rock n Roll Shaker, Tom Tom Drum,
Blue and Gold Bird Puppet and a handy kit bag for storage.

R0104

Size: H120 x W105 x D105cm

Visual Kit

Our Visual Kit is colourful and interactive and includes: a Liquid
Timer, Flashing Glitter Ball, Colour Paddles, Fish Mirror, Fibre
Optic Wand, Spiral Glitter Wand, Woodpecker on a Stick, Colour
Changing Egg, Rainshaker, Disco Stick, Disco Ball, Rainbow
Humming Top, Sandshapes and a handy kit bag to carry it all in.

R0102

Distraction Kit

Our multisensory Distraction Kit is full of
stimulating sensory items that will keep
users distracted for hours.
The kit includes:
Sea Sounds Drum, Mini Pin Wheel,
Rainshaker, Disco Stick, Therapy
Tangle, Spiral Glitter Wand, Spectra
Strobe Ball, Squishy Mesh Ball,
Massage Bug, Tambourine, Jingle Bells,
Bug Eye Glasses and a Shake n Shine,
all within a kit bag.

R0100

Contents
may vary

Fidget Sensory Kit

We have carefully crafted a special
kit that’s perfect for keeping fidgeting
fingers happy and distracted minds
focused, boosting concentration in
learning environments.
The set includes:
Stretchy caterpillar, Squidgy Sparkle
Shapes, Stretchy Alien, Tangle Therapy,
Sensory Touch Ball, Spider Ball, Squishy
Mesh Ball, Bog Eyed Bugglies, Liquid
Timer, Eye Ball, Magnetic Animals,
Vibrating Fish, and a Funky Disco Duck.

Calming Sensory Kit

This kit is great for those who have
trouble with Autism or Anxiety, as it
can be easily packed away in the bag
provided and taken anywhere.
The kit includes:
Laser Sphere, Magic Mirror Fish,
Weighted Lap Pad, MohDoh Relax,
Squishy Mesh Ball, Spider Ball,
Ooze Tube, Tangle Therapy, Stretchy
Caterpillar & Massage Bug.

PORTABLE SOLUTIONS SENSORY KITS

Portable Solutions

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

R0091

R0097

P1330

Pop Up Dark Den

Instantly create a special sensory space in your home, garden or classroom
with our pop-up blackout den! Bring your favourite illuminated resources
inside, shine them upon the den’s dark opaque walls, inspire your
imagination and develop visual tracking skills.
The den’s easy set-up design doesn’t require poles, pegs or ties, perfect for
safe and speedy sensory play. Comes complete with a handy storage bag.

S2607
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For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Portable Solutions

Portable Solutions

Therapy Tubs

For more
products visit

Large Sensory Kits

www.rhinouk.com

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Namaste Sensory Kit
Visual Sensory Tub

Distraction Tub

Our Visual Sensory Tub is filled with bright and attractive items that
stimulate visual and tracking skills dynamically. Contains 28 items.

Our sensory team specially curated the
Distraction Tub following requests from
Hospital Play Specialists. All items in
this tub are wipeable and have excellent
distraction value to quickly capture the
attentions of anxious minds. It’s a favourite
amongst A&E Departments and Minor
injury clinics. Contains 25 items.

R0006

The set includes: Hurricane Tabletop Column & Case,
Fibre Optic Side Glow, Light Source, Solar 100 Projector,
Reminiscence Wheels, Laser Stars, Bristle Back Brush,
Vibrating Head Massager, Aroma Diffuser, Classic
Fragrance Oils & a Colour Changing Egg.

UV & Glow Tub

Our UV & Glow Tub is filled
with interactive goodies that
glow brightly in the dark.
Comes complete with a
sturdy storage tub.

R0014

Our Multisensory Tub supports and
stimulates all fives senses for immersive
play sessions. Contains 30 items.

R0013

Curated by our sensory team, our Audio Tub
contains a great selection of stimulating resources
that create a variety of acoustic sounds and
musical rewards. The tub’s contents can be
adapted to suit areas with high infection control
policies. Contains a minimum of 30 items.

R0004

Autism

Touch

Visual

Adult Appropriate

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Sound

Dementia

Our bright green wheely Sensory
Trunk is packed with everything
you’ll need to quickly create a
stimulating sensory therapy, education
or play session. It’s been designed so
that you can bring a sensory experience to
a user instead of taking them to a sensory room.

Contents
may vary

From twinkling Fibre Optics to terrifically tactile treats, sweet-smelling
aromatherapy resources, and the aesthetic soundtrack of the
countryside – the trunk helps you create immersive experiences.

Reminiscence Sensory Kit

Total of 32 items. Contents may vary.

R0090

R0003
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R0094

Sensory Trunk includes: Fibre Optic Side Glow (2m x 100 Tails),
Projector, Portable Mirror Ball Kit, Twilight Umbrella, Sensory Ball,
Tactile Panel, Space Blanket, Projection Sheet, Neon Voile, UV Carpet
Square, Two UV Rods, Fluorescent Mirror Chimeabout, Handheld
Mirror, Two Relaxation CDs, Line Lite Wand, Aroma Diffuser, Four
Aroma Oils, Rainbow Spinner, and much more.

Audio Tub

Filled with terrifically tactile treats, our Tactile
Tub is great for exploring different textures,
stimming and building fine motor skills. Some
vibrating resources are quite therapeutic too.
Contains a minimum of 40 items.

Set includes: Tabletop Hurricane Column & Carry Case, Fibre Optic
Side Glow, Sparkle Light Source, Aura Projector, Weighty Snakey,
Disco Stick, Magic Mirror Fish, Mini Bondina Bells, Squishy Mesh Ball,
Sensory Touch Ball & Mini Pin Wheel.

Sensory Trunk

Multisensory Tub

Tactile Tub

Specially crafted to create a multisensory experience in minutes, this
kit offers you a real treasure trove of our best and most-loved sensory
equipment, all in one simple, affordable, action-packed collection.

R0096

R0008

All tubs are
supplied in a
really useful
71 x 44 x 31cm
storage box

Calm, relax and unwind with this special Namaste Care Kit
crafted by our sensory experts. Use the elements in the kit
to create a safe and comforting ‘Namaste’ environment for
older users to relax in, soothing all five of their senses: sound,
touch, smell, sight and taste.

Pop Up Sensory Kit

Exclusive to Rhino

Smell

PORTABLE SOLUTIONS LARGE SENSORY KITS

PORTABLE SOLUTIONS THERAPY TUBS

Contents
may vary

Use the resources inside our Reminiscence Tub
to take users with Dementia and Alzheimer’s on
a therapeutic trip down memory lane, helping
them to feel calm, relaxed and comfortable.
The set includes: Aura Projector, 1940s-1960s
Effect Wheel, Fibre Optic Side Glow, Talking
Photo Album, Two Aroma Cubes, Girl Buddy,
Reach For The Skies Puzzle, Reminiscence Card
Pack, Woodpecker on a Stick and a Robin Bird.

R0095

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Developmental
Resources

Building a strong foundation of sensory skills is key to our
lifelong journey of personal development. They help us build
friendships, share our thoughts, and evolve our sense of self
– leading to a happy, enriching and supported life.
Our Developmental Resources collection has been designed to stimulate
senses, build motor skills, boost confidence and encourage the discussion
of feelings and emotions. We hope these resources help users develop a

Developmental Resources Contents

al Bla

ckbur

Switches &
Rewards
Pages 124-125

Our range of switches opens up a
world of interaction for individuals
who experience restricted movement.
Pressing, flicking, squishing and
tapping switches can improve motor
skills, teach cause and effect, and
empower users by allowing them to
control their environment.
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Social Skills

Motor Skills

Our Social Skills collection is filled
with practical resources designed
to enhance personal, social and
emotional development. The range
provides ideas and incentives to
promote an open discussion of
feelings and emotions.

Our Motor Skills collection
encourages controlled finger, hand
and wrist movements that help
users develop fine motor, gripping
and manipulation skills. These skills
may seem simple, but they play an
important part in everyday activities,
e.g. getting dressed, eating, cleaning,
drawing, and playing.

Page 126-129
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DEVELOPMENTAL RESOURCES

DEVELOPMENTAL RESOURCES

positive image of themselves, their skills, and their talents.

Page 130-133

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Developmental Resources

Switches &
Rewards

Musical Bead Curtain Reward

Run your hands through the tactile beads and watch as they light up in soothing
colours and play a relaxing melody. Although once you stop touching the beads,
the lights turn off, and the music stops – teaching users about cause and effect,
and encouraging tactile, auditory and visual play.
Size: 38 x 19 x 35cm

T2180

NEW

For more
products visit

Size: 25.4 x 11.4 x 5.1cm

www.rhinouk.com

Q1001

NEW

Small Pal Switch

Pal Switches can be activated by
the slightest touch for responsive,
accessible and interactive play.
The colourful switch pads are
approximately 3mm thick and
designed to tolerate rough usage.

On/Off Sensory Switch

Available in Yellow, Red, Green,
Blue & Black.

Size: 15 x 4 x 10cm

Size: 6.2 x 10 x 0.3cm

L5010

Robbie Rabbit

Accepts 1/4” jack plug. Requires 2 x AA batteries (included).

L5032

T2185

Various
colour options
available
call for details

Big Red Switch

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Our Big Red Switch is great for big,
responsive sensory sessions! Designed with a large colourful
surface and built for vigorous use, this switch is ideal for users
with visual, cognitive or physical requirements. When pressed, the
switch creates a clicking sound to signal a cause and effect link.
Activation Surface: 12.7cm

L5021

Glitter Roll

Lib Switch

A low cost, quality sensory switch available in four colours. Comes
with a removable clear cap for inserting pictures and symbols.
Available in Red, Yellow, Blue and Green.

124

Robbie Rabbit is a switch adapted toy. He can hop along, sit, raise his ears and
even squeak! Our range of switches opens a world of interaction for individuals who
experience restricted movement. Robbie can help to improve motor skills, teach cause
and effect and empower the user by allowing them to control their environment.

Our colourful On/Off Switch makes sensory room play accessible,
interactive and fun. Distinct chunky buttons make turning sensory
equipment on and off easy whilst also helping to develop motor and
cognitive skills. (Not suitable for use with Bubble Columns)

Autism

Touch

Lib Switch Activation Surface: 6.5cm

L5026

Big Lib Switch Activation Surface 12.5cm

L5025

Visual

Adult Appropriate

Sound

Our Glitter Roll is filled with shiny objects that
bounce and tumble around the cylinder as it
rotates. Listen to the glitter balls’ soft noises
or focus on the dazzling, dynamic visual
effect. A switch can be used to activate
the cylinder. Compatible with all switches
(switch not included).
Size: 37 x 11 x 20cm

Koosh Ball Switch

A spongey, springy and colourfully fun
switch for all ages. Touching the tactile
rubber strings rewards you with stimulating
lights, music and vibration! When used as
a switch, lights and music are disabled.
Size: 21.6 x 13.3 x 6.4cm

Q1002

T2025
For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Mini Dome Switch

A disco-tastic way to activate
devices. Touch anywhere and see
lights, spinning glitter and hear
exciting music while activating your
device. Can be used on a tabletop
or mounted to a door or wall.

Q1005

DEVELOPMENTAL RESOURCES SWITCHES & REWARDS

Shaped like a moon and filled with sparkling stars, our Gooshy Switch is a sensory dream.
Explore cause and effect and treat your fingertips to an interesting tactile experience. With
rewarding lights, sounds and vibrations, it’s an all in one sensory experience.

Prices exclude VAT. Some items are eligible for VAT exemption please contact us for details

DEVELOPMENTAL RESOURCES SWITCHES & REWARDS

Gooshy Switch
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Developmental Resources

Social Skills

Farmyard Buzzers

When pressed, these buzzers light up and make a funny
farmyard sound, perfect for themed cause and effect games.
Battery operated. Set of four.

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

Size: 9cm

NEW

Talking Tiles

Talking Tubes

Pack of six, in various colours.

Size: Tubing - 3m

Size: 10 x 9 x 2.5cm

C1072

Explore speech and sound with our handy Talking Tiles. Hold
down the tile top to record sounds, words and numbers, then
play them back for a personal interactive learning experience.
Built for sensory play, the tiles are colourful, sturdy and strong.

Jumbo Timer

Turn any activity into an engaging game
with our colourful Light & Sounds Buzzers.
Press them to activate flashing lights
and action-packed sound effects.
Set of four.

Times and counts down in 1-second
increments up to 99 minutes and 59
seconds. Great for developing numerical
and time-based skills.
Requires 1 x AAA battery.

Size: 9cm

Size: 10 x 10.5 x 2.1cm
Size of Display: 7.5 x 5.3cm

L2006

C1041

Hold the sturdy plastic handset to communicate with your
friend on the other end of the bright yellow tube. Crack a
few hilarious jokes, ask about the weather, and have fun
while developing all-important communication skills.

Sand Timers

Time will always be on your side with our
colourful Sand Timers. Their transparent design
lets you watch the bright sand pass, making the
complicated concept of time more tangible and
easier for younger minds to understand.

T5002

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

NEW

Size: 15 x 7.2cm dia

L2006

Talking Tins

15 min Timer

C1074

30 min Timer

C1075

Talking Tins allow you to record and playback your
own voice messages, music and sound effects.
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20 Seconds (Yellow)

7.9 x 2.2cm

T5003

40 Seconds (Red)

7.9 x 2.2cm

T5004

Adult Appropriate

Sound

Autism

Visual

Dementia

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

DEVELOPMENTAL RESOURCES SOCIAL SKILLS

NEW

Lights & Sounds Buzzers

Prices exclude VAT. Some items are eligible for VAT exemption please contact us for details

DEVELOPMENTAL RESOURCES SOCIAL SKILLS

L2005
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Precious Petzz

Developmental Resources
Ear Defenders

Our Edz Kidz Noise Cancelling Headphones have been specially
designed to protect your child’s hearing, reduce sound levels in noisy
environments and keep sensory overloads at bay. Take your Ear
Defenders wherever you go so that you’re always ready to tackle
uncomfortably loud environments – pop them on and find yourself
calming down.

DEVELOPMENTAL RESOURCES SOCIAL SKILLS

NEW

Size: 25 x 17cm

They’re comfortable, light and sturdy, and the padded headband
is adjustable to fit children from 6 months to 16 years. When they
are not in use, you can easily fold them up and fit them in your bag.
Available in a variety of colours.

Chocolate Labrador
O8000

Moji Labrador Pet Dog

Moji is a lovable lifelike Labrador that reacts to your voice
and touch. He likes to play rope, be brushed, and he’ll also
perform tricks if you ask, like sit, shake and high five!
A collar around Moji’s neck lets you know how he’s thinking
and feeling so that you can care for him just like a real puppy.

Ginger Tabby Cat
O8001

E2301

Moji is a great alternative to a real pet, supporting emotions
and encouraging communication skills.
Size: 43 x 43 x 20cm

NEW

Bird Of Paradise

Amazon Macaw

Size: H40cm (excluding the tail)

Size: 40cm (excluding the tail)

P2073

P2072

Our bright, colourful Bird of Paradise
puppet is a useful resource for improving
social and communication skills.

Hide and Reveal Emotions Cushions

Double Sided Mirror Boards

How are you feeling? Express yourself with our handy tactile
cushions. Brush back the sequins to reveal a colourful emotion,
choose the one that fits your mood, and share it with someone
to let them know how you’re feeling. A pack of six cushions
with glittering colours and soft textures to encourage interaction
and conversation.

Build self-awareness with these double-sided
mirror boards.
Size: 15 x 10cm

L2008

Our large and colourful Amazon Macaw
puppet is perfect for imaginative play
and developing social skills.

Puppet Buddies

The puppets have full working mouths and are available in a diverse range of skin colours.

Size: 40 x 40cm

L6007

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

Emotion Dominoes

This simple game allows users to verbalise how they feel
about different things and activities, and compare how their
feelings might differ to their friends. Encourages discussion
about emotions without judgement.

T1009

Dark Skin Girl

Olive Skin Boy

Light Skin Girl

Light Skin Boy

P2043

P2046

P2045

P2044

Size: H60cm
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Size: H60cm

Size: H60cm

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Size: H60cm

DEVELOPMENTAL RESOURCES SOCIAL SKILLS

Social Skills

Prices exclude VAT. Some items are eligible for VAT exemption please contact us for details

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Adopt a lifelike friend who is soft and cuddly and great for
calming, comforting, and reassuring. They’re helpful for those
with anxiety, dementia and young children. For added realism,
they even stimulate breathing.
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Developmental Resources

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Motor Skills

Reminiscence Cards

Reminiscence Cards provide the perfect cue to sit down,
relax, and tell the stories of your life. Our evocative series of
pictures and conversation prompts encourage reminiscence,
conversation, and happy memories.

DEVELOPMENTAL RESOURCES MOTOR SKILLS

Home Album

Family, Home Life & Everyday Activities

R2001

Animal Album

Pets, Farm & Wild Animals

R2003

NEW

Rainbow Wooden Shape Twister
Basic Skills Board

Help this little bear get ready and learn
how to become a pro at getting dressed.
Size: 38.1 x 29.2 x 1.3cm

Handyman Magnetic Picture Board

NEW

Hold on tightly to the giant wooden bolt and strengthen your fine motor
skills as you carefully spin the seven colourful cogs into place. Each cog
has a unique colour and number of edges encouraging users to develop
their cognitive and shape recognition skills while they play.

Building and fixing are practical pastimes of any handyperson.
With this sensory kit you’ll have all the tools you need at
your fingertips to plan upcoming DIY projects, reminisce
over old designs – or simply have fun organising the toolbox.
Designed for people with mid-late stage dementia to spark

Size: 20cm

conversations and provide comfort.

C1081

M2104

Size: 36cm x 25cm

R2004

Wooden Four in a Row

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

Large Wooden Four in a Row that’s
great for group play.

For more
products visit

Size: 60 x 48 x 22cm

www.rhinouk.com

visit www.rhinouk.com

C1042

The Sewing Box Magnetic
Picture Board

DEVELOPMENTAL RESOURCES MOTOR SKILLS

Size: 19cm x 19cm x 2cm

NEW

Create a reminiscent scene with our retro-styled

Tricky Fingers

Tricky Fingers is a great game designed to develop
colour matching and finger dexterity. Race to match the
patterns provided on each of the 14 playing cards by
carefully moving the coloured marbles with your fingers
through the holes in the bottom of the puzzle box. Each
pattern card is double-sided and features blank outlines
so you can design and colour in your own patterns!
Size: 20cm

magnetic puzzle board. Pick up the bold illustrated
sewing pieces, stick them inside the box and elicit
fond memories of the past. It’s a great conversation
sparking activity for people with mid-late stage
dementia that provides a sense of satisfaction,
comfort and accomplishment.
Size: 36cm x 25cm

R2000

NEW

H1043
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For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Developmental Resources

Motor Skills

Spike the Fine Motor Hedgehog

There are six ways to fidget and play with Spike the
Fine Motor Hedgehog. Spin the wheel, turn the crank,
press the button, twist the knob, push the plunger,
move the switch, and creatively develop fine motor
skills through fun fidgety tactile play.

As they’re the same size and colour
as a typical house brick, these
pretend bricks will make you feel
like a real builder!. Mix sand and
water for ‘cement’ and use pretend
building tools for a complete roleplay experience. Made from strong
foam, they’re ideal for indoor and
outdoor use. Set of 25 Bricks stand supplied separately.

L2013

NEW

Size: Rod - 13cm Ball - 5.5cm

P1334

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

NEW

NEW

Brick Me

Brick Me bricks are large, lightweight, colourful
and perfect for smaller hands to stack and
build with. They come as a set of 30 full
and 15 half bricks that can be used to build
structures, statues and dens imaginatively.
Brick Me can also be used as a reminiscence
activity for elderly users. Colours may vary.

Set of 25 Bricks Stand supplied separately.
Size each: L20 x H9 x D6cm

T7060

Brick Stand
T7061

Barnyard Friends Build & Spin

Slot the bright animal gears into place, spin them around,
and create visually stimulating moving works of art. Our
Barnyard Friends Build & Spin set includes eight plastic
gears, seven friendly animal characters and a tactile barnshaped handle, perfect for encouraging creative thinking,
fine motor and cause and effect skills.

Size: 25.5 x 12.5 x 6cm (largest block).

Size: L 29cm x W 23cm

W2030

L2012

Ocean Wonders Build & Spin

Dive under the sea with our Ocean Wonders gear panel.
It’s designed for small hands and decorated with colourful
sea creatures to encourage children to develop their fine
motor skills. You can also mix and match the creatures
and gears for fun, creative play!
Size: 28cm x 23cm

L2014

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

Thread-O-Ball
Silishapes Blocks

Our Silishape Bricks are made from special see-through silicone
that’s flexible, tactile and soft to the touch. Stack, build and
create with them and develop your cognitive and fine motor skills
as you play. The Silishape Blocks come in a pack of 24.
Size: 7.5 x 3.75 x 0.25cm

Build fine motor, cognitive and tactile skills as
you thread and connect the flexible strings
through their matching coloured holes. Includes
ten colourful threads to match, thread and link.
Size: 18cm

H1040

C1059
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For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

DEVELOPMENTAL RESOURCES MOTOR SKILLS

Pretend
House Bricks

Size: 9.5cm x 16cm

Our chunky magnetic building
set is colourful, tactile and
highly creative. Use the long
and short rods with the balls to
build imaginative structures while
developing fine motor, cognitive
and creative skills. The pieces are
designed to easily connect and
pull apart so that you can have
limitless fun.

Prices exclude VAT. Some items are eligible for VAT exemption please contact us for details

DEVELOPMENTAL RESOURCES MOTOR SKILLS

Jumbo Magnets
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Sensory Toys
Watch, listen, touch, taste, smell, and discover your
senses with our Sensory Toys collection.

SENSORY TOYS
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SENSORY TOYS

The collection is filled with inclusive resources suitable for a wide range of ages
and abilities. Turn everyday moments into vivid sensory playgrounds, enhance
learning environments, encourage social skills, inspire imaginations, and have lots
of developmental sensory fun.
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Visual

Tactile

Audio

Aroma

Our Visual range is filled with
eye-catching, attention-grabbing
resources, decorated in bright
contrasting colours and dynamic
visual effects.

Find all you’ll need to set off on a
terrifically tactile adventure with our
Tactile resource collection.

Create stimulating sensory
symphonies with our fun range of
Audio resources. Discover sound,
volume, pitch, rhythm, tone, and
melody. And encourage motor
skills and an understanding of
cause and effect too!

Inspire a sense of calm with our
therapeutic Aroma collection. From
mood-boosting colour-changing
essential oil diffusers to scintillating
scent-scape guides, find everything
you’ll need to create a relaxing and
reminiscent environment.

Pages 136-145

This collection is great for developing
visual and tracking skills and offering
therapeutic sensory stimulation for
those with visual impairments.
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Pages 146-155

Indulge your senses in an amazing
array of textures, surfaces,
densities, weights, and fidgets, and
satisfy a natural desire to reach out,
touch and explore.

Pages 156-161

Pages 162-163

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Toys

Visual

9 Bubbles Mirror

Nine fascinating convex bubbles
scatter lights and reflections in oddly
stimulating ways, perfect for visual
exploration. They’re excellent when
used as pair in the corner of a room.
Made from quality materials, the
Bubble Mirror is suited for indoor or
sheltered outdoor sensory play.

SENSORY TOYS VISUAL

L6039

Convex Bubble Mirror

Rectangular Safety Mirror

For more
products visit

A large, rectangular, multi-purpose, plastic
mirror that’s suitable for a wide range of
environments and educational settings.

www.rhinouk.com

Soft Frame Sensory Mirror

Our colourful Convex Bubble Mirror creates an
interesting optical illusion that encourages users to
explore their visual senses and develop cognitive skills.

An impact-resistant, drop-proof Sensory Mirror
moulded from safety plastics. The mirror has
nine convex/concave dips and curves that
encourage users to get close to examine their
reflections - which appear curiously different.
Also available in Black & White.

Size: 86.5cm

Size: 110 x 55cm

L6000

L6041

Size: 84 x 84cm

L6040

SENSORY TOYS VISUAL

Size: 80 x 80cm

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Various
colour options
available
call for details

Soft Frame 3 Bubble Mirror

A three-domed mirror panel mounted on a wooden
backboard and decorated with a bright, colourful
foam surround. Comes complete with wall fixings.

NEW

Large 16 Domed Surface

Our 16 Domed Mirror Panel is made from
scratch-resistant acrylic and creates a
stimulating visual illusion that encourages
children to curiously explore their reflection
and the space around them. Suitable
for indoor or outdoor use, and comes
complete with sticky pads and fixing
brackets for easy installation.
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Giant Single Dome

Explore the exciting and curious world
reflected through the giant convex mirror
dome and treat your visual senses to
something special. Made from scratchresistant acrylic, the domed mirror is
suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
Comes complete with sticky pads and
fixing brackets for easy installation.

Size: 49 x 49cm

Size: 78 x 78cm

C1046

C1045

Visual

Size: H84 x W30cm

L6038

Large LED Mirror

Tall, sturdy and lined with glowing
LED lights, our sensory mirror
makes getting dressed, brushing
teeth and exploring our faces a lot
of fun. Hang it on the wall of your
sensory room, bedroom or den to
add a sparkle of reflective sensory.
Size: 152 x 30 x 6cm

P1405

Double Mirror Mat

Hang it on the wall or place it on the floor; this padded mirror is sure
to fascinate and stimulate young minds. It’s also easy to wipe clean.
Size: 120cm diameter.

L6010

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Toys

Visual

Stimulate visual and audio senses as
you spin the Rotating Wood Mill. Listen
to the enclosed marbles and colourful
wooden pieces clack up and down as
the mill is turned; focus and track how
they move. Made from wood, the mill is
sturdy, safe and robust.
Suitable from birth upwards.

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

T1031

Rotating Bell Spiral

Use your fine motor skills to turn
the wooden wheel. Focus on the
stimulating green spiral and track
the marbles spinning round. Listen
to the calming sound effects they
make. Spin faster for more sensory
input and slower for less. Made
from sturdy wood, the spiral can be
used on the floor or a tabletop.

Rotating Bead Wheel

Fluorescent sparkling beads swoosh with
a gentle rain-like sound when you turn the
wheel slowly, turn faster to increase the
audio and visual effects.

Magic
Mirror Shapes

Double Feature Mirror

Ideal for early years, our double-sided feature mirror encourages
visual and multisensory development. One side of the mirror is
perfect for self-discovery, whilst the other side has high contrast
black and white graphics. The mirror also features a ribbon tie
for attachment.

These low distortion safety mirrors are
mounted with stiff edu-foam so that they can
easily stick to walls, including wet bathroom
tiles! Includes three colourful mirror shapes
(Triangle, Square and Circle).
Size: 20cm

Size: 35.6 x 25.4 x 0.5cm

For more
products visit

H1027

M5023

www.rhinouk.com

SENSORY TOYS VISUAL

SENSORY TOYS VISUAL

Rotating Wood Mill

T1010

T1032

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

visit www.rhinouk.com

Mirror Chimeabout

Strips of tactile mirror Perspex backed with
red or blue Perspex and finished with a jingling
bell. Spin (or gently touch) the chimeabout to
create a stimulating audio-visual effect.

Mirror Buttons

Size: 24 x 20cm

T1017

Space Blanket

A light, thin and shiny heat-reflective blanket that’s great for reflecting
light and making rewarding crinkling sound effects. Pack of three.
Size: 200 x 130cm

They come as a set of seven in
multiple sizes (5cm – 14cm diameter).
Sizes: 5-14cm diameter

H6000
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Smooth, lightweight and compellingly
tactile to handle, our giant Mirror
Buttons are perfect for encouraging
explorative sensory play. Their handfinished mirrored surfaces provide a
slightly curved, coloured and distorted
reflection that’s fascinating for children
to observe.

Sensory Reflective Balls
Lightweight and easy to handle, our
reflective sensory balls are perfect for
visual exploration. Their distorted fisheye lens gives users a fascinating view
of themselves and the world. Made from
hard-wearing stainless steel, the balls are
suitable for indoor and outdoor play.
Pack of four.
Sizes: 6-15cm Diameter

Magic Mirror Fish

A magic mirror shaped like a
fish! Its smooth rubber surround
gives it the ability to stick to any
surface when wet – perfect fun
sensory investigations in and
out of the water.
Size: 25cm

H1003

C1009

C1006

Autism

Touch

Visual

Adult Appropriate

Sound

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Toys

Visual

NEW

Sensory Mood Discovery Table

SENSORY TOYS VISUAL

The discovery table is low voltage, water resistant, and provides 5-10 hours of light per
8-hour charge cycle.
Size: 45cm x 69cm dia. Depth of discovery area is 6cm.

C1083

Touch Interactive Floor Tile

Touch the top of our glowing tiles and watch the vibrant colours
stop, change, and pulse with light. Made from rounded hardwearing plastic, they’re safe and easy to install and even have
the capacity to be mounted onto walls.

NEW

Sensory Mood Egg

Brighten up your sensory space with
our glowing, colourful, and eggcellently
shaped Sensory Mood Egg. It’s
great for stimulating visual senses
and helping users relax. The Egg is
interactive, rechargeable and can be
used indoors or outdoors.

Our Sensory Mood Pyramid glows
brightly in stimulating sensory
colour, perfect for calming, relaxing
and theming rooms. It’s interactive,
rechargeable and can be used
indoors and outdoors.

Size: 30 x 30 x 42cm

Size: 26 x 26 x 48cm

C1008

C1047

Size: 50 x 6cm

Pawz The
Calming Pup

Pawz is handy mood light designed
to help kids manage their anxiety.
Squeeze Pawz’s foot and follow the
lighting prompts that guide you through
three calming breathing exercises.
Did you know that Pawz also doubles
as a handy night light too?

L2018

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

LED Mood Cube

P1371

Colour Changing Bench

Sit down and relax on top of a rainbow of sensory colours. Our
Colour Changing Bench is an eye-catching seat that’s perfect
for reading, relaxing and developing visual skills. It’ll make an
aesthetic addition to any sensory room, calming area or bedroom.
Size: 102 x 40 x 40cm

P1401

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

Handheld Fibre Optics Bundle

A colourful spray of fibre optics illuminated by a robust
handheld light source. Our Fibre Optics Bundle lets any user
safely handle, control and explore the sparkling fibre optics
without needing a separate light source.

E2000
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Sensory Mood
Pyramid

See
pages 40-43
for more
Projection &
Lighting
Effects

Our Mood Cube is an aesthetic
sensory mood light. It cycles
through a rainbow of colours,
reflecting moods and providing visual
stimulation. Interact with the cube by
changing and selecting its colour and
lighting settings. Rechargeable and
fully portable, the cube can be used
indoors and outdoors.
Size: 40 x 40 x 40cm

L1202

Mini Colour
Changing Egg

Our pleasing free standing rubbery
white eggs morph slowly through
a rainbow of colours, creating a
soothing, magical glow. They’re a safe
alternative to a candle. Set of four.
Size: 9.5cm

T4002

Touch

Adult Appropriate

Visual

SENSORY TOYS VISUAL

Perfect for messy play, sensory learning and outdoor exploration, our light-up Discovery
Table is a fantastic multi-sensory activity resource. The table provides a soft coloured light
that illuminates a discovery area where users can sort and arrange objects, explore different
materials (liquid, jelly, sand, etc.) and inspire their imaginations.

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Mood Blocks

Colour changing mood blocks
create a lovely warm ambience of
light. Stack the blocks to create a
colourful tower and build tactile,
visual and motor skills! Pack of four.
Size: 7.5cm

P1322
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Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Sensory Toys

Visual

Laser Sphere

LED Cloud Water Projector

Create clouds of visual inspiration with our LED Cloud Water Projector.
The projector’s radiant LED’s shine brightly, creating an immersive waterlike effect that cycles through a rainbow of sensory colours, providing
distracting and calming visual stimulation.

An intergalactic mood light that’s perfect for cosmic
dreamers or any astronauts in training, offering
inspiring and calming visual stimulation. Remove the
frosted lid to project galaxies across walls and ceilings.

Our Cloud Water Projector can be used indoors and outdoors, and
because of its design, we’d recommend installing the projector as a
permanent sensory fixture. Each projector comes with attachments,
clamping screws and an outdoor spike for easy self-install.

Size: 13 x 10.5 x 14cm

P1311

Ice Starlight

Striking blue light passes through the nylon
fronds to create a galaxy of tiny stars that
will lazily drift with a slight breeze. The base
contains a collection of transparent crystal-like
pieces that refract a pulse of changing light to
complement the fibre optic effect above.
Size: 33cm

Visual Kit

Colourful, interactive and full of visually stimulating fun – our Visual Kit is
perfect for on-the-go sensory.
The set includes: a Liquid Timer, Flashing Glitter Ball, Colour Paddles, Fish
Mirror, Fibre Optic Wand, Spiral Glitter Wand, Woodpecker on a Stick, Colour
Changing Egg, Rainshaker, Disco Stick, Disco Ball, Rainbow Humming Top,
Sandshapes and a handy carry bag.

R0102

L1211

F5013

Handheld Infinity Tunnel

For more
products visit

The Handheld Infinity Tunnel creates the illusion of an infinite
tunnel of light - perfect for distraction and visual stimulation.

www.rhinouk.com

Requires 3 x AA Batteries (not included).

SENSORY TOYS VISUAL

SENSORY TOYS VISUAL

See
pages 40-43
for more Projection
& Lighting
Effects

Size: 23cm

P1368

Rainbow In My Room

Ocean Wave Projector

B5002

Size: 13cm

Follow your dreams through the seven
colours of the rainbow and the comfort of
your bed. Using interactive LED lighting,
Rainbow In My Room projects bright
rainbow arches across walls and ceilings.
Perfect for turning any room into a
colourful dreamland.

Settle down and relax within a sea of
dreams. Our therapeutic Ocean Wave
Projector creates an immersive underwater
lighting effect for calming, distracting and
softly stimulating visual senses. Speakers
in the projector’s base let you play your
favourite stories, playlists and sounds too.

P1347

Tranquil Turtle

Tranquil Turtle projects a magical
underwater effect from its shell and
plays calming music that transforms
bedrooms into a cosy, peaceful oasis.
Soft and cuddly the turtle is an aesthetic
multisensory night light that’s effective
in helping children relax before bed. You
can create a personalised environment
with the turtle’s adjustable settings.

C8003

Handheld Light
Projector Ball

Aura LED Projector

Creating your own home sensory environment has never been easier with our amazing
multi-effect Aura projector. Inspire imaginations, dreams and senses. The Aura Projector
has dimmable functions, on/off timer capabilities and comes complete with
a handy mobile app so that you can easily create a personal sensory experience.
Each projector comes with a 6” liquid effect wheel that easily fits onto the integral wheel
rotator. A table and wall mount with fixtures and fittings are also included.

Size: 18cm

O2074
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Hold onto the light source, switch it on, and
transport yourself into a mystical galaxy of
light. Our handheld projector ball creates
dynamic and stimulating light shows that
stimulate visual senses and tracking skills.
Perfect for dark rooms and dark dens.

P1402

Autism

Touch

Adult Appropriate

Sound

Dementia

Visual

LED Light Stax

Build the blocks up to watch them
light up! The blocks can show solid,
flashing or fading lights. Set includes
12 blocks and a black power base.
Requires 3 x AAA batteries.
Size: Block 3 x 3 x 2cm

S2702

Sound to Light Sensor Bar
A fun sensory bar that turns sound
into colourful, dynamic lights. Talk, play
music, or sing and watch the lights flash
and dance along the bar – develop
cause and effect, visual and auditory
skills. Sound to light sensitivity can be
adjusted via the smart wheel.
Size: 13.4 x 4.3 x 3.3cm

R0088

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Sensory Toys

Visual

NEW

Glitter Stick Kaleidoscope
Slide the glitter wand into place, peep
through the kaleidoscope, and marvel at the
wonderfully dynamic visual effects. A tiny
light inside the kaleidoscope changes the
colours of the glitter and stars for endless
visual stimulation.

Jellyfish Tank

Size: 19cm

P1404

Size: 35 x 14cm Diameter

Focus on the slow-moving glitter, stars
and wonderfully distracting colours
inside our magical Spiral Glitter Wand.
Size: 30cm

P1309

SENSORY TOYS VISUAL

Spiral Glitter Wand

G1801

NEW
NEW

Sandscape

Twist the frame to shift the sands and
watch as they create mesmerising,
ever-changing patterns. Sandscapes are
effective at helping users calm and relax
as they focus on the slowly falling glittering
sand and the beautiful patterns they make.

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

visit www.rhinouk.com

Size: 18cm

F5012

Table Top Hurricane Column

Portable, compact, sturdy and filled with colourful
floating fun. Our accessible Tabletop Hurricane
Columns are perfect for up-close sensory stimulation
in therapeutic environments.

Sensory Colourmix
Sensory Tubes

Shake, spin and inquisitively watch as
the colourful liquid mixes, separates,
and creates a wonderfully stimulating
visual effect. Focus on the colours,
keep a steady hand, and find calm
experimenting with the Colourmix
Tubes. Pack of three.

 ensory Jumbo
S
Ooze Tube

Watch the bright pink ooze gloop
through the tube, creating a
fascinating visual show, perfect for
distraction and focus.
Size: 20.1 x 8cm

C1049

Size: 20cm x 4.5cm

Easy Hold Glitter Panel Set

Explore, stimulate and develop visual skills
with our tactile Glitter Panel Set. Hold onto
the wooden handles and peek through the
transparent glittery centre – what can you
see? Shake them, stack them and have lots
of glittering sensory fun.

SENSORY TOYS VISUAL

NEW

Our mesmerising mood-lit Jellyfish Tank
contains two life-like jellyfish that dance
around in the calming neon colours.

Size: 18.5 x 12 x 2cm
(glitter panel 8cm dia)

C1084

L2017

These portable columns can sit on top of any flat
surface, allowing users to relax and explore their visual
and tactile senses while watching the colourful balls
rise and fall inside the tube. Users can also interact
with the column – cover your hand across the vent to
see how it affects the way balls flow.
Height (excluding base): 66cm

T2018H

LED Rocket Light

Blast off into a colourful dream world with
our stimulating Rocket Light. It’s 1m tall
and fitted with LEDs that dynamically flow
through 16 colours creating a calming visual
effect. Interact with the Rocket Light using
a colour controller to change its colours and
patterns. Great for calming users in Sensory
Rooms and Bedrooms.

Bring the calm of the ocean into your home with
our soothing Jellyfish Tank. Seven realistic jellyfish
swim, dance, and glide up and down the 80cm tube,
illuminated by relaxing mood lighting. Focus on the
jellyfish and feel your worries slip away.
Size: 80 x 14cm

Size: 100cm

Visual

Touch

Senso Rainbow Ball

Roll the Rainbow Ball to activate
sensory melodies and colourful lights!
When the ball stops rolling, it’ll tell you
the name of the colour it has landed on.
Encourages a wide range of senses;
audio, touch and visual.
Size: 20cm

P1403

P1308
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NEW

Tall Jellyfish Tank

B2902

Adult Appropriate

Dementia

Flashing Spikey Air Ball
A small rubber ball with gentle soft
spikes and a flashing module inside.
Pack of three. Colours may vary.
Size: 8cm

K2004

Spectra Strobe Ball

A tactile rubbery ball made of brightly
coloured translucent sections. When
contact is made, bright flashing lights
are activated, illuminating the ball as it
bounces. Pack of two.
Size: 6cm

T4013

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Toys

Tactile

She sells sensory seashells on the seashore. Our beautiful
translucent seashells come in two sizes, six colours and
six textured surfaces for experimental tactile and visual
play. Let your fingers explore the shell tops to discover
the differences in their texture and shape. Sort the shells
by their colour or mix and stack them together to create
visually fascinating colour combinations.

Textured Stepping Stones

NEW

NEW

Transparent Tactile Shells

Challenge balance skills and explore tactile
senses with our delightfully textured stepping
stones. This set includes six colourful rubber
stones that can be used for active balance
adventures or calming tactile exploration.
Pack of 6.

Sizes: 36 large (5.4cm) and 72 small (4cm) shells. Pk108.

C1082

NEW

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Size: 15 x 8cm

NEW

Textured Floor Tiles

Set of six interestingly textured,
foam backed tiles that easily jigsaw
together to create a stimulating
sensory surface. Fluffy, furry,
bumpy, hard or soft - Each tile has
a unique colour and texture that
encourages tactile exploration and
cognitive development.
Size: 50 x 50cm.

P1392

Aquatic Liquid Floor Tiles

NEW

Discover an ocean of sparkling stimulation right
at your feet. Our Aquatic Liquid Floor Tiles are
filled with luscious liquid, giant glitter flakes and
awesome aquatic figures that will swim and
dance around when you stand, walk or roll
across the tile top.

NEW

Light & Sand Table Top

Illuminate play with our bright and colourful sand table.
Fill the acrylic insert with messy play materials, use the six
colour buttons to select your play mood, and immerse your
senses in a personalised visual and tactile experience.

These tiles are wheelchair friendly and
designed for heavy use and active sensory play.
Size: 40 x 40cm

Designed for safe messy interactive play, our Light & Sand
Table Top is made from shatterproof glass and hardwearing materials. Have fun developing social, cognitive
and investigative skills as you play.

P1390

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

Sizes: 60 x 60 x 12cm

Flip Sequin Board

Brush your hands against the ticklish tactile sequins to change
their colour and create sense-ational art. Our Square Sequin
Board is a highly visual, tactile and creative wall panel ideal for
helping younger users explore their sense of touch. Surrounded
by soft grey padding, the panel is cosy to lean on and safe in
active sensory environments.

SENSORY TOYS TACTILE

SENSORY TOYS TACTILE

P1391

Size: 84 x 84cm

L6002

P1396

Liquid Floor Tiles

Playfoam Colour Mix

Size: 50 x 50cm.

Size: 8 Pods

Please note: Fixings are not included, and the panels
do not have a black edge finish. Our floor tiles are
available in a range of colours. Sold as single items.

L2015

Our Liquid Floor Tiles are a terrific visual and tactile
treat! The bright and colourful goo locked inside each
tile splats and swirls underneath your feet or wheels,
creating a wicked visual effect. They can also be used
on tabletops for hands-on exploration.

Circle Size: Dia 50cm

P1317

Square Size: 50 x 50cm

T2114

Gold Size: 50 x 50cm

P1370

Silver Size: 50 x 50cm

P1369

Learn through play with our radiant rainbow collection of squishy,
stretchy and highly tactile Playfoam. Develop fine motor skills,
explore your imagination and craftily create sense-ational sculptures.
Playfoam is mess-free, reusable, and it won’t dry out – perfect for
hours of sensory fun!

NEW

Sand Pack

NEW

Five packs of bright, colourful and naturally sparkling sand for
creative crafting and explorative tactile play. Use in traditional
sand and messy tables for hands-on play, or with our Light &
Sand Table Top for an enhanced sensory experience.
Sand colours: blue, purple, green, red and yellow.
Sizes: 5 x 1kg

P1397
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For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Toys

Tactile

Our chunky Touch & Feel Puzzle is perfect for
little hands. Holding and placing the highly tactile
puzzle pieces are great for developing fine motor
and cognitive skills. Whilst the bright textured
animal illustrations inspire imaginations and
encourage play.

Winkle

A visual and tactile curiosity that can
be safely refrigerated for use as a
soothing teether.

Size: 26 x 2.5 x 26cm

SENSORY TOYS TACTILE

M5001

NEW

M2114

Oombee Ball

Water Mat

Part sensory ball, part Russian doll, and a whole lot
of explorative tactile fun! Oombee is made from four
interconnected balls; each one has its own colour, texture
and size - explore their differences and nurture your senses.

Our water-filled mat is made from tough, transparent plastic that
encourages gross motor skills and promotes muscle development.
Suitable from birth.

NEW

Size: 36.5cm

Size: 29 x 11 x 12cm

M5021

F1000

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

Quubi

SENSORY TOYS TACTILE

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Touch & Feel Puzzle - Pets

Little hands love to bend, flex and twist the terrifically tactile Quubi. It’s a colourful,
chew-friendly dexterous toy that nurtures fine motor, tactile, oral and visual skills.
Made from textured rubber and BPA-Free plastic, perfect for safe sensory play.
Size: 10 x 10 x 10cm

NEW

F1001

NEW

Pirate Feeling Wheel

NEW

Set sail on the seven sensory seas with our squidgy Pirate Feeling Wheel.
Develop tactile, motor, and cognitive skills as you carefully squeeze the
colourful balls around the wheel - can you successfully match the balls to
their matching colour handles? Fidget away and have fun!
Size: 27 x 27 x 2cm

B3000

Skwish

Part fidget, part rattle, part teether toy - the Skwish is a handy multisensory
resource. Its easy to grasp design encourages fine and gross motor
development while providing cognitive and visual stimulation.
Size: 15.2cm

Sensory Hand Feel Plates

Tactile Matching Game

Our Sensory Hand Feel Plates are fantastic for
encouraging touch, discussion and preferences.

Designed for users with mid-late stage dementia.

Size: 16.5 x 16.5cm

R2004

Take a trip to our terrifically tactile sensory zoo.
Touch, feel and examine the different textured circles
– take a closer look at their colours and patterns.
Can you guess which animal it belongs to? Flip the
panel over to find out.

Our reminiscent Tactile Matching Game encourages users
to feel and match textured tiles to their relevant image and
explain why they’ve made that decision. It’s a delight for
encouraging visual and tactile skills, and it also opens up a
space to share personal stories and preferences.

Size: 29 x 22 x 2cm

P1398

M5004
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NEW

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Toys

Tactile
Vibrating Ball

Our Vibrating Ball is a simple and super
sensory resource for exciting throw and catch
games and calming therapeutic moments.
Choose between three levels of intensity to
create an experience perfect for you.

NEW

SENSORY TOYS TACTILE

T2052

Therapy Putty

NEW

Vibrating Snake

Fidget Foot Roller

Our popular Vibrating Snake is flexible and
helps users massage hard to reach areas.
Choice of two speeds.
Battery operated.

Find focus with our perfectly
fidgety Foot Roller. Simply sit
down and roll your feet back
and forth over the textured roller
– constructively release pent
up energy, alleviate anxiety and
increase your focus.

T2153

Great for strengthening and exercising
hands, Therapy Putty comes in five
pots of different colours and strengths.
Its lightweight and non-greasy formula
means it won’t stick to skin or get
trapped under fingernails. Each pot
contains 57g of putty.

Inspire your hands, minds, and imaginations with
our heat-sensitive thinking putty. Mould, kneed,
stretch, and pop the putty and watch as it magically
changes colour in your hands. What’s best is that
our thinking putty never dries out, perfect for hours
of experimental, fidgety, tactile play!

S6000

NEW

Vibrating Head Massager

Place the fingers of the Head Massager softly on your head
and press down lightly. Gently move the massager up and
down; close your eyes and experience the sweet, scalp-tingling
sensations as it gently lulls you into a state of relaxation.

Squidgy
Sparkle Fish

A great resource for
fidgeting, and for introducing
concepts such as size and
shape. Set of four Fish.

D1105

NEW

Sizes: 50-200cm

T7035

Bead Filled
Squidgy Shapes

Pack of four squidgy sensory
shapes filled with bumpy tactile
beads in bright primary colours
that are excellent for squeezing,
squashing and fidgeting! Develop
fine motor, colour and shape skills
as you play.

 quidgy
S
Sparkle Shapes
Massager with Lights
Our Vibrating Body Massager
has three special pads that light
up in soft colours and create the
optimum pressure for de-stressing
and relaxation. Requires 3 x AAA
batteries (not included).

F5009
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Vibrating Pillow
with Knobs

A switch operated pillow that creates
a relaxing and therapeutic experience
for users. The soft vibrations help to
soothe aches and pains as well as
stimulating proprioceptive senses.

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Size: 10cm

P1324

Size: 18 x 15 x 8cm

P1399

Hypercolour Thinking Putty

Vibrating Pillow

A foam-filled corduroy pillow that
vibrates when squeezed. Colours
and shapes may vary.
Size: 28 x 28cm

T2083

T2032V

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Size: 22cm

Squeeze them, bend them, press
them - Children will love playing
with these colourful, glittery, sparkly
shapes, all whilst developing their
shape recognition skills. Set of four.

Sizes: Circle: 1.5cm dia
Triangle: 24.5 x 15 x 1.5cm
Square: 14.5cm x 14.5cm x 1.5cm
Rectangle: 19.5cm x 15cm x 1.5cm

Size: Max length 15cm

P1394

T7034

NEW

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Toys

Fidget Tubes

Tactile

The mesmerising motion inside these Fidget
Tubes offers children a soothing visual distraction,
helping them to focus and calm down, whilst also
encouraging independent play. These tubes have
been specifically developed for children and are easy
for little hands to grip, and they are also permanently
sealed for safety.

Multi Sensory Ball Pack
A selection of 20 balls with different
textures, colours, densities and bounce
properties. The balls are supplied in a
black drawstring feely bag.

C1040

SENSORY TOYS TACTILE

Size: 22 x 5cm

NEW

L2011

Squishy Mesh Ball

Curious gel-filled rubbery ball encapsulated in black netting. As the ball is squeezed
coloured pustules appear and grow through the net. Strangely the growths develop
as a different colour to the ball itself. Compulsively tactile as different effects can be
achieved by varying the squish! Pack of two.

NEW

Fiddle, fidget, pop and squish the toys in our
handy, tactile Fidget Kit. The kit’s eight fidgets have
been handpicked by a team of learning experts for their
attention-grabbing, focus enhancing, fine motor, tactile
and cognitive benefits.

Size: 7cm

NEW

T4011

Molecule Stress Ball

Porcupine Balls

Kit Includes: Glow Sticks, Fidget Tube, Playfoam Jumbo
Pod, Link n Learn Chain Links, Rainbow Coil Spring, Pop
Cubes, Globe Stress Ball, Marbelised Jumping Poppers,
and a multilingual getting started guide.

NEW

Squishy Stress Ball with mini balls
inside for excellent tactile and
audio feedback when squeezed.
Set of three.

Porcupine Balls have a great tactile
and stimulating effect when they’re
rolled over the body. Set of four.
10cm

G1312

Size: 6cm

8cm

G1312-80

P1341

Size: 8 Fidgets

L2016

Chewigems

Spider Ball

A perfect sensory ball for throwing and
catching games as it’s light, grippy and
decorated with stretchy tentacles! It’s
also a great ball for tactile stimulation
and investigation.
Size: 7cm Tentacles

A terrific, soft, easy grip, easy to
catch ball. With a wonderful textured
surface that makes this a perfect
first ball for young children.
Size: 16.5cm

Autism

Touch

Visual

Sensory Touch Ball

A popular tactile ball that is easy to catch,
interesting to hold and soft enough to use
outdoors. Colours may vary. Pack of three.
Size: 10cm

G1304

H1006

G1317
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Sensory Ball

Adult Appropriate

Dementia

Sensory Fidget Toy Kit

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

SENSORY TOYS TACTILE

Size: 5-7.5cm

Set Includes: Gravity Spinner, Fidget Tube, Glitter
Tube, Reverse Hourglass, and an activity guide.

Chewigems help to soothe the natural need
to chew. Wear them like sensory jewellery
and enjoy their textured surfaces as they
provide calming tactile feedback.
Made from high-quality silicone, they’re
non-toxic and lead, latex, BPA, PVC and
phthalate-free.

Hexichew

Fidget, squeeze and bend the
textured arms, run your fingers
across the ridges for tactile
feedback, or chew the Hexichew’s
ends to soothe your oral senses.
Designed as a handy, fun and safe
two-in-one handheld fidget and
chew aid for users who seek oral
and tactile stimulation.

Blue Bangle

P1380

Size: 13.5cm Dia

Button Necklace

P1381

C4100

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Stretchy Bangles

These stretchy tactile bangles can
be worn on your wrist, or pulled,
stretched and twisted! Please
note that these bangles are not for
chewing. Use under supervision,
contains small parts. Ages 3+
years. Set of four.

P1304
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Sensory Toys

Tactile

Fidget Widget Tool Kit

Created in collaboration with the Alzheimer’s Society, the fivepiece Fidget Widget Kit comprises highly tactile wooden elements
designed to calm and engage busy hands and unsettled minds.
Spin, turn, twist, slide, roll and let your fingers fidget freely!

Dimpl

Dimpl’s design may be simple – but it’s packed
with hours of stimulating, fidgeting and poking fun!
Push the five colourful pops back and forth, build
fine motor skills, and discover the magic of cause
and effect.

NEW

Size: 19 x 8 x 6cm

R2006

NEW

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

SENSORY TOYS TACTILE

F1002

Simpl Dimpl

NEW

Young or old, this unique little key
chain provides endless hours of
fidget fun! The frame is made of
strong, high quality plastic - ideal
for rattling around in your pocket or
purse - and the two colourful buttons
are made of 100% silicone. One
touch and your fingers can’t stop
pushing, poking, and popping!
Colours may vary.

Tangle Therapy

Twist, turn and tangle your worries away with our fun therapy device. Bright,
colourful and easy to use, Tangle Therapy’s soft, texturised rubber bumps and
ergonomic design provides a one of a kind tactile experience, helping to calm,
soothe and focus distracted minds.

NEW

Light Up Push Popper
Fidget Spinner

Size: 8 x 4 x 1.5cm

A3005

Designed to be the ultimate all-in-one fidget,
our Light Up Push Popper is part fidget
spinner, part push pop and a whole lot of
fidgety, stimulating fun! Spin the octopus’
legs round, watch how its expression
changes, and pop the colourful poppers
back and forth.

Size: 18cm

Mini Push Popper Set

H2001

Pop on the go with our Mini Push Pop
Fidget. Attach the keychain to your
jacket, bag or keys so that you can
stim, pop and fidget wherever you
please. Available in four bright colours.

visit www.rhinouk.com

Size: 1.5 x 4 x 12.5cm

T4042

Size: 9 x 4cm

NEW

T4045

Push Popper Sets

Fidget Cube

Satisfyingly stimulate your need to fidget
by popping the soft bubbles back and
forth and listening out for their iconic ‘pop’
noise. Choose between our colourful
Rainbow or special Glow in the Dark
Push Pop Sets; each includes a circle,
a hexagon and a square-shaped fidget
for hours of worry-busting and anxiety
eliminating popping fun.

The Fidget Cube is the ultimate
fidgety finger gadget. Rotate, slide,
roll, switch, click and push the
elements of the cube, keeping your
fingers engaged and your mind at
ease. Carry the cube in your pocket
or bag so that you can fidget
wherever you go.
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Autism

Rainbow Push Popper Set

T4003-SET

GID Push Popper Set

T4020-SET

Touch

Visual

Adult Appropriate

NEW

NEW

Push Snapper Set

NEW
For more
products visit

Size: 2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5cm

F5008

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

SENSORY TOYS TACTILE

Size: 14 x 12.7 x 2.5cm

www.rhinouk.com

Release stress and build fine motor
skills as you squeeze the fidgety Push
Snapper together – release your grip and
hear a resounding snapping sound! Have
fun squishing, squashing and snapping;
find the right momentum, and you’ll be
able to create a perfect popping party.
Size: 6cm

Infinity Cube

Fidget, flip and fold the eight
interconnected cubes that are cleverly
designed so that you can keep flipping
and transforming infinitely. Colours and
styles may vary.
Size: 7 x 4 x 1cm

P1400

Therapy Screw

Twist, spin and turn the brightly
coloured chunky bolts onto the
tactile wooden screw. Build your
fine motor skills and find yourself
relaxing in the soothing motions.
Size: 4 x 20 x 4cm

E3014

T4046

Dementia

Sound

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Sensory Toys

Audio

Musical Bead Curtain

Run your hands through the tactile beads and watch
as they light up in soothing colours and play a relaxing melody.
Although once you stop touching the beads, the lights turn off,
and the music stops – teaching users about cause and effect,
and encouraging tactile, auditory and visual play.

Click Clack Ball

Our colourful Click Clack Ball has
tactile handles that click with every
twist. It’s also filled with tiny beads
that rattle when shaken, perfect for
encouraging explorative sensory play.

Size: 38 x 19 x 35cm

NEW

SENSORY TOYS AUDIO

M5034

Fidget Pop Tubes

A fiddly fidget with a musical twist.
Listen to the tube pop and crackle
when it stretches and contracts.
Focus on how the tube gets longer
and shorter, use your fingers to
explore the tube’s tactile texture,
and connect the ends together to
create a fidgety wristband.

Sight & Sound Tube Drum

Farmyard Buzzers

T2180

NEW

When pressed, these buzzers light up and
make a funny farmyard sound, perfect for
themed cause and effect games.
Battery operated. Set of four.

Our Sight & Sound Tube Drum is made from five individual tubes
with distinct visual and auditory sensory properties. Use your fingers
to spin the drum round, focus on the dynamic visual effects and
listen to the stimulating sounds they make. The entire drum rotates
at the slightest touch giving maximum reward for little effort.

Size: 9cm

Base Size: 26 x 22cm

L2005

T1030

SENSORY TOYS AUDIO

Size: 11.4cm

Size: Extends to 70cm

T4047

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

NEW

NEW

Farm Sound Puzzle

Each friendly farm animal creates a fun noise when its
matching puzzle piece is correctly placed onto the wooden
puzzle board. Perfect for encouraging younger users to
build cause and effect, hand-eye coordination, motor, and
auditory skills.
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Nursery Rhymes Sound Puzzle

Can you match the puzzle pieces to their nursery rhyme? Use your
fine motor skills to carefully pick up and place the pieces on the
wooden board. Put them in the right space, and you’ll be rewarded
with a musical performance of the nursery rhyme! Develop handeye coordination, problem-solving and auditory skills.

Size: 30 x 22cm

Size: 30 x 22cm

J1045

M2116

Touch

Visual

Adult Appropriate

Mirror Chimeabout

Spin to hear the bells on the reflective perspex
strips jingle as they move. This fantastic visual and
audio toy encourages interaction and motor skills.
Size: 24 x 20cm

T1017

Sound

Mirror Marble Wheel

Styled like a ship’s wheel so that you can explore the
sensory seas and develop your tactile, visual and
auditory senses. Ten yellow nylon cups hold a coloured
marble, and they rotate randomly as the wheel is spun.

T1018

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Toys

Audio

Bondina Bells

Bells on a birchwood frame that
can be easily swung to ring!

Rock N Roll Piano

Size: 58 x 13 x 14cm

NEW

A mini set of the popular Bondina
Bells, with five bells to swing.

SENSORY TOYS AUDIO

F1004

A collection of tactile shake music
makers, specially designed to
increase users’ awareness of
sound. Set of four.

H1015

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

Train Whistle

Size: 34 x 7 x 12cm

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Size: 28 x 18 x 6cm

Rhythm Pals

Mini Bondina Bells

T7050

Choo choo! Become a musical train
driver with our bright and colourful
Train Whistle. Its sensory design makes
it easy to play and easy to clean,
perfect for imaginative play sessions.

G1007

Light Bell Ball

Size: 10.2 x 3.8 x 2.5cm

H1046

Our lightweight bell ball is designed for sensory
play with visually impaired users alongside visually
abled friends (with the help of the included
blindfolds). The set is ideal for developing
teamwork, listening, coordination and spatial
awareness skills. Made from strong foam with
bells inside. Comes complete with six blindfolds.

Rainbowmaker

Size: 20.3cm

Size: 40cm

E2006

H1005 £16.80

Rainbowspinner

The original Rainbowmaker,
an excellently fun
educational toy.

Creates colourful visual,
stimulating sounds, and
distracting sensory input.
Size: 20cm

H1004 £9.45

NEW

Wave Drum

The colourful beads inside
the drum recreate the sounds
and rhythms of the Ocean.
Size: 22cm

H1020 £12.60

Ocean Drum

Shake, tap and watch as cascading
colourful beads create stimulating
sounds against a beautifully
illustrated underwater background
filled with friendly fish friends.
Size: 17.5cm

H1036

Light Up
Tambourine

Our glowing tambourine provides
lots of sensory input - with
colourful lights, tactile textures
and stimulating sounds.

Senso Rainbow Ball

Roll the Rainbow Ball to discover sensory
melodies and colourful lights. When the
ball stops rolling, it’ll call out the name of
the colour it’s landed on, encouraging the
development of motor and tactile skills as well
as colour recognition.
Size: 20cm

B2902

Clatterpillar

The Clatterpillar creates an amazing
clickety-clack sound as you wiggle it
up and down. Develop fine motor skills,
create funky rhythms, and explore
your auditory senses. It’s perfect for
fidgeting fingers in music lessons.

Harmonica

A vibrant, durable and accurately
tuned child-safe harmonica that
encourages users to explore their
musical and motor skills. Available
in a variety of bright colours.

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Size: 22cm wide (along the
handle), 13.5cm tall.

P1303

Size: 26 x 8 x 25cm

H1012

H1045
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NEW

SENSORY TOYS AUDIO

Play a rainbow of music your way!
Use the beater and your fine motor skills to play a
colourful melody, or use your hands and gross motor
skills to spin the musical rainbow rollers – create
stimulating sounds and have lots of musical fun.

Touch

Visual

Adult Appropriate

Dementia

Sound
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Sensory Toys

Audio

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

NEW

Toniebox Starter Set

SENSORY TOYS AUDIO

SENSORY TOYS AUDIO

Toniebox is an interactive audio system that reads stories,
sounds and music aloud. Simply turn the box on, pop a Tonie
on top, and let the audio adventure begin! Each Toniebox
comes complete with a Creative-Tonie figure that can hold 90
minutes of your favourite audio content.
Made from sustainable, soft to touch fabric that’s cosy enough
to hug, Toniebox is a great gadget for sensory bedrooms,
relaxing reading nooks or personal learning sessions. Available
in a range of colours.
Size: 12 x 12 x 12cm

T3400

NEW

Musical Squares

Our popular Musical Squares provide hours of colourful
interactive fun, as they help users actively develop their gross
motor movements and cause and effect skills.
They come as a dual set, with slimline floor and wall pads decorated with eight
multicoloured squares. Users can use their bodies to tap or jump from square to
square, lighting up panels and triggering exciting sound effects.

NEW

Sound effects include colours, words, notes, chords, silly sounds, even sillier sounds,
bird and farmyard noises – so that you can tailor play sessions for educational or
sensory settings. There are also two custom modes where you can record your own
sound effects and create a personal sensory play session.
 all - 92 x 60 x 17cm
Size: W
Floor - 140 x 90 x 8cm

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

visit www.rhinouk.com

T2084

Giant Piano Mat
Melody Tubes

Music Box

Create colourful music with our rainbow of Melody
Tubes. Hit them against different surfaces, like the
floor, chair or the palm of your hand, to create a
resounding musical effect.

Bright colours and super sounds make our Music Box the
perfect introduction to early year’s music-making. From brilliant
bongos to an exciting xylophone, have fun exploring the 29
different musical elements inside the box. Perfect for group
play and developing social, auditory and motor skills.

Size: 30.5 x 4 x 64cm

160

Sound

Visual

Jump, slide, tap or stomp across the colourful piano
keys to playfully create a spectacular sensory melody.
Our Giant Piano Mat has 24 touch-sensitive keys and
eight instrument modes that encourage kids to get
active and develop their auditory, cause and effect,
and motor skills. Ideal for individual or group play.
Size: 178 x 79cm

T2056

H1048

H1047

NEW

Adult Appropriate

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Toys

NEW

NEW

Aroma

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

visit www.rhinouk.com

NEW

Aroma Set

Set of six 10ml bottled aromas to be used with Aroma Diffusers for aromatherapy,
relaxation and sensory stimulation.

SENSORY TOYS AROMA

Set 2: Lilac, Strawberry, Lemongrass, Lemon, Caribbean & Jasmine.

Aroma Cubes

Peel the plastic film from the top of the
cube to experience a unique smell.
Liven up storytime, or create a relaxing
and therapeutic sensory session.

D5008

Zoo

D5009

P1378

Set 2

P1379

Aroma Stream Unit

Take a peaceful stroll through the garden, relax with some home comforts,
and immerse your senses in a rich multisensory scentscape. Our vivid scents
and sounds collection comes with three scented pots and an atmospheric
CD with soundtracks that complement the scents. Perfect for reminiscence,
storytelling, and therapy sessions.
Garden Joys

Rose & Geranium, Cut Grass, Honeysuckle

R2009

Home Sweet Home

Fruit Cake, Shoe Polish, Baby Powder

R2010

The diffuser stream gently vaporises
essential oils to create a fragrant
therapeutic environment.

Size: 3 x 5cm (per cube).
Seaside

Set 1

Scents and Sounds

NEW

Tropical Scentsory Putty

D5000

Smell Pots

Aroma Fan & Light Reward

Four fan-driven diffusers and switches for olfactory,
visual and tactile fun. Starter oils included.

A pack of ten plastic pots with
holes in their lids. They’re ideal
for adding scented ingredients
to encourage users to explore
their sense of smell.

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

C1000

Our sunny gloop of scent-ational putty
creates a tropical multisensory experience
in the palm of your hand. Stretch, kneed,
bounce, pop and sculpt the bright yellow
coconut scented putty as you explore your
sense of smell, sight, and touch!

SENSORY TOYS AROMA

Set 1: Peppermint, Rose, Lavender, Vanilla, Orange & Anti-Rauch.

Size: 25g

D3001

Size: 61 x 30 x 20cm

T2085

Aromatherapy Guide

Colour Changing Aroma Diffuser

Discover the art of aromatherapy with Christine Westwood’s best
selling guide. Across 46-pages Christine shares expert advice
and detailed sections on individual therapeutic oils. Tailor your
sessions using the included aliment reference index.

Part diffuser, part mood lamp, part speaker – create an instantly relaxing multisensory
environment filled with soft light, music and smells with our Colour Changing Aroma
Diffuser. Equipped with nine colour changing LEDs, a Bluetooth compatible speaker
and a diffuser tank, the Aroma Diffuser will disperse fragrances at regular intervals.

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Size: 46 Pages

Size: 14 x 12cm

A2103

P1339
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NEW

Sound

Touch

Visual

Adult Appropriate

Dementia

Smell

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Community Areas

Community areas and waiting rooms can be dull,
sometimes even intimidating. But not with our products!
Our excellent range of sensory toys and resources will bring your waiting areas to life.
Turning drab, sterile environments into ones where people (and especially kids) will
hate to leave.
We’re infection-savvy, which is why our range is easy to sanitize. And our robust,
fixed wall panels contain no loose parts so that tactile elements won’t go walkabout.

Community Areas Contents
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Furniture
Page 166

A wide range of Sensory Furniture
to encourage a calm, relaxing and
interactive experience. Furniture within
a sensory environment is so important
to create a comfortable space.
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Sand &
Water Play
Page 167

Let children get messy and have fun
with our range of Sand and Water
activities. Inspire their imaginations,
tickle their tactile senses, and
encourage social play.

Wall Panels
Pages 168-169

Our Wall Panel collection
encourages explorative,
interactive and hands-on play.
They’re suitable for a wide range
of sensory environments, from
infection controlled hospital
waiting rooms to outdoor
community gardens.

Sensory
Gardens

Pages 170-173
Bring your sensory room outside and
into nature with our inspiring Sensory
Gardens collection! Naturally explore
your senses in the fresh air with our
inclusive collection of tactile, musical,
and relaxing sensory resources.

COMMUNITY AREAS

COMMUNITY AREAS

From colourful soft play houses and sensory garden panels to musical instruments
and clever sensory toys, our products are perfect for a wide range of environments,
including hospitals, hospices, children’s centres and care homes.

Storage Solutions
Page 174

Keep all your sensory equipment safe
and organised with our handy Storage
collection. From full cupboards to wheely
storage units and easy to carry, colourful
Tubtrug’s – find all you’ll need to organise
your sensory space.

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Community Areas

Furniture

Sand & Water Play
Scan
the QR code to
view prices

COMMUNITY AREAS FURNITURE

NEW

Round Table

NEW

Learn, play and socialise in a circle
of creativity with our sturdy Round
Table. Height adjustable legs offer
flexibility and accessibility, whilst
the table’s sturdy melamine-faced
wood top ensures a safe and long
lasting play surface.
Designed to seat four people.
Size: H39-62 x W90cm

P1016

Flower Table

The six-person Flower Table is a pretty-practical addition for creative sensory spaces
and learning environments. Users can sit between the petals, collaborate on projects,
play games, and socialise. Height adjustable legs offer flexibility and accessibility,
whilst the hard-wearing melamine covered-wood top makes the table safe for play.
Size: H39-62 x W120cm

P1015

Four colourful quadrants come together
to create a stimulating social space.
Fill them with different sensory items
and textures, then play, rotate and have
fun exploring your senses.

Hourglass Sand Tray

Our height-adjustable sand tray is accessibly designed
for wheelchair users and inclusive group play sessions. Its
hourglass shape has two wells that can be filled with water,
sand or goo, perfect for messy play sessions! Encourages
gross motor, social, tactile and therapeutic play.
Size: 97 x 74 x 60-86cm

Set of Chairs

T2102

Set of four robust, practical, safe and stackable sensory seats.
With a cool grey frame and a natural-coloured seat, they’re
handy for a range of sensory and learning environments.

Size: H46cm
Tray - 54 x 38 x 15cm

Join our
loyalty scheme
and receive 100
points free

C1039

See
page 147
for more
Messy Play &
Accessories

visit www.rhinouk.com

Size: Seat Height 35cm
Overall Dimensions H59 x W37 x D37cm

P1017

NEW

Sand Pack

Five packs of bright, colourful and naturally sparkling sand for creative crafting and
explorative tactile play. Use in traditional sand and messy tables for hands-on play,
or with our Light & Sand Table Top for an enhanced sensory experience.
Sand colours: blue, purple, green, red and yellow.
Size: 5 x 1kg

Circular Water & Sand Tray

If there is space with the removal of some of
the products, it would be great if I could write
a longer description for this!

COMMUNITY AREAS SAND & WATER PLAY

Exploration
Circle Set

Size: H58 x D75cm

C1055

P1397

Sensory Mood Water Table

Sensory Mood Table
NEW

166

Illuminate play, discovery and learning with our Sensory
Mood Table. Both beautiful and practical, the table
provides an awesome area for children to explore their
visual senses in a colourfully immersive way. Made from
ultra-strong hollow plastic, the lightweight table can be
used inside or outside for individual or group activities.

Our fantastic colour changing sand and water table brings a new perspective to
water exploration and sensory discovery.
Choose the colour of the table using the handy remote, fill the shallow well with
water, jelly or foam, then have fun excitedly exploring your senses, light and colour.
The table is sturdy and lightweight and can be easily moved from space to space
so that you can play wherever suits you best, whether that’s inside or outside! An
8-hour charge cycle will provide you with an average of 5-10 hours of sensory light.

Size: 70 x 70 x 40cm

Size: 58 x 80cm dia. Well depth 18.5cm

C1044

C1053

Visual

Touch

Adult Appropriate

Autism

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Activity Wall Set

Wall Panels

Set of three colourful activity panels designed
to creatively engage children in crosscurricular learning. The Horse has wire beads
and moving gears to tumble and spin; the
Giraffe has fruit puzzle blocks to slide, mix
and complete; whilst the Zebra comes with
colourful shapes to identify and match.

Soft Frame 3 Bubble Mirror

Our three domed mirror panel creates stimulating
optical illusions. Mounted on a wooden backboard and
decorated with a bright, colourful surround for safety.
Comes complete with wall fixings.

Shapes Wall Toy

Activity Wall Board

Playfully encourage the
development of shape
recognition, matching skills,
and tactile dexterity with our
educational wall toy.

Size: 40 x 40 x 1.8cm

Size 40 x 40 x 1.8cm

B2006

B2013

Crocodile Wall Game

Visual, tactile and auditory
activities encourage motor
movement and coordination.

Smile like a crocodile as you play with this exciting sensory wall game.
Brightly coloured and jam-packed with stimulating activities, this
five-piece wall set has been designed for active sensory exploration.
Solve a puzzle, make some music, and fidget with the panel’s tactile
elements. Play together, or alone, but make sure you have lots of fun.

Size: 114 x 71cm

T1007

Size: 174.5cm

COMMUNITY AREAS WALL PANELS

COMMUNITY AREAS WALL PANELS

L6038

Can you find your way through
the labyrinth? Use your motor,
visual and cognitive skills to
safely slide the yellow disk
through this tricky maze.

C1056

See
page 137
for more Mirror
Panels

Size: H84 x W30cm

Labyrinth

Size of each panel: 36 x 55 x 3.5cm

C1043

Bear Activity Wall Panel

Illusion Wheels

Spin the bright illusion wheels to reveal secret images
that can only be seen when the wheels are in motion.
Perfect for visual, cognitive and motor stimulation.

Water (Fish)

B2020

Air (Bird)

B2021

Sound

Size: 91 x 32cm

C1065

Size: 39.6cm

168

Our bright and friendly bear wall panel has a range of
manipulative activities perfect for explorative individual
or social group play. The panels activities encourage
the development of hand eye coordination, fine motor
skills, finger control and cognitive skills. There are a few
puzzles to solve too, ask users how they plan to solve
them and start a conversation. Includes fixing screws.

Visual

Adult Appropriate

Touch

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Community Areas

Sensory Gardens
We’ve found that Sensory Gardens can boost moods,
spirits and smiles in educational, healthcare, and
public environments.

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

So, connect your senses with nature while developing gross motor, musical
and social skills with our inclusive Sensory Gardens Collection.

Memory & Reaction
Game Panel
Giant Single Dome

Made from scratch resistant acrylic
this mirror panel draws children to
observe themselves and objects.
The convex mirror dome provides a
distorted, fun and interesting view of
the world for the viewer to explore.
Suitable for indoor or outdoor use,
and comes complete with sticky
pads and corner fixing brackets for
attachment to any flat surface.

Size: L80cm x H46cm x D5cm

T2206

Roto Gen
Funny Faces

Size: 59.5 x 80 x 10.5cm

Spin the googly eyes
to create silly sensory
sound effects that are
sure to bring a bright
smile to your face!
Great for indoor and
outdoor use.
Fixings not included.

F7002

NEW

Size: 78 x 78cm

C1045

Finger Mazes

Our outdoor sensory panels are
perfect for hands-on, self-centred
activities that bring together nature and
tactile stimulation. They’re perfect for
keeping wandering fingers occupied!
Each panel includes a tricky Finger
Maze, various tactile objects, and
beautiful illustrations of nature. They
are available either post or wallmounted. Posts not included.
Size: 60 x 150cm
Beehive

B9005

Woodland

B9007

Size: 120 x 80cm

F7000

Wind Spinners Pin Wheel

Our colourful Wind Spinners
are ideal for brightening up
any size of sensory garden.
Includes stand.

170

Our Memory & Reaction Panel is bright,
exciting and great for developing cognitive,
visual and motor skills. Two interactive
game modes challenge memory and speed;
remember the colourful light sequence, or
take on the fast-paced reaction challenge.
The games are suitable for individual and
group play. The panel is easy to install and has
bright LEDs and stimulating sound effects.

Set of six panels that can be wall-mounted in your garden to create a
tactile sensory area. Each panel has its own stimulating texture – use your
fingertips to explore them excitedly. Approximate size of each panel is 30
x 30cm. Actual tactile products may vary from those shown.

Wind Spinners Mini Pin Wheel
A Wind Spinner that can
be handheld to enable
individual exploration and
visual stimulation.

Size: 100 x 39cm

Size: 20 x 40cm

S2000

S2001

Touch

Visual

Wind Spinners Bee
Watch as this busy Bee’s
wings spin in the wind.
Includes stand.

Wind Spinners Boat

A colourful boat that’s ready
to propel its way across the
seven seas. Includes stand.

Size: 100 x 50cm

Size: 100 x 50cm

S2003

S2002

Adult Appropriate

Dementia

Sound

COMMUNITY AREAS SENSORY GARDENS

COMMUNITY AREAS SENSORY GARDENS

Sensory Caterpillar Tactile Panels

Roto Gen
Music Box

Crank the music box to
activate tunes from old
fashioned organ grinder.
Great for indoor and
outdoor use.
Fixings not included.

For more
products visit

www.rhinouk.com

Size: 120 x 80cm

F7001

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Sensory Gardens

Globo Chair

The hanging Globo Chair is a relaxing swinging garden seat.
Multiple layers of weatherproof spruce wood guarantee maximum
stability and safety. The chair comes complete with a big soft
cushion and a modern wooden stand, and it’ll quickly become your
favourite place to sit and relax.

Light & Sound Arch

Create a beautiful, stimulating and striking
gateway to your Sensory Garden. Our
colourful timber arch is fitted with tuneful
musical chimes and multicoloured panels
that cast an ever-changing light show and
inspire visual, musical and tactile stimulation.

Max Weight: 120kg
Chair size: 121 x 118 x 69cm

L1006

Size: 140 x 85 x 200cm

Various
colour options
available
call for details

Chain Rattle

Outdoor Chimes

Listen, touch and swing the jingling
chains to create a stimulating sound
effect. Our outdoor musical panel
encourages tactile, auditory and
visual stimulation.

A rainbow of colourful chimes for users
to create melodies and explore their
visual, tactile and musical senses.
Mounted onto a robust timber frame for
sturdiness. Supplied with two beaters.

Size: L120 x D15 x H150cm
Freestanding

T2205F

Post Mounted

T2205

Size: H150 x L100 x D15cm
Freestanding

T2204F

Post Mounted

T2204

NEW

Child Full Support Swing Seat
NEW

Water Wall Board Set

Inspire your inner inventor, and develop cognitive and analytical
skills interacting with our wonderfully dynamic Water Wall Board Set.
Pour water into the curious tube system and watch as it flows,
sloshes and whooshes through the tubes and into the grey
storage boxes. Want to go again? Use your fine motor skills to
pump the water back into the system, and watch in delight as the
water dances through the pipes.
For more advanced play, you can rearrange the board’s elements to
create your own flow.

Comfortable supported swing seat, available in 3 sizes,
child, teenage and adult. Our Special Needs Swing
Seats with full support will provide enough vestibular
sensory input whilst having a fun time.
Size: L56 x 33 x 30cm

T2131

NEW

COMMUNITY AREAS SENSORY GARDENS

T2201

COMMUNITY AREAS SENSORY GARDENS

Prices exclude VAT. Some items are eligible for VAT exemption please contact us for details

Community Areas

Single Swing

Single swing frame. We recommend this frame
as it is very safe and sturdy and is able to take
adult weights.
Size: Overall Dimensions - 226cm wide, 244cm
deep, and 228cm tall. Weight limit 200kg.

T2159

Adult Full Support
Swing Seat

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Size: 81 x 51 x 36cm

T2132

Size: H140 (103 excl. leaf) x W130 x D12cm

P1018

172

Adult Appropriate

Autism

Touch

Visual

Sound

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com
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Storage Solutions
Bench Seat with Shoe Storage

Open 8.30am - 4.00pm Monday to Friday

NEW

Our handy cloakroom bench is the
perfect spot for users to sit and store
their shoes before play. Eight
compartments offer flexible storage
options, whilst its robust wooden
design will weather the wonders of
sensory spaces.

Delivery dates are quoted as estimates only, and are
not guaranteed. Delivery charges are based on the value
of your order.

COMMUNITY AREAS STORAGE SOLUTIONS

M1304
Various
colour options
available

Each tub comes with strong, easygrip handles and flexible ribbed sides
that make transporting them safe and
comfortable. Tubtrugs can also be easily
cleaned and disinfected. Available in five
different colours.
Colours available: Pistachio, Yellow,
Blue, Purple.

call for details

Large

H33 x Dia 45cm

F4001

Medium

H30 x Dia 39cm

F4003

R4008

£7.50

£10.01 - £100.00

£9.00

£100.01 - £1000.00

£15.00

£1000.01 - £1,999.00

£25.00

£1999.01 +

£50.00

*Prices exclude delivery costs for Portable Sensory Trolleys

Always detail the product code, quantity and product
name of the item required. Also include a contact
name, telephone number, order number, invoice
address and delivery address.
POST:	
Rhino Sensory UK
Millbuck Way
Springvale Industrial Estate
Sandbach
Cheshire
CW11 3HT
PHONE:

01270 766660

EMAIL:

sales@rhinouk.com

ONLINE:

www.rhinouk.com

Orders from private individuals must be accompanied
by full payment. For those with credit accounts an
invoice will be raised on despatch of goods.
Contact Rhino Sensory UK for details on
credit accounts.

Acceptable payment methods:
• Card: Visa / Maestro / Mastercard

• Cheque: Payable to Rhino Sensory UK Ltd
• BAC’s Payment: Please contact us for
Bank Details

and Bulky Garden Items.

White Storage
Cupboard

Organise your sensory space with our
practical storage cupboard. Inside
you’ll find 21 shallow trays and two
height-adjustable shelves that can
store everything from small sensory
fidgets to larger tactile resources.
The cupboard also comes with two
lockable doors for security and safety.
Size: W104.5 x D47.5 x H181.8cm

Beech Storage
Cupboard

A grand multi-purpose cupboard inside you’ll find 24 colourful trays
and four cubed shelves, and on the
outside, there are two lockable doors,
perfect for keeping your sensory
space safe and tidy.
Size: W102.8 x H146.8 x D48.5cm

M1303

M1302

Scan
the QR code to
view prices

Terms and Conditions
Prices

Returns

VAT Exemption

If the item is a made-to-order product with a colour choice, a return will
be subject to a 25% Handling Charge. While Rhino reserves the right to
refuse the return of any bespoke manufactured item, we will assess each
case on an individual basis.

For all prices, please refer to our website. All prices exclude VAT, which
will automatically be added at the applicable rate. All prices are subject
to change without notice, however our current prices will be displayed
on your order confirmation.
Certain groups and individuals might be eligible for zero-rated VAT across a
selection of products - please read the information on Page 180. To qualify, you
must fill in the VAT relief form available to download from our website (www.rhinouk.
com/vat-exemption) and send it with your order. If you are unsure about which
products are eligible, please check our website or contact us on 01270 766660.
Rhino Sensory UK reserves the right to reclaim VAT if falsely claimed.

Warranty

All products supplied by Rhino Sensory UK carry a 12 months return to base
warranty. Full terms and conditions apply.

Our sturdy birchwood six tray storage units help keep sensory
rooms tidy and organised. Fitted with castors for easy
movement, they can be moved in, out or around
rooms to make space.
Size: W103 x D45.3 x H73.9cm

Orders up to £10.00

Delivery charges may vary. Check our website for
up-to-date prices.

Mobile Unit with Boxes
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Delivery charges to Mainland UK are as follows*:

Tubtrugs

Tubtrugs are colourful, lightweight and
practical storage containers. Made from
food/toy-grade plastic, they’re safe to
use in sensory environments and can
hold a whole host of objects, from toys
and crafty items to sensory resources.

Rhino hold a large stock of Sensory Equipment and
Therapeutic Resources. We will aim to despatch your
order within 7-10 days. Any items that are out of stock
will be placed on back order for you and shipped as soon
as the stock becomes available.
For manufactured goods please allow up to 40 days for
delivery. An estimated delivery date will be shown on your
order confirmation email.

Size: W120 x D35 x H51.5cm

NEW

Delivery Details

Orders can be sent by any of the
following methods:

HOW TO ORDER

How to Order

Community Areas

Various
colour options
available
call for details

For prices and more information contact us on 01270 766660,
email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Liability

All products in this catalogue are intended for supervised use only. Full
company terms and conditions apply. Where relevant, equipment that
conforms to the EC Directive, EMC Compatibility and Low Voltage Directive
Regulations will display a CE mark.

If you wish to return an item due to a change of mind, Rhino must be
notified within 7 days of delivery. All products returned must be in a
resalable condition and include original packaging. The cost of returning
the item must be covered by the customer.

If for any reason you would like to return a product, please contact us first
to request a returns number on 01270 766660. Goods returned without
prior permission will not be accepted.

Disclaimer

All images are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended
recommendations for any activity. All measurements are approximate
and quoted as stated. Rhino Sensory UK reserve the right to amend the
specification of any product without prior notice. Rhino makes every effort
to ensure that descriptions, dimensions and prices are correct.
Should an error arise, we will inform the customer where appropriate. We
reserve the right to supply the product at the true price or not to supply.

All purchases from this catalogue are subject to our standard terms and conditions.
A full version of our terms and conditions are available online at: www.rhinouk.com/terms
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VAT Exemption

Maintaining Your Room

We are conscious that many multisensory
installations are made possible through
sustained fundraising efforts.

We want to make sure you get the most out of your new multi-sensory space.

That’s why value for money is at the heart of everything we
do. Many pieces of multisensory equipment are eligible for
VAT relief, particularly items which are specifically designed
to support people with a disability.

With regular inspections, maintenance, and a bit of tender loving care, your multi-sensory
equipment will remain in good working order for a very long time.

VAT EXEMPTION

Contact us for VAT exemption information or download
forms at www.rhinouk.com.

And alongside that, you’ll also receive 12 months warranty on each item and
a lifetime of telephone support for any additional advice you may need.

Use our VAT checklist below to determine if a VAT exemption applies to you.
Are you a charity or are you using charitable funds for the purchase?
NO

YES

Are the goods used for disabled
persons only?
NO

Are the goods being used for the personal or
domestic use of a specific individual?
NO

YES

VAT Exemption
can be applied

NO

YES

VAT Exemption
cannot be applied

If you are unsure whether you are eligible to claim VAT
relief you should check with your local Tax Office. If you
are eligible you will need to complete a VAT Exemption
Certificate when placing your order - You can find these
on our website or we can send them to you by email.
Please Note: Section 39.2 of the 1994 VAT Act
provides severe penalties for anyone who makes false
applications for VAT relief.
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If you’d like extra Sensory Room support, one of our Jungle Care Maintenance Packages could be
what you’re looking for. From our basic Valdivian package that extends your yearly warranty. To
deluxe Amazon packages that include on-site support and regular maintenance visits. Take care
of your sensory space in a way that works for you.
Our Jungle Care Packages can be taken out at any point in your sensory journey, although we’d
recommend you do right at the start so that you don’t have to worry about it later.

NO

VAT Exemption
cannot be applied
Are the goods adapted for a person
with a chronic illness or disability?

Are you eligible?

Jungle Care Packages

Is the person suffering from a chronic
illness or do they have a disability?

Are the goods being used for therapy/
medical diagnosis or treatment?
YES

YES

Every
order comes
with 12 Months
Warranty & Lifetime
Telephone
Support

MAINTAINING YOUR ROOM

Upon installation, we’ll pass on our expert advice on the use, care and cleaning of all your
sensory equipment so that you can become sensory sages of your new space.

YES

NO

Valdivian

• Jungle Care Kit
• Annual Service

VAT Exemption
can be applied

VAT Exemption
cannot be applied

For more information call us on 01270 766660, email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

• Maintenance and
Sanitising Visit
• Extended
12 Month Warranty

Congo

Amazon

• Three On-Site
Support Visits

• Unlimited On-Site
Support Visits

• Annual Water
Treatments

• Quarterly Water
Treatments

• Room Component
Repair Service

• Room Component
Repair Service

To find out more, please contact our team on 01270 766660 or email sales@rhinouk.com
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Product Name
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Index
Page No.

Bubbles Mirror
136
Acoustic Cloud
44
Acoustic Perception Tactile Wall Panels 49
Acrobat Swing
66
Acrylic Mirror
27
Active Bubble Column
23
Active Bubble Wall
31
Active Hurricane Column
25
Activity Ball
81
Activity Bolster
66
Activity Wall Board
168
Activity Wall Set
169
Air Floor Mat
96
Amazon Macaw
129
Animal Album
131
Aroma Cubes
162
Aroma Fan & Light Reward
162
Aroma Stream Unit
162
Aromas Set
162
Aromatherapy Guide
163
Audio Kit
119
Audio Sensory Tub
120
Aura LED Projector
40
Baby Positioning Chair
101
Baby Voyager
116
Balance Set
73
Balancing Bar
92
Round Balancing Board
73
Balancing Board
74
Ball Effects Insert
29
Ball Pool Balls
88
Ball Pool Step
88
Ball Pools
88
Bamboo Fibre Optics
34
Barnyard Friends Build & Spin
130
Basic Skills Board
130
Basketball Stand
71
Bead Filled Squidgy Shapes
151
Bear Activity Wall Panel
169
Belizze Hanging Chair
67
Bench Seat with Shoe Storage
174
Bench Seating
110
Big Mack Communicator
116
Big Red Switch
124
Bilibo
68
Bird Of Paradise
129
Black & White Nursery Play Mat
39
Body Roller
83
Body Sox
85
Body Wheel Large
74
Bodyrocker
68
Bondina Bells
159
Bouncing Chair
68
Bouncyband for Chairs
69
Bowling Friends
75
Bowling Mat
75
Breakout Seating
110
Brick Me
132
Brick Stand
132
Bubble Columns
23
Bubble Column Additive
29
Bubble Column Beanbag
27
Bubble Column Podiums
26
Bubble Column Security Bracket
30
Bubble Machine
30
Bubble Tube Drainage Pump
29
Bubble Walls
31
Budget Bubble Column
23
Budget Hurricane Column
25
Butterfly Rainwheel
47

Product Name

Page No.

C Swing Frame
63
Calming Sensory Kit
118
Care Chair Beanbag
104
Caterpillar Mirror Bumps
92
Ceiling Swing Power Hook
65
Chain Rattles
172
Chair Beanbag
106
Chairs
166
Chewigems
153
Chill Out Den
101
Chroma Tube
25
Circular Water & Sand Tray
167
Clatterpillar
159
Cleaning Brush
29
Clear Tunnel 2.7m
73
Click Clack Ball
156
Climbing Wall
76
Cocoon
82
Cocoon Swing
67
Colour Changing Aroma Diffuser
162
Colour Changing Bench
140
Colour Changing Egg
141
Colour Controller Buttons
28
Colour Controller Cube
28
Colour Controller Pad
28
Colour Controller Podium
27
Colour Wall Wash Set
45
Coloured Dice
95
Convex Bubble Mirror
137
Corner Ball Pool
89
Corner Guard Deluxe
97
Crocodile Wall Game
169
Cubey Tactile Wall
48
Cuddle Ball
80
Custom Free-standing Beam Frame 62
Cylinders Mountain
93
Dark Den Accessories Kit
36
Dark Den Tent
118
Deep Pressure Vest
85
De-Escalation Bench Seat
109
De-ionised Water 25lt
29
Deluxe Bubble Wall
31
Deluxe Hurricane Wall
46
Deluxe Infinity Tunnel
46
Deluxe Sound & Light Panel
46
Dimpl
154
Disc 'o' Sit Junior
101
Disco Tube
25
Distraction Kit
119
Distraction Tub
120
Double Mirror mat
137
Double Sided Mirror Boards
128
Double Therapy Chair
105
Double-Feature Mirror
139
Ear Defenders
128
Easy Grip Balls Set
81
Easy Hold Glitter Panel Set
145
Egg Chair
104
Emotion Dominoes
128
Exploration Circle Set
167
Farm Sound Puzzle
156
Farmyard Buzzers
127, 156
Feel & Touch Tactile Wall Panels
49
Fibre Optic Carpet
32
Fibre Optic Ceiling Kit
32
Fibre Optic Ceiling Ring
32
Fibre Optic Chandelier
33
Fibre Optic Curtain
33, 51
Fibre Optic Padded Seat
35
Fibre Optic Side Glow Tails
34

Product Name

Page No.

Fibre Optic Star Cloth
Fibre Optic Waterfall
Fidget Cube
Fidget Foot Roller
Fidget Pop Tubes
Fidget Sensory Kit
Fidget Tubes
Fidget Widget Tool Kit
Finger Door Guard
Fish for Bubble Columns
Flashing Spikey Air Ball Pack
Flexi Glow Ball
Flip Sequin Board
Floating 3D Blocks
Floating Basket
Floor Padding
Floor Surfer
Flower Rainwheel
Fluorescent Mirror Chimeabout
Fluorescent Parachute
Fluorescent Tube Drum
Fluorescent Tube Roller Shaker
Foldaway Swing
Folding Floor Mat
Frog Rocker
Full Support Swing Seat
Garden Joys
Giant Air Board
Giant Crab Rocker
Giant Crash Mat
Giant Cushion
Giant Dark Den
Giant Piano Mat
Giant Rocker
Giant Single Dome
Giant Single Dome Mirror
Giant Tunnel
Glitter Roll
Glitter Stick Kaleidoscope
Globo Chair
Go Wheelie
Gobo LED Projector
Go-Go
Gooshy Switch
Grass Mat
Gravity Wonder Wall
Handheld Fibre Optics Bundle
Handheld Infinity Mirror
Handheld Light Projector Ball
Handyman Magnetic Picture Board
Harmonica
Height Adjuster Kit
Hexichew
Hide and Reveal Emotions Cushions
Hill Tops
Home Album
Home Sweet Home
Horse Rocker
Hourglass Sand Tray
Hurricane Columns
Hurricane Tube Security Bracket
Hydro-Solar LED Projector
Hypercolour Thinking Putty
Ice Starlight
Illuminated Ball Pool
Illusion Wheels Wall Panel
Indoor Swing Frame
Infinity Cube
Infinity Tunnel
Interactive Bubble Column

32
33
154
150
156
119
153
155
97
29
145
38
147
51
51
96
78
47
38
39
38
38
64
96
90
173
163
73
90
96
106
118
161
91
136
170
91
125
145
173
72
50
74
125
111
49
34
143
143
131
159
65
153
128
70
131
163
90
167
25
30
50
151
143
89
168
64
155
46
23

Product Name

Page No.

Interactive Bubble Wall
31
Interactive Hurricane Column
25
Interactive Light Source
35
Jellyfish Tank
144
Jumbo Fibre Optic Tails
34
Jumbo Magnets
132
Jumbo Timer
127
Kids Swinger
67
Kinetic Wonder Wall
48
Koosh Ball Switch
125
Labyrinth Activity Wall Panel
168
Labyrinth Flower
47
Ladder Lights
46
Large 16 Domed Surface
136
Large Bouncing Chair
68
Large Jellyfish Tank
37
Large LED Mirror
136
Laser Sphere
142
Laser Stars
43
LED Cloud Water Projector
43
LED Colour Changing Ring
45
LED Light Stax
143
LED Mood Cube
141
LED RGB Pinspot
43
LED Sky Ceiling
44
LED UV Light Panel
36
LED Wall Wash
45, 50
Lib Switch
124
Light & Sand Table Top
147
Light & Sound Arch
172
Light Bell Ball
158
Light Source Wall Holder
35
Light Up Push Popper Fidget Spinner 154
Light Up Tambourine
159
Lights & Sounds Buzzers
127
Line Lite Mirror
37
Liquid Floor Tiles
146
Magic Mirror Fish
139
Magic Mirror Shapes
139
Magic Scarves
75
Magnetic Clear Wheel
41
Magnetic Effect Wheels
41
Magnetic Liquid Effect Wheels
42
Massager with Lights
150
Maxi Scooter Board
79
Melody Tubes
160
Memory & Reaction Game Panel 76, 170
Mini Bondina Bells
159
Mini Dome Switch
125
Mini Foot Swing
69
Mini Trampoline
72
Mirror Ball
43
Mirror Ball Rotator 1rpm
43
Mirror Buttons
139
Mirror Ceiling Tile
44
Mirror Chimeabout
138
Mirror Marble Wheel
157
Mobile 6 Jumbo Tray Unit
174
Mobile Corner Podium
117
Modular Soft Play Seating
108
Moji Labrador Pet Dog
129
Molecule Stress Ball
152
Monkey Bar Climbing Frame
76
Mood Blocks
141
Movin' Sit Senior
101
MSE Genie App Control
28
Multi Sensory Ball Pack
152
Multisensory Tub
120
Music Box
160
Musical Bead Curtain
157

For more information call us on 01270 766660, email sales@rhinouk.com or visit www.rhinouk.com

Product Name

Page No.

Musical Bead Curtain Reward
Musical Squares
Musical Waterbeds
Namaste Sensory Kit
Nest Swing
Non-Slip Floor Mat
Nursery Rhymes Sound Puzzle
O Swing Frame
Obstacle Course Cones
Obstacle Course Hula Hoops
Obstacle Course Sticks
Ocean Drum
Ocean Wave Projector
Ocean Wonders Build & Spin
Omi Reflex Interactive Wall
Omi Sky Interactive Ceiling
Omi Vista Interactive Floor
On/Off Sensory Switch
Oombee Ball
Outdoor Chimes
Outdoor Finger Maze
Paddle Set for Scooters
Parachute 3.5m
Pawz The Calming Pup
Pea Pod
Pear Beanbag
Penta Beanbag
Physio Activity Roll
Physio Gym Ball
Physio Therapy Roll
Pillar and Wall Guard
Pillar Wall Pad
Pirate Feeling Wheel
Pitched Roof Soft Play Den
Platform
Platform with Tunnel
Play Cones Set
Play with Light Board
Playfoam Colour Mix
Pop Up Dark Den
Pop Up Sensory Set
Porcupine Balls
Portable Ball Pool
Posture Wedge
Precious Petzz Ginger Tabby Cat
Precious Petzz Labrador
Pretend House Bricks
Prism Body Support Cushion
Projection Curtain
Projectors
Protac Sensit Chair
Protac Sensit Footstool
Puppet Buddy
Push Popper Set
Push Snapper Set
Quubi
Radiator Pad
Rainbow in my room
Rainbow Push Popper Set
Rainbow Wooden Shape Twister
Rainbowmaker
Rainbowspinner
Rainmaker Wall Panel
Ramp & Scooter Set
Rectangular Safety Mirror
Relaxer
Reminiscence Sensory Kit
Reptile Glow Set
Resonance Amp
Resonance Beanbag

125
161
100
121
67
96
156
63
71
71
71
158
43
133
56
57
59
124
149
172
171
79
75
141
82
106
106
81
81
80
97
97
148
91
94
94
71
37
147
118
121
152
88
101
129
129
132
101
41
40
83
83
129
154
155
148
97
142
154
130
159
159
47
79
136
105
121
38
102
102

Product Name
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Resonance CD
103
Resonance Long Easy
102
Resonance Relaxer
103
Resonance Rocker Chair
102
Rhythm Pals
158
Ring Toss
75
Robbie Rabbit
125
Rock N Roll Piano
158
Rocker Roller
90
Rocker Seat
105
Rocket Light
144
Rocking Steps
93
Rotating Bead Wheel
138
Rotating Bell Spiral
138
Rotating Wood Mill
138
RotoGen Play Panels
171
Round Table
166
Round Water Carpet
47
Sand Pack
147, 167
Sand Timer
127
Sandscape
144
Scooter Slide
78
Seesaw
73
Sensit Chair
83
Senso Path XL
72
Senso Rainbow Ball
145, 158
Sensory Ball
152
Sensory Caterpillar Tactile Panels
171
Sensory Colourmix Sensory Tubes 145
Sensory Cushions - Square
106
Sensory Fidget Toy Kit
153
Sensory Glow Ball
38
Sensory Hand Feel Plates
149
Sensory Hut
117
Sensory Integration Sensis System Set 63
Sensory Jumbo Ooze Tube
145
Sensory Mood Discovery Table
140
Sensory Mood egg
141
Sensory Mood Pyramid
141
Sensory Mood Table
166
Sensory Mood Water Table
167
Sensory Reflective Balls
139
Sensory Roller Slides
78
Sensory Stepping Stones
70
Sensory Suspension Steel Frame
62
Sensory Therapeutic Tunnel
82
Sensory Touch Ball
152
Sensory Trunk
121
Sensory Voyager Trolley
114
Shapes Wall Toy
168
Sight & Sound Tube Drum
157
Silishapes Blocks
132
Silishapes Sensory Circle Set
70
Simpl Dimpl
154
Single Swing Frame
173
Skwish
148
Slab Beanbag
106
Sliding Foam Rollers
93
Sling Swing
67
Small Pal Switch
124
Smell Pots
163
Soft Armchair
109
Soft Frame 3 Bubble Mirror
137, 168
Soft Frame Sensory Mirror
137
Soft Furniture
108
Soft Play Balance Sets
77
Soft Play Climbing Sets
77
Soft Play Floor Spinner
93
Soft Play Hideaway Den
91
Soft Play Piece Set
95

Product Name

Page No.

Soft Play Puzzle
95
Soft Play Rockers
90
Soft Play Roller Tunnel
91
Soft Play Slide
94
Soft Play Stepping Stones
94
Soft Play Steps - Square
94
Soft Play Wheel
93
Soft Top Scooter
79
Softplay Shape Matching Mat
95
Softplay Trampoline
93
Solar Deflector Mirror
41
Solar LED Projectors
40
Solar Multi Facet Mirror
41
Solid Core Fibre Optic Harness
51
Sound & Light Panel
46
Sound Light Dome
45
Sound Sensitive Colour Controller Switch 28
Sound to Light Sensor Bar
143
Space Blanket
138
Space Hopper
80
Sparkle Light Source
35
Spectra Strobe Ball
145
Spider Ball
152
Spike the Fine Motor Hedgehog
133
Spiral Glitter Wand
145
Square Ball Pool
89
Square Liquid Floor Tile
146
Squeeze Canoe
82
Squeeze Machine
83
Squeeze Seat
82
Squidgy Sparkle Fish
151
Squidgy Sparkle Shapes
151
Squishy Mesh Ball
152
Storage Cupboard with Doors
174
Stretchy Bangles Set
153
String Swing
67
Swing Bolster
66
Swing Ceiling Bar
65
Swing Extender
65
Swing Platform
66
Swinger
67
Swinger Chair Stand
64
Swings
66-67, 173
Switch Adapted Bubble Machine
117
Swivel Swing Connection
65
Table & Chairs
166
Tabletop Bubble Column
23
Tabletop Column Carry Bag
30
Tabletop Hurricane
25
Tactile Circles
48
Tactile Discs
70
Tactile Matching Game
149
Tactile Sensory Tub
120
Talking Photo Album
118
Talking Tiles
126
Talking Tins
126
Talking Tubes
126
Tangle Therapy
155
Textured Floor Tiles
146
Textured Foot Markers
72
Textured Hand Markers
72
Textured Stepping Stones
146
The Sewing Box Magnetic Picture Board 131
Therapy Putty
151
Therapy Rocker Chair
105
Therapy Screw
155
Therapy Top
73
Therasensory Ball
80
Thread-O-Ball
133
Throw and Catch Beanbags
71

Product Name
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Toniebox Starter Set
160
Top
69
Touch & Feel Puzzle Pets
149
Touch Interactive Floor Tile
140
Touch Sensitive Bubble Column
23
Touch Sensitive LED Carpet
32
Tower of Tubes
69
Train Whistle
159
Tranquil Turtle
142
Transparent Tactile Shells
147
Tricky Fingers
130
Tropical Scentsory Putty
163
Tubtrug
174
Tunnel Ramp
92
Turntable Platform
107
UV & Glow Sensory Tub
120
UV & GID Ceiling Decor
39
UV Bamboo Fibre Optics Tails
35
UV Carpet
39
UV Fibre Optic Curtain
37
UV Fibre Optic Side Glow Tails
35
UV Kit Medium
36
UV LED Torch
36
UV Mat
39
UV Sensory Liquid Floor Tiles
39
UV Spine Balls
38
UV Waterfall
37
Vertical Device Kit
65
Vibrating Ball
150
Vibrating Floor Pad
103
Vibrating Head Massager
150
Vibrating Pillow
150
Vibrating Pillow with Knobs
150
Vibrating Snake
150
Vibrating Wall Bumpers
95
Visual Sensory Kit
119, 143
Visual Perception Tactile Wall Panels 49
Visual Sensory Tub
120
Voyager Dust Cover
115
Wall Padding
97
Water Carpet
51
Water Cylinder
51
Water mat
148
Water Wall Board Set
172
Waterbed Care Kit
100
Waterbeds
100
Waterproof Beanbags
104
Wave Drum
158
Wavy Step
94
Weighted Blankets
84
Weighted Cat
85
Weighted Lap Pads
84
Weighted Roller
74
Weighted Wrist Bands
85
Weighty Snakey
85
White Tent
41, 118
Whizzy Dizzy
69
Wide Angle Lens
41
Wind Spinners
170
Winkle
148
Wipeable Ball Blanket
84
Wipeable Weighted Quilt
84
Wonder Glow Blocks
38
Wooden 4 in a Row
130
Wrap Armchair
107
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Connect with us
@RhinoSensoryUK
www.rhinouk.com

Rhino Sensory UK Ltd

Millbuck Way, Springvale Industrial Estate,
Sandbach, Cheshire, CW11 3HT
W: www.rhinouk.com
E: sales@rhinouk.com

